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Abstract
Wireless networking technology, as prevalently realized according to the IEEE 802.11
standard, successfully complements wired access to local networks and the Internet.
Current mobile devices, such as smartphones, manifest wireless networking within
everyday mobile scenarios and diverse and dynamic device-to-device (D2D) commu-
nication contexts that are independent from any network infrastructure, motivating
the research directions of Mobile Ad-Hoc, Delay Tolerant, and Opportunistic Net-
working as well as Ubiquitous Communication. In these directions, D2D communi-
cation strives to facilitate mobile applications and therefore requires a technological
basis for wireless networking between mobile devices that comprehensively manifests
application semantics within the temporal and spatial scope of mobile communica-
tion contexts. Indeed, the 802.11 wireless networking capabilities of current mobile
devices are, in principle, suited to provide this basis, enabling users to freely instan-
tiate localized and autonomous communication structures.
In spite of this, very few academic approaches achieve the jump to real-world im-
plementations and applications. We attribute this fact to three shortcomings in
realizing mobile D2D networking within the wireless communication capabilities of
current mobile devices and envisioned communication contexts. First, a lack of sup-
port for the 802.11 ad-hoc mode (AM), the traditionally assumed basis for mobile
D2D networking, reduces its basic feasibility on current mobile devices. Second, the
original design of 802.11 as a one-hop extension of wired networks cannot express
application semantics that enable purposeful discovery of application participants
within the sheer number of devices that make up current mobile scenarios. Similarly,
the fundamental notion of an Ethernet-like binding of devices in networks in 802.11
cannot enable a comprehensive communication scope that makes the ubiquity of
wireless devices accessible and available for communication.
This thesis addresses these specific shortcomings and proposes mechanisms that
comprehensively enable mobile wireless D2D networking. First, we establish D2D
networking in a network design that builds on the ubiquitously supported 802.11
infrastructure mode (IM), mitigating the lack of support for the AM and exposing
the performance gains of the IM to mobile wireless networking. Our design affords
network connectivity equivalent to the 802.11 AM with significantly fewer devices
serving as forwarders and enables energy savings at both forwarding devices and
commodity network participants.
Second, we propose a design to build wireless D2D networking around the availability
of desired applications and content, mitigating the inability to express interests and
semantics in 802.11. Our design exploits the pervasive and unrestricted scope of
wireless broadcasts for discovery and subsequently instantiates D2D networking in
dedicated 802.11 networks to facilitate high-performance mobile content exchange.
Third, we realize unrestricted ubiquitous wireless networking with all encountered
devices in a network-less communication mechanism that exposes the temporal and
spatial dynamics, diversity, and scope of wireless contexts to mobile applications.
Building on this scope, we propose multiple compelling multimedia use cases that
leverage local and immediate communication for direct interaction between mobile
and stationary wireless devices.
Kurzfassung
Drahtlose Netzwerktechnologie, z.B. dem IEEE 802.11 Standard folgend, erga¨nzt den
drahtgebundenen Zugang zu lokale Netzwerken sowie dem Internet. Mobile Gera¨te
transportieren diese Technologie in allta¨gliche Szenarien und dynamische Kommu-
nikationskontexte zwischen mobilen Gera¨ten, unabha¨ngig von existierenden Net-
zwerkinfrastrukturen. Kommunikation in diesen Szenenarien bilden die Grundlage
fu¨r die Forschungsfelder Mobile Ad-Hoc Netzwerke, Verzo¨gerungstolerante Netzw-
erke und Opportunistische Netzwerke sowie Ubiquita¨re Kommunikation. In diesen
Feldern dient die direkte Kommunikation zwischen mobilen Gera¨ten der Realisierung
mobiler Applikationen und beno¨tigt eine technische Basis die mobile Netzwerke er-
mo¨glicht welche die Semantik der jeweiligen Applikation im momentanen zeitlichen
und o¨rtlichen Kontext widerspiegelt. Im Prinzip ermo¨glichen die 802.11-konformen
Kommunikationsfa¨higkeiten mobiler Gera¨te die Bereitstellung dieser Basis indem sie
Benutzer befa¨higen lokale und autonome Kommunikationsnetzwerke zu erstellen.
Trotz dieser prinzipiellen Fa¨higkeit werden solche akademischen Ansa¨tze selten in
reellen, verfu¨gbaren Applikationen implementiert. Wir begru¨nden diese Tatsache
mit drei Unzula¨nglichkeiten der drahtlosen Kommunikationsfa¨higkeiten heutiger mo-
biler Gera¨te. Zuna¨chst unterstu¨tzen heutige Gera¨te den 802.11 Ad-hoc Modus, die
standardisierte Basis fu¨r direkte Kommunikation zwischen mobilen Gera¨ten, nicht
und reduzieren damit die grundsa¨tzlicheMachbarkeit solcher Kommunikation. Weit-
erhin sieht der Entwurf von 802.11 den Transport von Applikationssemantik, welche
fu¨r eine zielgerichtete Suche von Anwendungsteilnehmern in der jeweils verfu¨gbaren
Anzahl von mobilen Gera¨ten no¨tig ist, nicht vor. Schlussendlich verhindert die
Ethernet-artige Bindung von Gera¨ten zu einem 802.11 Netzwerk uneingeschra¨nkte
Kommunikation mit allen verfu¨gbaren mobilen Gera¨ten in Reichweite.
Die vorliegende Dissertation adressiert diese Unzula¨nglichkeiten und stellt umfassende
Mechanismen fu¨r mobile, direkte Kommunikation zwischen mobilen Gera¨ten vor.
Wir stellen zuna¨chst einen Netzwerkentwurf vor welcher auf dem allgegenwa¨rtig un-
terstu¨tzten 802.11 Infrastruktur Modus basiert und die Kompatibilita¨tsproblematik
des 802.11 Ad-hoc Modus umgeht. Weiterhin realisiert unser Entwurf die ho¨here
Leistungsfa¨higkeit des Infrastruktur Modus in mobilen Netzen, ermo¨glicht vergle-
ichbare Netzwerkkonnektivita¨t und erlaubt die Einsparung von Energie bei sowohl
angepassten als auch unangepassten Netzwerkteilnehmern.
Im Folgenden ermo¨glichen zwei Ansa¨tze die Instanziierung von drahtlosen Netzw-
erken basierend auf der Verfu¨gbarkeit und Auffindung von Applikationen und Daten
und erga¨nzen 802.11 somit um eine Mo¨glichkeit Applikationssemantik darzustellen.
Unsere Ansa¨tze benutzen die im Prinzip uneingeschra¨nkte Ausbreitung drahtloser
Signale zur Suche von Applikationen und Daten und instantiiert darauf folgend
802.11 Netzwerke direkt zwischen den beteiligten Gera¨ten zum Austausch von Daten.
Zu guter Letzt stellen wir einen netzwerklosen Mechanismus vor der uneingeschra¨nkte,
generelle Kommunikation zwischen allen Gera¨ten in Reichweite ermo¨glicht und damit
den jeweiligen zeitlichen und o¨rtlichen Kontext mobilen Applikationen zuga¨nglich
macht. Wir demonstrieren eine Reihe von Multimedia Anwendungen die auf diesem
Kontext aufbauen und lokale Kommunikation fu¨r die direkte Interaktion zwischen
mobilen Gera¨ten nutzen.
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1
Introduction
Mobile wireless networking can be categorized into two main categories, namely
device-to-infrastructure (D2I) and device-to-device (D2D) networking. D2I network-
ing extends wired network infrastructures by a single hop of wireless connectivity
and enables connectivity to local or global networks, e.g., the Internet. Originally de-
signed as a wireless extension of 802.3 [80208] Ethernet networks, the main usage sce-
nario of D2I networking is general purpose communication in which pre-established,
stationary networks accommodate a variety of applications. Today, D2I networking
is ubiquitous in the implementation of the 802.11 standard [80212b] by stationary
Access Points (APs) and mobile devices, such as netbooks, laptops, tablets, and
smartphones, that associate to APs to gain global or local network access.
Mobile D2D networking complements the stationary and pre-established communica-
tion scenarios of D2I networking in multiple aspects. First, spontaneous, local wire-
less networks established between mobile devices, independent of wired networks or
network infrastructures, supplement the wireless network ecosystem in places where
D2I networks are impossible or too costly to operate or have been destroyed, e.g., in
a natural disaster [CCL03,HMDD04]. Second, mobile D2D networks inherently in-
corporate and leverage the location and current context of mobile users, establishing
local and direct communication rather than global communication mediated by third
party infrastructures and services. Third, in contrast to permanent D2I networks,
D2D networks are purpose-driven, in facilitating a specific mobile application, and
efficient, in that they may be instantiated only when needed and may subsequently
be discarded.
In their application, wireless D2D networking originally aimed to reproduce the
benefits and network characteristics of D2I networking in Mobile Ad-Hoc Networks
(MANETs), so as to enable unchanged, local wireless networking for mobile devices.
In [CCL03,HMDD04], the authors provide a comprehensive overview of compelling
application areas that make the realization of MANETs worthwhile, e.g., in disaster
and rural scenarios. However, the authors also highlight the difficulty of enabling
the desired D2I benefits and characteristics, such as Internet Protocol (IP) routing
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and the Transmission Control Protocol (TCP), in infrastructure-less networks. More
recently, the evolution of mobile wireless devices towards personal appliances, such
as smartphones, and their immersion in everyday life motivated additional use cases
for mobile wireless D2D networking, namely Delay/Disruption-Tolerant Network-
ing (DTN) [KAF12] and Opportunistic Networking (OppNet) [PPC06]. In DTNs,
applications leverage device mobility and social or personal characteristics of users to
establish a routing infrastructure over multiple device hops with intermittent con-
nectivity. OppNets, in turn, do not build on any notion of routing over multiple
disconnected hops but exploit contacts between mobile devices for single-hop, im-
mediate communication and content exchange. Both research directions differ from
MANET research in their emphasis on spontaneous D2D networking under high mo-
bility, taking into account the proliferation, capabilities, and rich contexts of mobile
wireless devices in everyday scenarios.
From these everyday scenarios as well as from the state-of-the-art in mobile wire-
less networking research, we extract three phenomena that motivate the real-life
application of the aforementioned directions in mobile wireless D2D networking:
A critical mass of mobile wireless devices exists in the proliferation of laptops, net-
books, tablet, and smartphones [EP06, LS13]. In contrast to mobile wireless
scenarios of the past, wireless D2D communication can thus spontaneously and
ubiquitously arise from the mobility of users and their respective application
and location context. The deep integration of mobile devices into everyday life
further makes authentic communication contexts accessible, that are neither
forced nor arranged, affording a basis for D2D networking that is defined by
and benefits from real-life mobility and scenarios.
Novel research approaches and applications currently emerge that build on and
exploit this proliferation of mobile wireless devices as well as their communi-
cation capabilities. Utilizing the contacts between devices for D2D networking
then provides a communication platform for distributed [RLLPG12,CLL+12]
and participatory [MRS+09] sensing, crowd computing [MYCH10, SLAZ12a],
location-oriented services and computing [OHL+11, TCK10], and ubiquitous
communication and interaction [MLF+08, MPL+11], established exclusively
between mobile devices. Similarly, traditionally Internet-based research di-
rections and applications shift towards mobile wireless networking, such as
peer-to-peer content sharing [HYK+10], social networking [POL+09,TVSP13],
and messaging [HCY08,HSWL10]. Implementing these approaches and appli-
cations in mobile scenarios then enables novel ways of interaction, leverage of
location contexts, and infrastructure-less content and message exchanges.
Increasing mobile traffic demands continue to overload carrier networks and in-
frastructures [Jac,Dr.] The cost, effort, and delay of adapting networking in-
frastructures to user demands thereby motivate the extension of the capacity
of cellular infrastructure networks through high-capacity D2D networks. Rec-
ognizing this trend, multiple approaches propose offloading of cellular traffic in
mobile wireless D2D networks [PLHJ12,HHK+10,LSH+11]. Correspondingly,
future network architectures, e.g., for 5G cellular networks, envision offloading
of traffic in wireless D2D networks where mobile devices serve as “cooperative
relays” [Pap11,SS12,Eur13,Rao11]. In this, the cellular network only serves as
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the initial provider of original content and mobile D2D networks disseminate
and replicate this content on mobile devices of users.
Building on the availability of a critical mass, the realization of the proposed ap-
proaches would enable multiple diverse and beneficial applications and usage scenar-
ios in mobile and ubiquitous communication. However, research currently does not
address the question of how to implement the proposed approaches in the context of
real-life devices and wireless communication technologies. In the following, we an-
alyze this open research area and the specific challenges in developing mechanisms
that enable the realization of mobile wireless D2D networking, taking into account
the constraints of the current technological device context.
1.1 Problem Analysis
We now outline the problem space of this thesis by briefly analyzing the shortcom-
ings of mobile D2D communication within the current technological state of the art
against the requirements of novel research approaches and applications. In this, we
regard mobile D2D networking holistically rather than focus on a single performance
parameter or characteristic.
This thesis bases on the observation that the implementation of proposed mobile and
ubiquitous applications [POL+09,OHL+11,HCY08,SLAZ12b] in real-life device con-
texts and communication scenarios does not have a suitable technological basis. The
resulting lack of real-life implementations of mobile D2D applications reduces the in-
centives for technology designers and device manufacturers to design and implement
such a technological basis. As a result, a stalemate exists between academic research
waiting for vendor and device support for D2D networking while vendors and device
manufacturers wait for convincing real-world applications to justify the investments
of implementing D2D networking support. Because of this stalemate, novel D2D
approaches and applications are unable to gain widespread real-life adoption and
are thus unable to realize their envisioned benefits.
Specifically, the design of wireless networking in 802.11 [80212b] and the associ-
ated overhead do not account for the high mobility, spontaneity, and scope of the
D2D communication scenarios envisioned in DTN and OppNet. Similarly, 802.11
does not support the incorporation of mobile application semantics required for a
purpose-driven discovery of communication peers and subsequent instantiation of
D2D networking. Our problem analysis and subsequent design hence follow these
observations and address the feasibility, semantics, and scope of mobile wireless D2D
networking.
In our analysis, we follow a Cartesian approach, i.e., an assessment which device
and network capabilities currently exist, instead of regarding and building on capa-
bilities that might be implemented by mobile device vendors at some future point
in time. Consequently, our designs build on the capabilities of commodity devices
and characteristics of available networking technologies, such as 802.11, rather than
proposing mechanisms that would require a “forklift update” of the target devices.
We argue that by adapting this approach it is possible to design applicable solutions
that mitigate the technological stalemate mentioned above.
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Challenge: Feasibility
The feasibility of establishing a wireless network between mobile devices in the ab-
sence of a dedicated network infrastructure is at the core of mobile wireless D2D
networking. Historically, the 802.11 standard [80212b] specified the 802.11 ad-hoc
mode (AM) for this scenario, in which mobile 802.11 devices operate a (multi-hop)
network as equal peers, i.e., without a functional distinction between AP and Sta-
tions (STAs), as is the case in infrastructure mode (IM) networks.
However, current mobile wireless devices are tailored to their prevalent usage scenario
of accessing stationary, pre-defined networks in selected locations such as at home,
at work, or on campus. Such network access is provided through dedicated 802.11
IM networks, making the need for mobile D2D networking capabilities negligible in
commodity devices. Following this trend, current mobile Operating Systems (OSs),
e.g., Android [Gooa], iOS [iOS], or Windows Mobile [MSDa], do not support the
802.11 AM, i.e., the traditional technological basis for mobile D2D wireless network-
ing [CCL03,HMDD04]. Without a real-world technical device basis to be deployed
on, proposed novel approaches of D2D networking remain confined to prototype
implementations in academic settings.
While mobile devices support the spontaneous creation of single-hop 802.11 IM net-
works, the resulting networks have different characteristics than the 802.11 AM, as
built upon by mobile applications. A suitable technological basis hence needs to
take these characteristics into account, i.e., it needs to
i) support mobility of both devices and the network made up by these devices,
ii) enable a flat hierarchy in the absence of coordinating entities, e.g., 802.11 APs,
iii) account for network dynamics such as joining, moving, and leaving devices,
iv) allow for network connectivity and routing over multiple hops as neither the set
of devices in the network nor its size or location are fixed, and
v) make the storage, processing, and communication capabilities of mobile devices
available to applications.
Enabling the instantiation and operation of a network then would allow devices to
communicate within the respective networks. In mobile, uncoordinated scenarios a
user may then observe the available networks and associate to a single one. From
the potentially large number of networks, that are operated by unknown devices
and that facilitate an a priori unknown mobile application, arises the question of
application semantics of networks, i.e., which network facilitates the application(s)
that are of interest to the specific user.
Challenge: Semantics
The vast proliferation of wireless devices and the resulting large number of con-
tacts between these devices result in abundant communication opportunities, pro-
viding a viable basis for mobile D2D networking and applications. A requirement for
resource-efficient D2D communication then is the discovery of communication peers
based on application semantics, i.e., that are worthwhile in that they participate in
a common mobile application by requesting or providing content. This is because
establishing communication “blindly” potentially wastes interesting communication
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opportunities that occur while the device is interacting with the current device in a
shared wireless network.
However, the design of 802.11 does not support the transport and expression of
application semantics outside of established network structures. These character-
istics, and their associated time and communication overhead, impede an efficient
semantic discovery of devices in mobile scenarios with constrained device contact
durations. Specifically, requesting devices, i.e., devices discovering content or appli-
cations, would need to iteratively associate to every 802.11 network they observe
in order to comprehensively discover the semantics of the associated devices. This
entails the risk of frequent associations that do not yield devices of interest. Pro-
viding devices, in turn, may pro-actively signal available content or applications by
overloading wireless protocol fields, e.g., the SSID in 802.11 beacon frames. How-
ever, due to space limitations and in the light of the vast number of content and
applications, only little information can be signaled this way, make a comprehensive
signaling and discovery impossible.
Discovering peers based on application semantics then enables worthwhile instanti-
ation of, for example, 802.11 networks between the respective devices. Within the
design of 802.11, the resulting network, i.e., the number of associated devices, consti-
tutes the communication scope of these devices. In contrast, research approaches in
DTN, OppNet, and ubiquitous computing envision communication with all devices
in the full scope of wireless transmissions
Challenge: Scope
The proliferation of mobile and stationary wireless devices immerses mobile users in
a space- and time-continuous, ubiquitous communication context made up from per-
sonal and dedicated wireless devices, such as APs and smartphones, as well as sensors
and smart objects in Internet of Things (IoT) and Cyber Physical System (CPS)
appliances. At each given point in time and space, mobile users may conceive their
physical wireless context as the subset of devices that are in wireless transmission
range of the respective communication mechanism. In principle, a user may com-
municate and interact with the unrestricted scope of wireless contexts, as proposed
for messaging [HCY08], social networking [POL+09, TVSP13] and location-based
services [OHL+11,BLL+13,TCK10].
Negating this desired unrestricted scope, current standardized networking paradigms,
e.g., in 802.11 and 802.15.4, enforce a hierarchy and restricted scope of context within
the wireless medium. Specifically, the requirement of a common network association
prior to communication, e.g., in 802.11 IM or AM networks as well as 802.15.4
Personal Area Networks (PANs), restricts communication and contexts to what is
made accessible in each network. In this, current wireless networking technologies
remove the inherent spontaneity and scope of physical wireless contexts, preventing
mobile applications from leveraging the diversity, dynamics, and locality of the con-
texts. In DTN and OppNet approaches, this restricted scope then translates to a
reduced set of communication opportunities and diminished performance of message
forwarding [HCY08], location-based [OHL+11], or content exchange [HYK+10].
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1.2 Research Questions
From these three challenges, we derive the research questions addressed in this thesis.
We then propose mechanisms to satisfy each research question.
Q1: How to enable wireless D2D networking on commodity devices?
We investigate how to facilitate mobile D2D networking between current mo-
bile devices in the absence of the 802.11 ad-hoc mode (AM).
Q2: How to base wireless D2D network discovery on application semantics?
We aim to enable purposeful wireless D2D networking by originating network
instantiation from matching application semantics.
Q3: How to enable an unrestricted scope in wireless D2D networking?
We explore ways to make the principal scope and spontaneity of communica-
tion in the wireless broadcast medium unrestrictedly accessible to mobile D2D
networking approaches and applications.
1.3 Contributions
With regard to the aforementioned research questions, we develop three distinct
solutions in this thesis:
i) A multi-hop wireless D2D network infrastructure that affords real-life feasibility
of D2D networking through compatibility to all 802.11 devices. Specifically, the
proposed infrastructure provides the benefits of the unsupported 802.11 AM but
improves on 802.11 AM network performance in terms of throughput, security,
and energy efficiency [WKL+14,WHBW11,WBHW11,Bac12,Lau13].
ii) A technique that instantiates 802.11 network infrastructures in D2D network-
ing exclusively based on matching application semantics, eliminating the time,
communication, and energy overhead of 802.11 network-centric communica-
tion [WCGW14,WMGW12,WMGW13,WRZW13,Gra12,Mar12].
iii) An association-less wireless networking mechanism that makes the full scope of
the 802.11 wireless medium accessible to D2D communication, mitigating the
overhead and restrictions of 802.11 association-based networking [WZCW14,
WRZ+14,Zim13,R1¨3].
Our contributions evolve along the basic observation that the design of 802.11 [80212b]
and related wireless networking technologies, such as 802.15.1 [80205] or 802.15.4 [80211c],
do not comprehensively match the requirements of mobile wireless D2D networking.
This is because, motivated by the design of wireless networking as a one-hop exten-
sion to wired networks, 802.11 builds on the notion of a (pre-)defined, coordinated
network as a requirement for communication. However, in light of the ubiquity and
diversity of wireless communication as well as the proliferation of highly mobile de-
vices, e.g., smartphones, this design impedes mobile wireless D2D networking. Our
contributions build on this observation and propose techniques that enable D2D
networking with decreasing dependence on 802.11 network structures, thereby de-
creasing the associated overhead and restrictions.
In the following, we briefly illustrate the details of each contribution.
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C1: Multi-hop D2D networking in 802.11 infrastructure mode
In contrast to the 802.11 ad-hoc mode (AM), the traditional basis for wireless
D2D networking, the 802.11 infrastructure mode (IM) is ubiquitously sup-
ported and implemented by device manufacturers and vendors. This support
then manifests itself in high network performance and comprehensive compat-
ibility.
Leveraging these characteristics to overcome the stalemate between academic
approaches and the lack of support by real-world mobile devices, we propose
Mobile Ad-Hoc Wi-Fi (MA-Fi), a network design for mobile wireless D2D net-
working that exclusively utilizes the 802.11 IM to interconnect devices in the
network. The resulting network exhibits a topology as well as characteristics
and dynamics equivalent to 802.11 AM networks but is, via the 802.11 IM,
compatible to all 802.11 devices. We further show that MA-Fi offers the same
performance as AM networks in route discovery and maintenance over mul-
tiple hops but allows far higher throughput and better energy efficiency. As
such, it represents a viable basis for real-world implementations of mobile D2D
approaches.
C2: Content- and interest-based wireless D2D networking
802.11 network associations cannot adequately incorporate application seman-
tics, i.e., the user’s interest for applications and content, in the instantiation
of mobile D2D networks. Users are thus forced to associate “blindly” to ex-
isting 802.11 networks and try to discover application semantics subsequently,
wasting time and communication overhead if this matching is unsuccessful.
We thus propose a matching of mobile devices by their application semantics
prior to 802.11 network associations by functionally overloading the process
of 802.11 network discovery with interest and content indicators. Devices that
match the indicated semantics then establish a dedicated 802.11 IM network in
response, enabling efficient directed and purposeful wireless networking. Our
design further incorporates user and application credentials to protect interest
indication, network access, and payload traffic against overhearing devices as
well as prevent malicious overloading of providing devices. We propose and
highlight the feasibility, performance, and viability of two orthogonal designs
of interest-based D2D networking, namely Secure On-demand Wi-Fi (SO-Fi),
an infrastructure-independent approach, as well as Interest-based Cloud-facil-
itated Opportunistic Networking (ICON), a cloud-assisted solution, and un-
derline their respective advantages.
C3: Association-less, ubiquitous wireless D2D communication
In comparison to the number of observable wireless devices, each wireless net-
work only enables communication with the small subset of associated devices,
negating the principal scope of wireless broadcast communication. Addition-
ally, the time and communication overhead of associating to any network at
all severely reduces the possibility of fully leveraging the dynamics and wealth
of mobile physical contexts.
Addressing this shortcoming, we propose Concurrent Association-less Wi-Fi
(CA-Fi), a network-, overhead-, and coordination-free communication mecha-
nism that makes the full scope and dynamics of the wireless medium available
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to applications and users, while preserving association-based 802.11 network-
ing. We show the feasibility and energy efficiency of concurrent, ubiquitous
wireless networking and highlight the benefits along the implementation of
a number of proposed mobile D2D networking approaches. Furthermore, we
illustrate the application design space resulting from our design within the de-
sign of a local, wireless application overlay that realizes the use case of mobile
multimedia networking along traditional and novel applications that benefit
from our approach.
Q1 – How to enable wire-
less D2D networking on
commodity devices?
Q2 – How to base wireless
D2D network discovery on
application semantics?
Q3 – How to enable an un-
restricted scope in wireless
D2D networking?
C1 – Multi-hop D2D net-
working in 802.11 infras-
tructure mode (MA-Fi)
C2 – Content- and interest-based
wireless D2D networking (SO-Fi, ICON)
C3 – Association-less, ubiquitous wireless
D2D communication (CA-Fi, Application Overlay)
Table 1.1 Mapping of contributions to research questions. Our design of 802.11 infrastructure-
mode wireless multi-hop D2D networking (C1) addresses the feasibility of D2D networking on
commodity devices. Leveraging the ability to establish 802.11 BSS networks as well as the un-
restricted scope of the wireless medium to indicate application semantics, our two approaches
to content- and interest-based D2D networking (C2) affects all three of our research questions.
Last, our contribution of association-less, ubiquitous wireless D2D communication (C3) ad-
dresses communication on application semantics within the overall goal of general unrestricted
mobile wireless networking.
Please note that significant parts of these contributions were developed in Bachelor
and Master theses of ComSys students [R1¨3,Zim13,Gra12,Mar12,Bac12,Lau13]. We
detail the contributions of each author and their theses to the publications relevant
to this thesis in the next section.
1.4 Detailed Attribution of Contributions to Authors
All relevant publications, that constitute the contributions made in this thesis, build
to some degree on Bachelor and Master theses developed at ComSys as well as
include the input of the respective co-authors. In this section, we briefly denote the
contributions of the respective students and authors to the contributions and their
publications.
ContributionC1 was first published as a basic network design [WBHW11,WHBW11].
Subsequently, we expanded the design by security and energy efficiency features and
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published MA-Fi in [WKL+14]. The network design developed by the author of
this thesis was mainly implemented by Robert Backhaus [Bac12] and subsequently
analyzed and evaluated by him and the author of this thesis. The security and
energy efficiency mechanisms in MA-Fi were designed by the author of this the-
sis and were jointly analyzed and evaluated with Johannes Laudenberg along his
implementation [Lau13].
In contribution C2, the author of this thesis developed the underlying design for
both SO-Fi [WCGW14,WMGW12] and ICON [WRZW13]. David Martin provided
the initial implementation of SO-Fi [Mar12] and Benjamin Grap extended this im-
plementation by all security features [Gra12]. In both cases, the resulting system
was jointly evaluated and analyzed by David or Benjamin, respectively, and the
author of this thesis. Jan Ru¨th, while doing his Master thesis, and Torsten Zim-
mermann implemented ICON according to the design provided by the author of this
thesis. The author of this thesis, Jan, and Torsten jointly evaluated and analyzed
the resulting system.
The publications [WZCW14] and [WRZ+14] constitute contribution C3. Both de-
signs were developed by the author of this thesis and were mainly implemented within
the scope of the Master theses of Torsten Zimmermann [Zim13] and Jan Ru¨th [R1¨3],
respectively. The author of this thesis and Torsten planned and executed the eval-
uation and analysis of [WZCW14]. The evaluation and analysis of [WRZ+14] was
mainly done by Jan and the author of this thesis, with help from Torsten.
1.5 Outline
Chapter 2 provides the necessary background information about the current state
of wireless networking technologies that can serve as the basis for mobile wireless
D2D networking. Furthermore, we overview the design space of mobile wireless
networking to illustrate the application diversity and requirements for the solution
proposed in this thesis.
Chapter 3 presents our design of mobile multi-hop D2D networking using the 802.11
IM mode. In our design, we strive to achieve real-life feasibility of D2D networking
approaches and fulfill the performance requirements of wireless networking while also
overcoming the compatibility issue arising from the lack of support for the 802.11
AM by current mobile devices.
Chapter 4 addresses the network-centric design of 802.11, namely that the static, a
priori configuration of networks cannot express application semantics of the available
devices, requiring devices iteratively associate to every network in order to discover
the respective semantics. We thus propose a method to incorporate application se-
mantics into the instantiation of D2D networking by building network infrastructures
purposefully from matching semantics between devices.
Chapter 5 introduces our design to ensure an unrestricted communication scope in
wireless D2D networking. Specifically, we expand the scope of wireless communica-
tion across network borders while simultaneously eliminating the time overhead of
802.11 networking in an association-free mobile wireless networking design.
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Chapter 6 then summarizes the contributions of this thesis and discusses remaining
and future research aspects.
2
Mobile Wireless Networking
In this chapter, we briefly outline the state of the art of both the technological foun-
dations of mobile wireless networking and their applications in various (academic)
research areas and usage scenarios. Acknowledging the large body of research on
theoretical and analytical aspects of the different instantiations of mobile wireless
networking, e.g., [GK00,LBDC+01,Bet04,HS10,PD12], we confine the discussion to
the practical technology, systems, and use cases with regard to the relevance to this
thesis.
We thus first give an overview over the available technologies that enable mobile
wireless networking and relate their design, functionality, and requirements to our
goal of mobile wireless device-to-device (D2D) networking (Section 2.1). Subse-
quently, we introduce the distinct concepts of mobile wireless D2D networking that
emerged over the years, motivated by the proliferation, capabilities, and real-world
application scenarios of wireless devices (Section 2.2). Notably, we highlight the dif-
ferent requirements of the respective approaches as the basis for the design aspects
presented in this thesis (Section 2.3).
2.1 Wireless Networking Technologies
Multiple technologies, that are ratified by the global standardization organization
Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE), enable wireless D2D com-
munication. Due to their use cases, namely wireless personal, local, or metropolitan
area networking, these technologies differ in their envisioned network topology, com-
munication range, and performance characteristics, e.g., throughput. In this section,
we thus introduce technologies available for real-world experimentation, system de-
sign, and prototype implementation in local wireless D2D communication. Specifi-
cally, we focus on the ability to establish wireless D2D networks as well as their on
capabilities and characteristics
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2.1.1 802.15.x: Wireless Personal Area Networking (WPAN)
A usage scenario of wireless D2D communication is connecting peripherals or mobile
devices within the personal interaction space in spontaneous fashion. Examples for
such a scenario are the directed exchange of data between a computer and a mobile
phone or the distribution of contact details and meeting minutes between the PDAs
of participants in a meeting. Such a scenario does not require a permanent net-
work infrastructure with long transmission ranges and high data rates but benefits
from an energy-efficient and manageable network setup. Two prevalent IEEE stan-
dards ratify technologies that cater to Wireless Personal Area Network (WPAN) in
high data rate (802.15.1 or Bluetooth) and low data rate (802.15.4) scenarios and
applications.
2.1.1.1 802.15.1 – Bluetooth
The IEEE 802.5.1 or “Bluetooth” standard [80205] aims at wirelessly connecting
peripheral, personal devices over short distances, i.e., within the confined human
interaction scope. Examples for such peripherals range from mobile phones to cam-
eras, headphones, earpieces, wireless speakers, wireless presenters, computer mouse
and keyboard input devices. Usage scenarios for Bluetooth are therefore the removal
of wired device connections and small range ad-hoc networks between small sets of
dedicated devices.
A design requirement for Bluetooth was open, unregulated world-wide usage, inde-
pendent from country-specific radio frequency band licensing. A such, Bluetooth
operates in the unlicensed 2.4GHz frequency band reserved for industrial, scientific,
and medical (ISM) communication appliances. Additional natural requirements in
designing a communication mechanism for wireless peripherals were a small form
factor, to enable integration into small peripherals such as cordless mice, as well
as energy efficient communication. Last, widespread integration into a diversity of
consumer devices mandated and has lead to low costs per module.
First standardized in 1999 and maintained by the IEEE until 2005 [80205], the Blue-
tooth standard is now maintained and advanced by the Bluetooth Special Interest
Group (SIG).1 The current version of the industrial standard is 4.1 [Blub]. Today,
Bluetooth is included in a wide range of appliances, constituting the de facto stan-
dard for the transmission of data and media between mobile devices without the
need for an existing infrastructure. Given this role, Bluetooth does not establish
permanent networks that, for example, serve as a replacement to wired networks or
Wireless Local Area Network (WLAN) or provide connectivity to a household or
office space. Instead, Bluetooth networks are typically created situationally and for
a momentary purpose. This design trait is reflected in both the resulting topology
and the operation of Bluetooth networks, as addressed in the following section.
Topology and Network Operation
A single Bluetooth network, a piconet, consists of a single master device and up to
seven slave devices in a star topology. The master device establishes the network
1https://www.bluetooth.org/
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and defines the physical layer (PHY) characteristics of network operation. Slaves
then observe and associate to this network.
In order to separate single piconets that coexist spatially and to minimize interfer-
ence without a central coordination entity, Bluetooth performs Frequency Hopping
Spread Spectrum in each piconet. Specifically, Bluetooth partitions the assigned fre-
quency band between 2400MHz and 2483.5MHz into 79 channels of 1MHz, with
regulatory guard spaces of 1.5MHz at the lower end and 3MHz at the upper end
of the spectrum. Upon network creation, the master derives from its device address
and internal clock a pseudo-random hopping sequence with a hopping frequency of
1600 hops/s over this band. This frequency hopping scheme, applied to the set of 79
available channels, results in negligible collision probabilities between two spatially
co-located piconets. Furthermore, it identifies each piconet with high probability
and defines the PHY layer of the resulting Bluetooth connection between master
and slave(s) over time. Slaves that join a piconet then adopt the hopping sequence
and synchronize to the clock of the master device to perform the frequency hopping.
To overcome the limitations given by the standard of at most eight devices partic-
ipating in a piconet, Bluetooth also envisions the formation of larger networks by
way of coupling multiple piconets. A coupling is achieved by one or more devices
being in range of two distinct piconets and synchronizing to both frequency hopping
sequences scatter and participating in either network on a time division multiplex
(TDM) basis. From this structure follows that a single device can only act as a mas-
ter device in a single piconet, as each network defines a unique frequency hopping
sequence. This characteristic would be violated if a master would define the same
hopping sequence for two (or more) piconets. However, Bluetooth devices may serve
as a master in a piconet and as a slave in another piconet.
A noteworthy aspect of Bluetooth with regard to this thesis is the missing support
for network routing, i.e., routing over multiple hops in scatternets. Higher layer
protocols are required to establish such functionality, as it is not the focus of the
core Bluetooth protocol specification.
Packet transmissions in piconets occur within the currently selected channel in
slotted time intervals, enabling full duplex transmissions in a time-division duplex
(TDD) scheme. For two devices to transmit data between them, a physical link is
formed as the basis for higher-layer logical links and protocols. However, following
the star topology of the piconet, physical links are only formed between the master
and each slave, requiring each transmission to pass the master device.
Performance Characteristics
The Bluetooth standard defines three device classes that differ in the maximum
applied transmission power and subsequently the possible communication range.
Class 1 devices transmit with a power of up to 100mW and achieve a communication
range of up to 100m. Given a quasi-optical wireless link, i.e., an unobstructed line of
sight, between the transmitting objects, Class 1 devices may allow communication of
up to 1000m, although such distances heavily depend on the propagation conditions.
Class 1 devices are mostly used in industrial settings and rely on continuous power
supply.
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Typical battery-driven handheld devices, such as smartphones or peripherals, are
power class 2 devices that transmit with a maximum power of 2.5mW. This allows
a communication range of 10m on average, realizing the original Bluetooth design
goal of connecting appliances within a personal interaction sphere.
Last, power Class 3 devices employ a transmission power of at most 1mW and
achieve a range of up to 1m. This low performance could be the reason for the
relative obscurity of Class 3 devices as the highly restricted range hinders a number
of appealing use cases.
Newer versions of the Bluetooth standard target, as one point, an increase of the
mandated data rate. Namely, Bluetooth version 1 defined a base data rate of
1Mbit/s, sufficient for the transmission of low volume data between peripherals.
Subsequently, the maximum data rate increased to 3Mbit/s in version 2 and 24Mbit/s
in versions 3 and 4. The reason for this adoption was the commercial success of Blue-
tooth in commodity devices and its application to appliances with high-volume data
transmissions, such as high definition image and video transfers or streaming.
Bluetooth optionally offers security features in the form of authentication and
traffic encryption within network contexts. Both functionalities are optional to allow
for spontaneous networking of Bluetooth devices without a coordinating (central)
entity.
Devices that mutually trust each other share a common link key for authentication.
If no such key exists at the time of discovery, a link manager protocol (LMP) enables
the exchange of personal identification numbers (PIN) to prove the intention for a
trusted relationship. Entering the PIN allows both devices to create a temporary
initialization key from the PIN and a random number as well as the creation of the
eventual common link key. Subsequently, as well as in future encounters, devices
can be authenticated using this link key in an LMP pairing steps.
From the link key derived in the authentication process as well as random number in-
puts, encryption keys for traffic encryption can be created. Encryption keys thereby
are different from link keys and are valid only for limited time frames. In contrast,
link keys, that authenticate a device to other trusted devices, are envisioned to be
permanent, only to be changed if necessary, i.e., if a key is lost. Bluetooth uses a
custom encryption engine that incorporates bits of the master device clock, the en-
cryption key, a random value, and a 48 bit address to encrypt payload streams. Note
that building on the master clock is feasible due to the network-wide synchronization
of all devices with the clock of the master device.
2.1.1.2 802.15.4 – Low Rate WPAN
The IEEE 802.15.4 standard [80211c] specifies the physical (PHY) and medium ac-
cess (MAC) layer for wireless personal area (WPAN) networks that allow low data
rate communication between low-energy devices. Widely used in Wireless Sensor
Network (WSN) deployments and, more recently, smart objects and “things” in
Internet of Things (IoT) scenarios, 802.15.4 thus defines a complementary form of
wireless D2D networking to Bluetooth in the area of WPANs. Where Bluetooth tar-
gets the ad-hoc interconnection of a small number of personal appliances in naturally
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spatially confined networks, 802.15.4 specifies the generic basis for autonomous, pos-
sibly multi-hop networks between low-cost, low-energy devices over larger periods of
time.
In detail, 802.15.4 ratifies multiple physical layer technologies that operate in a
variety of frequency bands, according to the requirements of specific use cases as well
as regulatory aspects in certain countries. These frequency bands are distributed over
the Ultra High Frequency (UHF) portion of the frequency spectrum, ranging from
868MHz to the 2.4GHz ISM band as well as include 314–316MHz, 430–434MHz,
and 779–787MHz bands specifically in China and 950–956MHz in Japan. This
diversity of supported frequency bands represents the diversity of envisioned use
cases for low rate WPANs and their respective throughput and energy consumption
requirements.
Note that the 802.15.4 standard only specifies the PHY and MAC layer of low rate
WPANs. Higher layer functionality, such as routing and transport layers, need to
be specified separately. A popular example for such a specification is the indus-
trial ZigBee standard [Zig] that specifies networking functionality on and above the
ISO/OSI layer 3. For example, Zigbee specifies an Ad-hoc On-demand Vector Rout-
ing (AODV) protocol for 802.15.4 networks. Alternative specification approaches are
Wireless HART [HAR] and IPv6 LoWPAN [Int] that are mainly used in industrial
appliances focusing on real time networking and adapting IPv6 networking in IoT
scenarios, respectively.
Topology and Network Operation
In contrast to Bluetooth, 802.15.4 functionally differentiates between Full Function
Devices (FFDs) and Reduced Function Devices (RFDs). FFDs are thereby able
to serve as the coordinator of a WPAN, i.e., the device that creates, defines, and
operates the network. RFDs do not implement this functionality but associate to a
single FFD, i.e., participate in a single network as a client device, at any given point
in time. 802.15.4 makes this distinction in order to realize WPANs with the least
possible resource requirements, as it allows one FFD to connect a set of RFDs that
only implement reduced protocol functionality on the minimum amount of memory
and processing resources. Usage scenarios in this design are sensing and monitoring
devices that only seldom communicate their data to the coordinating FFD device.
From this distinction result two possible network topologies and modes of WPAN
operation.
The simplest form of an 802.15.4 WPAN contains a single FFD, serving as the
Personal Area Network (PAN) coordinator, and a number of RFDs that associate to
the coordinator in a star topology. This network form is equivalent to a Bluetooth
(802.15.1) piconet, with the 802.15.4 PAN coordinator representing the Bluetooth
master device and RFDs being the equivalence to Bluetooth slave devices. In order
to create an 802.15.4 WPAN, the coordinator chooses an Integer PAN identifier that
is not currently used by any network in the vicinity.
Upon network creation, the coordinator device then broadcasts Beacon frames pe-
riodically or on request to announce the existence of this WPAN. Among other
information, Beacon frames contain the PAN identifier of the network as well as
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the device address of the sending coordinator device. To discover and associate to
an 802.15.4 network, devices either passively or actively scan the respective wireless
frequency band for Beacons. In a passive scan, broadcast Beacon frames are ob-
served. In contrast, an active scan issues a Beacon Request frame that triggers the
transmission of Beacon frames at all coordinator devices in range.
Upon reception of a Beacon frame, a device triggers the association process that
primarily entails setting the physical layer properties and the PAN coordinator ad-
dress to the settings observed in the Beacon frame sent by the coordinator. 802.15.4
envisions the use of extended MAC addressing on unique 64Bit device addresses for
communication outside of a PAN association. Within the confines of a PAN, the
coordinator assigns 16Bit short addresses to associated devices. Short addresses are
only valid inside of a PAN and allow saving frame space in transmissions as well as
reduced comparison effort.
The requirement for a single, central coordinator devices restricts the coverage area
of 802.15.4 networks in star topologies to the communication range of the coordi-
nator. In order to realize network deployments that surpass single communication
ranges, such as WSNs, 802.15.4 additionally defines a peer-to-peer (P2P) ormesh
network mode of operation. A peer-to-peer network still only has a single PAN co-
ordinator that defines the physical layer properties of the network as well as the
network identifier. However, further FFDs can associate to the PAN coordinator
and, upon association, transmit Beacon frames on their own, extending the network
range and coverage. In essence, a peer-to-peer topology forms a tree of clusters, in
which a single PAN coordinator instructs multiple other FFDs to serve as subordi-
nate coordinators of attached 802.15.4 clusters. Communication in the peer-to-peer
network then is possible between any pair of devices over multiple intermediate de-
vices or “hops”. RFDs, however, can only join as leaf nodes as they are unable
to propagate the network via Beacons. Note that, while they establish a similar
topology as Bluetooth scatternets, 802.15.4 peer-to-peer networks actually form a
single, uniform network between all participating devices. In contrast, piconets are
interconnected but separated by their unique frequency hopping sequence, requiring
interconnecting devices to switch between networks using time division multiplexing.
Packet transmissions in 802.15.4 either follow a contention-based medium access
mechanism using Carrier Sense Multiple Access with Collision Avoidance (CSMA-CA)
or an uncoordinated ALOHA [Abr70] mechanism without carrier sensing. In addi-
tion, 802.15.4 defines an optional contention-free medium access mechanism using
guaranteed time slots (guaranteed time slots (GTS)) to satisfy the delay and band-
width requirements of sensitive applications.
In CSMA-CA, sending devices wait for a random backoff period before sensing the
physical network channel for ongoing transmissions. The backoff period is aligned
to the Beacon sending intervals in networks that periodically send Beacon frames
and is random otherwise. After the backoff period, devices send their data if they
find the network channel to be free (idle). Otherwise, the device again waits for a
random period of time before a new sending attempt. We refer the interested reader
to the 802.15.4 standard [80211c] for an in-depth explanation and implementation
specifications to the CSMA-CA mechanism.
In order to guarantee transmission slots to applications with sensitive time and
bandwidth requirements, 802.15.4 additionally defines an optional contention-free
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time period that follows the contention access period of CSMA-CA. To form this
period, the PAN coordinator assigns GTS to the respective applications, the sum
of these slots then make up the contention-free period. In order to not monopolize
medium access, only seven GTS can be allocated to applications in total, with a
mandated contention-based medium access period preceding the GTS.
For lightly used networks with few transmissions, 802.15.4 specifies packet trans-
missions in an ALOHA medium access mechanism that minimizes the associated
coordination overhead. In ALOHA [Abr70], devices simply send packets without
sensing the channel and rely on acknowledgement of MAC layer frames and payload
packets to ensure packet reception.
Performance Characteristics
Both the communication range and the data rate of 802.15.4 WPANs depend on
the respective physical layer technology, i.e., the occupied wireless frequency band as
well as the applied modulation scheme. In this regard, the standard [80211c] (Table
66, page 147) only defines nominal symbol and data rates that result from the
respective modulation scheme. Data rates thereby range from 20 kB/s when using
binary shift keying in the sub-GHz frequency band to 1000 kB/s with chip spread
spectrum (CSS) techniques combined with differential quadrature phase-shift keying
(DQPSK) in the 2.4GHz band. Empirical evaluations of 802.15.4 in the 2.4GHz
frequency band show communication ranges at very low data rates to exceed 30m
indoors and 70m outdoors [PRML06]. In a performance-oriented evaluation of the
achievable throughput [WRZ+14] over the distance between communicating devices,
however, 802.15.4 showed a maximum throughput of 8 kB/s over a distance of 25m
indoors and 20m outdoors, respectively. Notably, indoor transmissions showed a
high robustness, with Packet Delivery Rates (PDRs) constantly exceeding 95%,
while the PDR of outdoor transmissions regressed with increasing distances.
The security features of 802.15.4 build on symmetric keys between communication
devices that are either pre-installed upon deployment or provided by higher-layer
processes or applications. In this, 802.15.4 supports both link keys between pairs of
devices, e.g., in a star topology network, as well as group keys that are shared across a
larger number of nodes, e.g., in a widespread peer-to-peer network topology. Namely,
the security features comprise i) data confidentiality via encryption of transmitted
messages with the respective key, ii) data authenticity through message integrity
codes (MIC) provided by the device that creates a message, and iii) replay protection
of messages by using message and frame counters. The reliance on symmetric keys
thereby enforces a distribution of cryptographic keying material prior to network
deployment and complicates the establishment of secure communication in mobile
and uncoordinated scenarios.
2.1.2 802.11: Wireless Local Area Networking (WLAN)
The IEEE 802.11 standard [80212b], first standardized as 802.11 “legacy” in 1997
and clarified for commercial use in 1999 as 802.11a and 802.11b, serves as a Local
Area Network (LAN) extension of wired network infrastructure. Examples of such
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wired networks are local 802.3 [80208] (Ethernet) networks or residential broadband
network endpoints as in digital subscriber lines (DS). Usage scenarios for 802.11
WLANs then are provision of network access to the Internet or a local network in
limited local areas, such as an office or a flat. Furthermore, network access via
WLAN enables the respective devices to be mobile within the covered area, highly
simplifying the deployment and network integration of devices as well as their use.
Today, 802.11 enjoys tremendous commercial success and is the de-facto standard
for wireless networking in all application areas, i.e., offices, homes, production, etc.
Practically all mobile wireless devices, ranging from laptops to smartphones, are
802.11-capable and a variety of appliances, such as TV sets, alarm clocks, or ra-
dios, support integration into the local network via 802.11. Market analysts report
quarterly revenue of $1.2 billion in the fourth quarter of 2013 [Inf] and estimate the
revenue of 802.11 products to exceed $11 billion by 2017 [Del].
Designed for global compatibility, 802.11 operates in the license-free 2.4GHz and
5GHz industrial, scientific and medical (ISM) frequency bands.2 The support for
two non-overlapping frequency bands mainly stems from design considerations at the
time each version of the 802.11 standard was ratified. Radio transmissions in the
2.4GHz frequency band offer a tradeoff between communication range, robustness,
and bandwidth, i.e., the achievable data rates. However, other device classes, ranging
from cordless phones and Bluetooth transmitters to microwave ovens, operate in this
frequency band as well, leading to performance degradation in case of simultaneous
operation. In contrast, the 5GHz frequency band is largely unoccupied and offers
high bandwidth but suffers from higher signal attenuation by solid objects, effectively
reducing the operation range of the respective network. As such, the choice of
frequency band depends on the respective deployment environment as well as the
layout of the overall network that possibly comprises multiple 802.11 Access Points
(APs). The current 802.11n version of the 802.11 standard still ratifies operation in
both frequency bands.
In terms of network operation, the 2.4GHz frequency band offers up to 14 chan-
nels of 20MHz that are sequentially centered at 5MHz steps starting at 2412MHz.
Because of this, adjacent channels overlap and transmissions in these channels in-
terfere with each other. In contrast, the 5GHz frequency band is partitioned in 23
non-overlapping channels for 802.11 operation.
The 802.11 standard defines two modes of operating an 802.11 network or Basic Ser-
vice Set (BSS), namely the infrastructure mode (IM) and the ad-hoc mode (AM).
With regard to the goal of this thesis, namely enabling mobile D2D communication,
this distinction introduces two different ways establishing a network for and between
wireless devices. In the following, we thus introduce both modes of operation and
highlight the resulting network topologies and characteristics (Sections 2.1.2.1 and
2.1.2.2). While they differ in they respective network topologies and device function-
alities, both 802.11 modes build on the same physical layer (layer 1) and medium
2Specifications for operation in the 900MHz frequency range were part of the first standards but
did not evolve into commercial success and quickly became obsolete.
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access layer (layer 2) specification.3 We thus detail the operation and performance
characteristics of 802.11 networks in common sections (Sections 2.1.2.3 and 2.1.2.4).
2.1.2.1 Infrastructure Mode (IM)
The usage scenario of 802.11 infrastructure mode (IM) networks is the extension of
wired network infrastructures, as given in office or home scenarios. Mobile devices
then gain access to wired networks, such as the Internet or a local network, via
the wireless networks. In IM networks, 802.11 categorizes the functionality of the
participating wireless devices in two classes, i) a single device that establishes and
maintains the network and ii) devices that solely subscribe to and participate in the
network. This differentiation affords a single point of both network access to the
wired network and control over the provided wireless network, reducing costs as well
as configuration and management overhead. We next detail the resulting network
topology.
Topology
The topology of 802.11 IM networks is two-fold. 802.11 APs provide wireless access
to the wired network infrastructure for Station (STA) devices. Functionally, APs are
addressable in wireless transmissions and incorporate network control mechanisms.
Furthermore, they define the characteristics of the network and serve as the proxy for
both transmissions targeted outside of the network as well as transmissions between
devices inside of the network. An AP thereby serves a predefined maximum number
of STAs, where the number may be defined by the network operator according to
performance considerations and load expectations. We further detail the function-
ality of 802.11 AP devices, as contributors to the operation of an 802.11 network, in
Section 2.1.2.3.
STAs join an 802.11 network to gain access to the local wireless or wired network,
for example in order to access the Internet. Deferring all control and maintenance
functionality to the AP, STAs strive to use the 802.11 network to best fulfill their
traffic and quality of service demands. Given that multiple stations compete for lim-
ited network resources, such as transmission durations and AP throughput, 802.11
defines contention-based access to the wireless medium.
STAs cluster around their current AP in a star topology. In principle, this topology
may be altered to allow direct transmissions (”station to station links”) between
stations, resulting in a meshed network topology. In this case, the AP only serves
control, maintenance, and proxy functionality towards the wired network but no
longer acts as a single point of contact for wireless transmissions. Because of the
increased overhead, including key and session establishment and teardown between
the participating stations, this mode of operation is seldom used.
In its minimal setting, an 802.11 network thus consists of an AP and a number of
STAs, forming a Basic Service Set (BSS). This network configuration is typical for
3The 802.11 standard only defines physical and medium access layer functionality. Upper layers
then abstract from the underlying networking technology. As a result, upper layers in both IM and AM
networks are functionally identical.
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terminal edge networks, such as private residential networks, that directly connect
to the Internet. In more extensive network configurations, such as in corporate
or university settings that span multiple floors or buildings, 802.11 envisions the
consolidated operation of multiple BSSs in an Extended Service Set (ESS). Single
BSS thereby interconnect by way of a distribution system that serves as an interior
forwarding substrate. 802.11 does not define technical details, requirements, or
characteristics of the distribution system but solutions such as a switched LAN
made up of wired or wireless links appear sensible.
2.1.2.2 Ad-hoc Mode (AM)
For scenarios in which no network infrastructure exists, 802.11 defines the ad-hoc
mode (AM), in which participating mobile devices establish an 802.11 network di-
rectly between themselves. Traditionally, the 802.11 AM served the purpose of pro-
viding network connectivity between mobile participants, e.g., in meetings, in rural
areas, or in disaster scenarios. In the first two cases, AM networks would thus miti-
gate the hardware effort and missing flexibility of a wired local network, i.e., cater to
convenience and usability aspects. In contrast, the latter two cases envisioned AM
networks to serve more essential functions. First, they would constitute a means
of providing affordable (Internet) network access in areas that would otherwise be
separated from digital evolution and content. Second, AM networks would enable
vitally important communication functionality to be spontaneously and flexibly de-
ployed in scenarios in which the existing network and communication infrastructure
was destroyed.
Given the lack of a fixed, central entity and role distinction, e.g., in AP and STAs,
in AM networks, the creation, operation, and maintenance of the 802.11 network is
distributed over all participating devices. As such, no pre-defined network topology
exists, resulting in a number of possible configurations. Furthermore, every device
propagates the network, spreading the network range and coverage according to
the spatial distribution of devices. We detail the general aspects of AM network
topologies in the next section and discuss their impact on instantiations of wireless
D2D networking in Section 2.2.
Topology
The topology of AM networks is more complex than in IM networks, due to the lack
of a single fixed, central entity, such as the AP, that defines the network. As such,
instead of a star topology as in IM networks, AM networks show a more random
topology that only depends on the location of devices that make up the network.
In it’s most simple configuration two devices establish a network over a direct link
between them. Multiple devices in the network then either create a fully meshed
topology if all devices are in the communication range of each other. If devices are
spatially farther distributed, the network topology becomes an undirected, random
graph topology in which every device is able to reach every other device over a
sequence of links between intermediate devices.
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In contrast to IM networks, the communication range of a single AP device does not
define the network boundaries. Instead, devices are able to freely move within the
network coverage made up from the inclusive sum of the communication ranges of all
participating devices. As a result, the topology of AM networks is highly dynamic
and adjusts according to the movement of devices by dynamically establishing links
between devices that come in range.
2.1.2.3 Network Operation
The functional aspect of 802.11 network operation is identical in both IM and AM
networks. Only the topological aspect of who performs network operation tasks
differs between the two network types, with the AP serving as the central network
operation entity in IM networks and all participating devices providing network
operation in AM networks. As such, we jointly discuss 802.11 network operation
in a single section and point out differences in the respective network type where
necessary.
Operation of an 802.11 network entails creating the network at the original de-
vice and joining the network by all other devices. Within an established network,
communication takes place between the participating devices; the network may be
configured to employ security features. 802.11 networks furthermore may support
roaming of mobile devices within the coverage of their current network. In the
following, we address these issues separately.
Network Creation and Provision
In order to establish an 802.11 network, a wireless device either operates as an AP
in an IM network or as a STA in an AM network. Technically, this entails setting
the mode of operation of the respective device’s wireless card to master or ad hoc,
respectively. In both modes, the device creating the network chooses one of the
wireless channels available to 802.11 for the network to operate on and sets a human
readable identifier for the network, the Service Set Identifier (SSID).
In order to announce the network to wireless devices in range, devices creating
the network periodically broadcast 802.11 Beacon frames at a base data rate that
is supported by all 802.11 devices regardless of the 802.11 standard version they
implement. A typical frequency at which announcing devices broadcast Beacon
frames is 1/100ms, while basic data rates in 802.11 are 1Mbit/s or 2Mbit/s. Beacon
frames provide relevant information about the network to overhearing devices in
order to facilitate selection of an appropriate unknown network or re-discovery of a
known network that is in range. Among other information, Beacon frames contain
the aforementioned SSID, performance and security features of the network, as well
as the device address of the announcing AP or STA. Devices that receive Beacons
then are able to join (or associate to) the announced 802.11 network. We detail this
process in the next section.
A noteworthy difference in the provision of AM and IM 802.11 networks lies in
the set of devices that provide and announce the network. In a single-AP BSS
network, the AP serves as the central provision entity and is the only entity that
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announces the network. Extending this notion to a larger coverage area, multiple
APs simultaneously and identically announce the 802.11 ESS network of which they
are part of. STAs can differentiate between APs in the ESS by their device address
but perceive each AP as providing the same network. In both cases, STAs in the
network do not broadcast Beacon frames, i.e., do not announce the network, but
partake in the network solely as consumers.
In 802.11 AM networks, every device that partakes in the network also propagates
and announces the network by way of broadcasting Beacon frames. This is because
AM networks, as mentioned before, do not introduce a functional differentiation
of devices but replicate network functionality among every device. As such, AM
networks are perceivable over a large area, namely the area covered by the commu-
nication range of at least one participating device.
Network Association
Devices that want to participate in an 802.11 network first perform a scan of the
wireless environment. Because the distribution of 802.11 networks over the set of
available channels is unknown, the scan process iterates over the whole set of chan-
nels. In this, 802.11 allows two different types of scan processes.
In a passive scan, wireless devices simply listen to Beacon frames on each channel
for a specific amount of time. Networks observed via their Beacon frames then are
added to a list of available networks. Note that this scan type requires the sending of
Beacon frames and the listening period of the wireless device to coincide for a network
to be discovered. In contrast, devices pro-actively request network information to
be send in an active scan by sending Probe Request (PREQ) frames. PREQ frames
thereby either carry an SSID, indicating the request for a specific network, or carry a
wildcard SSID to trigger a response by all available 802.11 networks. Upon reception
of a PREQ frame that either matches the configured SSID or carries a wildcard
SSID, devices that provide an 802.11 network respond with corresponding Probe
Response (PRES) frames. These frames carry similar information as Beacon frames
to facilitate the subsequent selection of a network.
Associating to an 802.11 IM network then entails notifying the AP of this intent via
an Association Request frame which the AP confirms with an Association Response
frame. This process creates the necessary state at the AP to include the STA in
the network, e.g., for Layer 2 address lookups. In an AM network, a STA joins the
network by sending beacon frames, thereby propagating and participating in the
network.
In the same spatial area, multiple networks may coexist on the same 802.11 channel
and may even carry the same SSID. As such, multiple APs or STAs may receive
transmissions by APs and STAs, requiring a means to indicate network associations,
not only as state at the respective devices but in communication, i.e., in transmitted
802.11 (data) frames. 802.11 frames thus carry a single and unique network identifier,
the Basic Service Set Identifier (BSSID) to allow efficient filtering of frames at
receiving devices. In IM networks, the globally unique hardware address of the
network interface at the AP serves as the BSSID. Because no such central identifier
exists in AM networks, the BSSID is calculated as a random value upon network
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creation and adopted by all participating devices. Using this identifier in a bit mask
filter, devices may discard foreign network frames directly at the driver level.
The design of 802.11 thereby mandates that STAs associate to only a single network
at any given time. This paradigm reflects the original design of 802.11 as an exten-
sion of wired (Ethernet) networks, in which membership in multiple networks was
atypical.
Communication
Establishing communication in 802.11 networks entails addressing of devices in the
network and routing (or forwarding) of messages. Following their respective topol-
ogy, IM networks realize these functionalities at the AP while AM networks dis-
tribute both over the participating nodes.
In order to establish Layer 3 addressing in IM networks, the AP or a central entity
in the distribution system in ESS networks, serves as the network-wide designated
server in the Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol (DHCP) [Dro97] protocol. Upon
association, devices query the network, via a broadcast message, for a DHCP server
and, once the DHCP server announces itself, requests an Internet Protocol (IP)
address to use in network communication. In addition, the DHCP server typically
conveys, among other configurable information, the routing gateway or gateways
that each device should use as proxy for inter- and intra-network communication.
Especially, the gateway serves as the forwarder of packets into other networks, such
as the Internet, and performs the necessary address translation between locally valid
IP addresses assigned via DHCP and globally valid and routable IP addresses. As
such, routing of packets in IM networks, i.e., in both single AP and ESS deployments,
only covers one wireless hop, namely from STA to AP and possibly back to another
STA in the network.
In the distributed topology of AM networks, establishing such clear assignments
of functionality is more difficult to achieve. This is because devices may dynam-
ically join and leave the network and their reachability may vary over time. For
addressing purposes, standardization efforts [IET] as well as academic approaches,
e.g., [GVGMSOMD11] replicate the application of DHCP to the task of address
configuration of devices in AM networks. In AM networks, forwarding is inherently
more complex than in IM networks. This is because, in contrast to a single link to
the AP, every STA maintains a single link to every device in transmission range,
multiplying the number of possible forwarding paths towards a given destination.
Section 2.2.1 further details the technologies to account for these characteristics and
challenges in establishing multi-hop D2D networks.
Security
802.11 defines security features that account for the authentication of devices and the
encryption of communication in the network. After multiple iterations, amendment
802.11i [80204] specifies the Wi-Fi Protected Access (WPA) and Wi-Fi Protected
Access II (WPA2) protocols, that define the security mechanisms implemented by
most current 802.11 elements. Of the two versions, WPA is deprecated due to several
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discovered security breaches. The mode of operation of WPA2 again depends on
the network setup, with managed ESS deployments implementing authentication
and encryption at a central (backend) entity and BSS networks implementing all
security functionality directly between AP and STA. This distinction is due to the
topological difference in BSS and ESS networks.
In BSS networks, the AP provides all 802.11 network-related functionality to clients
and typically serves as the direct gateway to the wired network. As such, no entity
beyond the AP can (and should) implement functionality that is vital to the local
network operation. This especially applies to security functionality in which a self-
contained operation is mandatory. In contrast, ESS networks consist of a number of
“thin”APs that only serve forwarding and access functionality on the last (wireless)
hop. Network operation functionality, including association states, routing infor-
mation, and security aspects, are implemented at one or more designated central
entities.
With regard to authenticating devices in the network, 802.11 defines two main modes
of operation. First, in the pre-shared key (PSK) mode, the network defines a single
authentication passphrase for all devices that needs to be provided by the device
during the association process. Also known as the personal mode, this mode is
typically used in single-AP networks with a fixed or manageable group of network
users and devices. In order to derive the actual WPA2 Pre-shared Key (PSK) from
human-readable passphrases, multiple inputs such as the network passphrase, the
SSID network identifier, and the length of the SSID are used. 802.11 defines the use of
the Password-Based Key Derivation Function 2 (PBKDF2), part of the Public-Key
Cryptography Standards (PKCS) of RSA Laboratories, for this task. Over a defined
number of rounds, in which the PBKDF2 function is repeatedly applied, weak pass
phrases are stretched and randomized to provide better protection against dictionary
attacks etc. Within each 802.11 frame that is visible as a wireless transmission,
payload data is then encrypted while information necessary for network operation,
e.g., device addresses, are in clear text.
In private or small-scale settings, the effort of creating, distributing, managing,
and revoking user-specific passphrases often exceeds the knowledge and security
requirements of the (private) network operators. Contrary, company-wide or world-
wide [Glo] network deployments require more fine-grained control over network ac-
cess as well as accountability for actions taken in the network, e.g., originated and
received traffic. For these settings, 802.11 implements authentication functionality
as specified in the IEEE 802.1X [80210] standard. In this WPA-802.1X or WPA-
Enterprise mode, a RADIUS [RWRS00] authentication server provides central i) au-
thentication of devices requesting network access, ii) authorization of devices to use
specific network resources, i.e., a defined port and IP address, and iii) accounting
of a device’s network and resource usage. Users in such a setting possess security
credentials, e.g., username and password or a security certificate, that they present
to the RADIUS server in the authentication process. The server checks credentials
against a secure database and subsequently affords network access. Maintaining
credentials in a database thereby allows convenient, central, and secure addition,
alteration, and removal of credentials even by persons unaware of the underlying
technology.
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Roaming
At any given point in time, mobile STAs can only be connected to a single network.
In IM networks, this means that STAs only address a single AP and may move out
of the range of this AP, terminating the association in single-AP BSS networks.
In an ESS network, multiple other APs provide the same network and STAs may
roam between these APs without losing their overall network connection. Roaming
thereby is facilitated by updating the AP a STA is connected to, i.e., updating the
internal connection state as well as the device address of the AP that 802.11 frames
are sent to. As higher-layer network functionality, such as routing or IP address
assignments via DHCP, is managed by network elements beyond the respective APs,
such functionality is, save for a transition period, not lost in roaming. In unmanaged
networks, roaming between two APs requires a complete re-association because the
new AP has no knowledge of the connection state.
In AM networks, roaming does not exist in this fashion. This is because all STAs
in the AM network provide and propagate the network and a STA maintains links
to all other STAs in transmission range, in contrast to a single designated link to
an AP in IM networks. As such, roaming between STAs is an inherent feature of
AM networks but requires maintenance of the respective link state at each STA and
routing information that builds on this link state.
2.1.2.4 Performance Characteristics
The performance characteristics of 802.11 have evolved over time and within each
version of the standard. In this section, we thus briefly highlight this evolution
with regard to the performance of the three most important network functionalities,
namely throughput, communication range, and security. Please note that the pre-
sented results correspond to the standardized versions of 802.11, as implemented in
commodity wireless devices, and do not account for practical or theoretical academic
improvements. We furthermore do not distinguish between AM and IM networks,
as the standard does not differentiate between the two modes in the specification.
Throughput
In 1999, 802.11a specified data rates of up to 54Mbit/s, utilizing the 5GHz frequency
band. Simultaneously released, 802.11b specified operation in the 2.4GHz band
with data rates of up to 11Mbit/s. While 802.11a thus nominally offers higher
throughput, its operation in a higher frequency band leads to 802.11a signals being
more quickly absorbed over the communication distance. Consumers, e.g., in private
households or offices, are thus unable to benefit from the higher possible data rates in
desirable settings, i.e., one AP per flat or office floor. Operating in a lower frequency
band, 802.11b offers better penetration of obstacles, albeit at lower transmission
speeds.
In 2003, 802.11g specified data rates of up to 54Mbit/s using the OFDM modulation
scheme first used in 802.11a but operating in the 802.11b frequency band of 2.4GHz.
The higher data rate of 802.11g immediately accelerated the commercial success of
wireless appliances implementing the standard. However, operation in the 802.11b
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frequency band mandated backwards compatibility in 802.11g, reducing the overall
network speed in case 802.11b appliances were present in the network.
In 2009, 802.11n introduced multiple improvements, namely spatial streams in
multiple-input and multiple-output (MIMO) and channel bonding, resulting in an
increase in data rates, range, and transmission robustness. In MIMO, multiple an-
tennas allow multiple spatial paths from a transmitter to a receiver. Using a single
spatial stream within a single 20MHz frequency channel, as in legacy 802.11a/b/g
networks, 802.11n achieves a data rate of up to 72Mbit/s. Combining two 20MHz
channels into a single 40MHz and reducing the temporal guard intervals between
channel accesses to 400 ns allows increasing the data rate up to 150Mbit/s. However,
40MHz channel operation requires two adjacent 802.11 channels to be unoccupied
by other 802.11 networks in the vicinity.
Alternatively, 802.11n allows using multiple, spatially separated antennas to trans-
mit and receive data. Because of their spatial separation, transmissions from each
antenna take different spatial paths to the intended receiver. Receivers need to match
the number of spatial streams in the number of their antennas, to separate incoming
transmissions. 802.11n allows up to 4 distinct spatial streams, i.e., antennas, thus
enabling a maximum theoretical throughput of 600Mbit/s. Similar to compatibil-
ity issues in 802.11b, 802.11n specifies mechanisms to protect transmissions against
interference from older standards. For example, 802.11n transmissions may be em-
bedded into 802.11a or 802.11g transmissions, achieving fair contention between
802.11n transmissions and older techniques. To protect bonded 40MHz channels,
802.11n devices may request RTS/CTS protection for transmissions on both oc-
cupied 20MHz channels. Still, performance in mixed network scenarios suffers in
comparison to “greenfield” scenarios, in which only 802.11n devices are present.
Range
802.11a and 802.11b provide nominal transmission ranges of 100m [FP05]. The
actual range depends on the propagation environment and differs greatly between
indoor and outdoor scenarios. 802.11n increases this range by using multiple anten-
nas for transmission and reception, heightening the possibilities to receive a signal via
spatial and antenna redundancy [HHSW10]. However, exact values again depend on
the scenario as well as the sender-receiver pairing with regard to their implemented
functionality and hardware.
2.1.3 Outlook
Wireless technologies rapidly evolve in order to achieve higher data rates, wider com-
munication ranges, and lower energy consumption. For example, the most current
version of the Bluetooth standard [Blub] aims to reduce the energy consumption
of Bluetooth appliances. Applying efficient sleep and awake periods to the activ-
ity cycles of devices and intentionally reducing the achievable data rates, Bluetooth
Low Energy (BT LE) emerges as a suitable communication technology for the en-
visioned advent of the IoT. In this vision, objects that traditionally do not possess
communication capabilities, per their use case, are equipped with both reasonable
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computation and communication capabilities. For examples, energy efficient light-
ing systems may communicate the occupation status of the respective area to adapt
the lighting setting and small scale medical appliances, that are worn directly on
the body, might communicate their readings. In these scenarios, the specified data
rates of 1Mbit/s are sufficient for things and objects to expose their state in small
transmissions and over low ranges. The achieved energy savings then allows objects
to operate solely on battery power for long periods of time, possibly exceeding the
lifetime of the product.
The evolution of 802.11 products and techniques diversifies, accounting for the large
body of use cases that appeal to wireless networking techniques. Recently standard-
ized advances, such as 802.11ad [80212a], move wireless networking into the 60GHz
range to enable Gigabit-scale throughput on wireless links that are highly steerable
and focused, due to the short and narrow propagation characteristics of the under-
lying frequency band. A use case for such links is, for example, the construction of
wireless data centers [HKP+11,ZZZ+12], in which high-bandwidth, flexible wireless
links replace the fixed network configuration of wired setups. In personal usage sce-
narios, such Gigabit links could provide High Definition (HD) video and television
in private households.
Orthogonal to increasing the bandwidth of wireless links, sub-gigahertz wireless links
promise wide-range dissemination of wireless signals that well penetrate through
walls and environmental barriers such as clouds or fog. In this, the upcoming IEEE
802.11ah standard [IEE,APN12] aims at connecting ubiquitous devices in IoT scenar-
ios, for example in city-wide scopes. Complementing such urban scenarios, wireless
networking in long-range sub-gigahertz frequencies might help to bridge the digital
divide that separates rural areas from access to digital infrastructures. One pro-
posed measure [BCM+09] utilizes radio frequencies between 50MHz and 700MHz
that were allocated to analog TV transmissions and now are vacant after the switch
to digital transmissions. Such white space networking, while depending on the local
frequency allocation, offers throughput of up to 6Mbit/s over transmission ranges
of multiple hundred meters [BCM+09].
Given the variety and ongoing evolution of wireless communication technologies,
the notion of establishing wireless D2D networking evolved over time, too. We
thus introduce the key concepts of wireless D2D networking in the next section to
illustrate the background for the design steps in this thesis.
2.2 Concepts, Instantiations, and Applications of Mo-
bile Wireless D2D Networking
Mobile wireless D2D networks may be characterized as either being networks that
allow and support device and user mobility or arise from device and user mobility.
This distinction is due to the chronological evolution and proliferation of wireless
communication technology. As a result, the types and characteristics of networks
building on wireless devices and technology as well as the requirements towards them
diverged.
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Chronologically, wireless D2D networks emerged as a solution of providing local
scope communication networks in scenarios where wireless infrastructures and/or
supporting backbone networks are not available. Examples for such scenarios range
from conferences or meetings, where communication needs to be established between
participants, to disaster scenarios in which communication infrastructures have been
destroyed. The saturation of virtually all contexts with high-bandwidth backbone
networks and 802.11 infrastructures coupled with the proliferation of wireless tech-
nology even in small handheld devices, such as smartphones, shifted the need and
motivation for wireless D2D networks. Namely, the penetration of personal contexts
by said wireless devices and the fact that devices accompany mobile users everywhere
they go motivates the establishment of networks within the mobility of mobile users
and their device contacts, i.e., between devices that come in communication range.
Reflecting the respective motivation for wireless D2D networks, the envisioned char-
acteristics and performance factors of each network differ. Networks that serve as
a substitute for wired networks are required to exhibit equivalent features, such as
reliability, higher-layer addressing, and service discovery as well as throughput and
routing performance. In assuring these features, network solutions need to account
for and minimize the maintenance and coordination overhead induced by the in-
herent mobility of devices. In contrast, comprehensively leveraging and maximizing
the available device contacts for application and communication purposes are per-
formance factors of networks that arise solely from user and device mobility. As
such, such network approaches emphasize the associated dynamics and variations in
the network structure and topology but require solutions to sense, i.e., discover and
interpret, the current location and communication contexts.
Last, the respective requirements dictate the design space of solutions and ap-
proaches for each network type. Specifically, wireless networks that strive for equiv-
alency to wired networks exhibit a higher overhead in establishing and maintaining
the network. Typically, solutions strive to amortize this overhead through high
network performance in, for example, routing, security, and throughput, over the
(longer) lifetime of the network. Conversely, networks established within mobile
device contacts have, as an inherent characteristic, a significantly shorter and more
unpredictable life time due to the underlying user mobility. This short life time
in turn prohibits extensive user interaction or time and communication overhead
in creating and maintaining the network but requires an emphasis of application
requirements over network features.
In the following, we provide an overview over the academic solution space for both
the first and second kind of wireless D2D networks.
2.2.1 Mobile Ad-Hoc Networks (MANETs)
Mobile Ad-Hoc Networks (MANETs) are the native network configuration that
emerges if multiple devices form an 802.11 AM network. As described in Sec-
tion 2.1.2.2, all participating devices manage and propagate the network within
their respective wireless communication range. The combined area covered by the
communication ranges of all participating devices then makes up the coverage area
of the whole network in a collaborative fashion. From the topology of 802.11 AM
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networks, two communication scenarios arise with regard to the topological relation
of two communicating devices.
First, within the coverage area of the network, two devices may be in immediate
communication range of each other. Communication between these devices thus
only takes a single wireless hop, i.e., one transmission. Second, the devices may be
outside of their respective communication ranges, requiring intermediate devices in
the network to forward transmissions between them over multiple hops.
In this section, we illustrate the instantiation of wireless D2D networking in MANETs.
First, we introduce the concept ofWireless Mesh Networks (WMNs), in which a ded-
icated, static MANET provides wireless network access within the coverage area of
the mesh network (Section 2.2.1.1). We then illustrate the task of addressing devices
in (multi-hop) ad-hoc networks in the absence of a central configuration entity (Sec-
tion 2.2.1.2). Building on there forwarding capabilities of AM devices, the task of
(efficiently) establishing a network-wide forwarding or routing structure experienced
increased attention in research. We thus give a brief overview and description of the
underlying paradigms and techniques (Section 2.2.1.3). Last, we provide a, chrono-
logically inspired, overview of the use cases for MANETs and WMNs, to illustrate
their application scenarios, and highlight example deployments (Section 2.2.1.4).
2.2.1.1 Derivative: Wireless Mesh Networks (WMNs)
The original motivation of MANETs was the establishment of wireless networking
in the absence of a wired network infrastructure, e.g., in spontaneous meetings or
in places where a wired infrastructure was too costly or impossible to deploy and
maintain. WMNs [AWW05, BCG05] emerged from the latter aspect. Specifically,
deploying a wired network infrastructure may be too costly
i) in developing or poor areas in which the costs of, e.g., a DSL connection pro-
hibits access to the Internet,
ii) in dynamic scenarios that would require frequent adaptation of the infrastruc-
ture or maintenance work, or
iii) in emergency or disaster scenarios in which no wired network exists or in which
the wired infrastructure was destroyed.
WMNs then strive to provide a wireless communication infrastructure that replaces
the destroyed wired network or provides a temporary infrastructure. To this end,
devices operate an 802.11 AM network between them that is designed to cover a
large area with network access. Topologically equivalent to MANETs, WMNs differ
in four aspects.
i) WMNs are made up from stationary devices that, in contrast to MANETs, form
a fixed and static network topology,
ii) they are established dedicatedly and are often designed and constructed follow-
ing performance considerations, in contrast to the spontaneous instantiation of
MANETs,
iii) dedicated devices make up the network, e.g., wireless routers with multiple
radios, instead of commodity user devices in MANETs, and
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iv) the primary purpose of WMNs is providing network access for clients that are
uninvolved in operating the network, whereas devices in MANETs typically
both use and sustain the network.
From the latter aspect follows a two-tiered network topology in WMNs, namely
mobile clients and stationary “mesh routers” or “mesh nodes”. Uninvolved clients
access the wireless network at one (or more) mesh routers and use them as proxy
for communication within the WMN and towards a wired network infrastructure,
e.g., the Internet. Mesh routers then forward client communication to the respective
designation, i.e., route the within the WMN to either a client at another mesh router
or towards a gateway that connects the WMN to the wired network. Furthermore,
mesh routers immediately or mediately provide device configuration services for
clients to integrate them into the addressing and routing structure maintained in
the network. Because clients may be mobile and may associate to another mesh
router, mesh routers need to account for such dynamics in the maintenance of the
network.
With regard to the topic of this thesis, the two-tiered topology of WMNs serves as a
differentiation point. Specifically, a client association to a mesh router is equivalent
to the association of a station to an AP in an 802.11 IM network, as covered in
Section 2.1.2.1. The topology and communication between mesh routers, however,
is equivalent to MANETs. Because of this, we describe addressing and routing
between mesh routers in WMNs and between devices in a MANETs jointly in the
following sections.
2.2.1.2 Addressing
Both MANETs and WMNs predominantly employ IP addressing for devices in
the network [AWW05, ZBH08, BMJ+98, PMWBR, GVGMSOMD11]. Reasons for
this design are i) interoperability with Internet and local networks, ii) compliance to
the ISO/OSI stack definition, simplifying adoption and interfacing by applications
and operating systems, and iii) compatibility to unchanged legacy clients without
the necessity to adopt a network-specific addressing scheme. However, as we show
later in this section, other addressing schemes have been proposed.
Establishing IP addressing in multi-hop AM networks requires dedicated mecha-
nisms that, for example, extend the traditional DHCP operation in wired or single-
hop infrastructure wireless networks. This is because, in MANETs, node dynamics
prevent the assignment of a dedicated entity for address configuration. First ap-
proaches [PMWBR] thus defined self-contained autoconfiguration mechanisms in
which network devices assign themselves IP addresses within a designated address
range. Devices first probe for the availability of the prospective addresses and, in
case no other node reports the address as taken, permanently assign themselves
the address. Subsequent approaches distribute the address configuration function-
ality over the participating devices. Solutions, as surveyed in [GVGMSOMD11],
include network-wide management of a single address table, distribution of address
blocks among nodes, and election of configuring nodes, among others. Within the
static topology of a WMN, a hierarchical IP address distribution topology can be
defined [ZBH08]. The available IP address range thereby is partitioned among the
available mesh routers and client devices that join the network are assigned an
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address from the range of the respective router. The static topology of the net-
work thereby amortizes the effort of pre-configuring address pools and partitions at
routers.
Different than hierarchically structured networks, such as the Internet, IP addresses
in mobile networks lose their location semantics, devices may keep an address while
moving throughout the network. As such, IP addressing in multi-hop ad-hoc net-
works requires a separation of addressing and routing functionality, effectively re-
ducing the meaning of IP address to random identifiers. Multiple approaches aim to
improve this state by representing routing information directly in device addresses.
In such logical addressing approaches, the address of a device reflects the topological
location of the device with regard to nearby devices. The goal of such location-based
addressing is facilitating routing progress towards a device by choosing, as the next
hop, the device that minimizes the distance to the target device according to a
similarity metric defined on the address structure.
Prominent examples for logical addressing are landmark-based approaches [PGH00,
FRZ+05]. In this, designated devices in the network serve as well-known landmarks
that all nodes are able to address and reach. The notion of landmarks addresses
the fact that in any given network state, nodes far away from the destination tend
to possess little, no, or outdated information about the destination’s immediate
network location and surroundings. This is because, within the dynamics of the mo-
bile network, maintaining correct network states incurs substantial communication
overhead and can inherently only represent past states. Relating each device to a
well-known landmark device and distributing only updates of landmark information
throughout the network significantly reduces this overhead. In the absence of correct
routing information, landmarks then serve as fallback anchors. Routing information
at the landmark, i.e., closer to the destination, then is more reliable.
Landmarks may thereby represent subnets of devices in the network [PGH00] or
topological corner points [FRZ+05]. Addresses derived from landmarks then can
represent the subnet of the landmark combined with the respective device identi-
fier [PGH00] or may indicate the number of wireless hops to each landmark [FRZ+05],
uniquely representing the location of the destination. In the latter design, a distance
metric can then be defined as the absolute sum of pairwise differences in the two
devices’ hop counts to landmarks. From this naturally follows a routing metric of
choosing the neighbor that minimizes the distance to the destination.
2.2.1.3 Routing
The fundamental challenge in routing in mobile, possibly multi-hop, networks is
finding an efficient route through the network, from the originating device towards
the destination device. Different than in wired or single-hop wireless networks, routes
may change due to the availability, quality, and load of links between intermediate
devices as well as changes to the location of the destination within the network. In
this section, we present the main approaches to this challenge, namely proactive,
reactive, logical or geographical, and opportunistic routing.
Proactive routing [CJ03,Chr11,PB94] strives to constantly maintain the routing
information for the whole network, i.e., all reachable devices, thereby pro-actively
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determining the route a packet will take even before a transmission occurs. In order
to maintain up-to-date routing state at each node, proactive protocols continuously
distribute local routing information throughout the network. This information en-
ables devices to establish routing tables that list the next hop, or possibly the whole
route, for every destination in the network. Sending and intermediate devices then
benefit from up-to-date routing information because, at each routing step, no further
look-ups or route discovery steps are necessary. However, maintaining up-to-date
routing states also constitutes the main disadvantage of proactive routing schemes,
as it induces substantial overhead and load in the network just for maintenance.
In contrast, reactive routing [PBRD03,JHM07] refrains from periodically exchang-
ing routing information but only discovers a route to a given destination on demand,
i.e., once a transmission is requested at a device. For discovery, devices broadcast
or “flood” a route request throughout the network that the respective destination
device, or its neighbors, answers with a route reply message. In order to reach
the originating device of a route request, intermediate devices temporarily store the
sender of route requests they receive and forward the route reply to this sender once
a reply arrives that matches a prior request. Devices then route messages along the
best sequence of replies, with metrics to determine the best route comparing the
hop count or link quality of intermediate links. The disadvantage of reactive routing
schemes lies in the, possibly significant, delay that precedes a transmission due to
the discovery of an appropriate route on demand. Furthermore, on demand recov-
ery of a broken route again requires flooding the network. However, reactive routing
only incurs overhead for actual transmissions and otherwise does not place load on
the network, preserving the forwarding capacity for actual payload transmissions.
Already broached in the previous section, logical routing [PGH00,FRZ+05] defines
a logical address structure that allows routing according to a distance or progress
metric directly on device addresses. Since routing only requires the (correct) destina-
tion address and the set of potential next-hop forwarders, i.e., immediate neighbors,
at each device, devices update information about their immediate surroundings reg-
ularly. In case of mobile devices, a change in their location within the network is
reflected in their neighbor set which directly determines the devices’ address. Discov-
ery of the current address a device is assigned then typically involves a well-defined,
network-wide location service, for example in [FRZ+05], landmarks serve as location
directories.
Geographic routing, in turn, makes use of the actual, geographical positions of
devices in the network to establish a distance metric for routing. Similar to logical
routing, devices are aware of their own address, i.e., position, and the positions of
their surrounding neighbors. Routing on geographic positions then follows a greedy
approach [KK00], i.e., striving to maximize the distance covered within the next
routing step. Advantages of this routing approach are the natural embedding of
device addresses for routing as well as simple and efficient metrics that build directly
on such addresses. However, greedy routing may chose local minima or maxima as
the next hop, i.e., positions in the network from which no further greedy progress can
be made. Such situations, along with possible loops in the routing structure, require
additional mechanisms to be resolved, increasing the complexity of the protocol.
Notably, positions in geographic routing need not be real-world geographic positions,
as for example derived from GPS sensors. Proportionally embedding device positions
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relative to each other in a virtual coordinate space [RRP+03] allows application of
equivalent distance metrics and greedy routing on position information.
Common to all aforementioned approaches is the goal of establishing a complete
route from the sending device to the intended receiving device. Once this route
is established, i.e., found, devices forward the packet along this route in single
steps. Breaking with this paradigm of routing along a single, (pre-)defined se-
quence of devices for all packets that a device wants to send, opportunistic rout-
ing [BM05,CJKK07] proposes to leverage the non-deterministic nature of wireless
transmissions to achieve the maximum routing progress per transmission. Specif-
ically, the next hop in a forwarding sequence is not determined before the trans-
mission. Instead, transmissions are broadcast and forwarders are opportunistically
determined based only on which device, that received the transmission, allows for
the most forwarding progress. Nodes that are farthest along the forwarding chain
broadcast the packet towards the destination, improving routing progress signifi-
cantly in comparison to pre-determined single-hop forwarding. Applying this pro-
cess to every packet allows to opportunistically exploit the respective maximum
forwarding progress and only requires sequential forwarding as a fallback mode. Im-
provements [CJKK07] to the basic scheme of opportunistic routing [BM05] further
apply randomized network coding to packet transmissions. Broadcasting a random
combination of original packets instead of a fixed set of packets allows receiving in-
termediate nodes to reconstruct multiple packets from independently received trans-
missions, increasing the forwarding change of the overall batch of original packets.
2.2.1.4 Examples and Use Cases
Examples forWMN deployments are manifold but often are only short-lived. One of
the first deployments, aimed at establishing Internet connectivity within whole city
blocks using multi-hop forwarding between mesh routers, was the Roofnet project at
MIT [BABM05,ABB+04]. Within the Roofnet architecture, a few wired gateways
provide Internet connectivity to a mesh network that covered 4 km2 and afforded
network access to apartments in the area. Built on 802.11b, average throughput be-
tween mesh routers was reported to be in the 600 kBit/s range. Roofnet was a great
academic success but today is no longer operating. The founders of the Roofnet
project consolidated their experience in building wireless networks in founding Mer-
aki networks [Cis]. Meraki applied the networking concepts of WMNs to building a
city-wide wireless network in San Francisco [Mer07] that was ultimately canceled due
to political reasons. Similar, Open-Mesh [Opeb] originated from academic efforts to
build WMNs for communities.4
As an alternative to company- or academia-driven networks, deployments may orig-
inate from independent user groups that aim to either improve network connectivity
or gain more control over the network [FUN,SEA]. Such community driven networks
build on members that contribute their wireless AP to the network, in order to es-
tablish a wide-coverage network in which members share data or Internet access.
Especially, such networks promise both disaster resiliency and censorship evasion.
4A personal argumentation by one of the principal engineers about the diffi-
culties of operating WMNs can be found at http://sha.ddih.org/2011/11/26/
why-wireless-mesh-networks-wont-save-us-from-censorship/.
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In contrast to the number of WMN projects or deployments, few public or official
deployments of MANETs exist. In a sense, this matches the original use case of
ad-hoc networks for short-lived, spontaneous communication. However, a number of
popular approaches apply the flexible and infrastructure-less character of 802.11 ad-
hoc networks to establish wireless communication in otherwise challenged scenarios,
namely in education facilities in developing countries [KDS09] and within low-income
urban regions as well as for technological training purposes [RKMG11]. Because of
the low overhead in creating such wireless networks, they serve to accustom, for
example, children to computer use and communication as well as provide a teaching
and training platform for general and specific concepts of computer networking.
Within the both designs, the ad-hoc network may serve as an extension to Internet
gateways that are only infrequently available.
The original motivation for mobile ad-hoc networks, i.e., establishment of wireless
networking in the absence of wired infrastructures, lost urgency with the increas-
ing deployment of wired broadband Internet access, 802.11 IM networks, and wired
networks in buildings. In addition, smartphones recently became the definition of
mobile wireless devices, shifting the application scenario of mobile wireless network-
ing from dedicated, purpose-driven devices, e.g., laptops, and networks towards per-
sonal devices. Among other development, this prompted an additional direction in
mobile D2D networking research, namely towards Delay/Disruption-Tolerant Net-
works (DTNs) and Opportunistic Networks (OppNets). We detail the characteristics
and requirements of these current research areas in the following sections.
2.2.2 Delay Tolerant Networks (DTNs)
MANETs, while independent from wired network infrastructures, aim to replicate
wired network characteristics in order to establish functionally equivalent use of
the network in challenged scenarios. In this, they maintain a network structure in
which delivery of a message is dependent on an end-to-end route between sender
and receiver.
Delay Tolerant Networking or Disruption Tolerant Networking (DTN) [CBH+07,
Fal03] breaks with this basic assumption of connectivity between sender and receiver
at the time of sending. Instead, DTN assumes and accounts for a substantial delay of
delivery or disruption of network connectivity between the sender and the receiver.
Motivating examples for DTNs are approaches that strive for communication in
scenarios
i) in which a direct physical transmission of a message is feasible but incurs non-
negligible delays, e.g., between space crafts or under water, or
ii) that inherently lack access to any continuously connected network, e.g., in very
remote settlements or developing regions.
Indeed, commercial reasons may prohibit a permanent connection to the Internet in
many places, preventing their inhabitants from accessing the wealth of digital knowl-
edge. DTNs then strive to overcome this“digital divide”by means of cooperative and
intermediate D2D networks that store and forward the respective payloads. Such
intermediate networks then connect local networks, without permanent connectivity,
to the Internet in delayed or disrupted fashion.
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The challenge in DTN research and network operation then arises from the inher-
ently connectivity-based design of current communication structures and protocols,
e.g., the TCP/IP suite. Such designs do neither account for extreme delays in the
transmission of messages nor envision sender and receiver to never be attached to a
common network at the same time. Similar, addressing and routing on IP addresses
requires an underlying network in which addresses have a scope and can be matched
and routed to physical devices. In the following sections, we thus explore the design
and solution space of realizing and exploiting D2D networking for DTNs.
2.2.2.1 Addressing and Routing
Not based on a network structure or topology, DTN addresses devices or “nodes”
and destinations, so called “endpoints” that may consist of multiple nodes, using
Uniform Resource Identifiers (URIs). URIs [BLFM05] thereby offer a flexible way
of expressing names, interests, applications, and services in a consistent syntax, of-
fering addressing based on semantic information, in contrast to network or device
information in IP or MAC addresses, respectively. True to this emphasis on flexibil-
ity, the IETF standard specifying the DTN network architecture [CBH+07] does not
define a strict addressing scheme but states that addresses for DTN endpoints may
be based on DNS names for endpoints but may incorporate interests or applications
indicators.
In their general design, URI addresses are composed of a scheme name, e.g., dtn://
or ldap://, that indicates the addressing scheme to be used, and the scheme-specific
part (SSP) that follows the syntax defined by the scheme. Endpoints receiving a
DTN message then need to be able to process the message endpoint identifiers based
on the scheme name and respective SSP, i.e., follow and understand the syntax and
identifiers. [CBS10] lists examples for endpoint identifiers that support different types
of addressing:
i) local communication: dtn://everyoneWithin100MetersOfMe,
ii) DNS-formatted addressing: dtn://rover3.mars.sol/other, or
iii) IP-like addressing (solely treated as a string): dtn://128.29.23.37/dtncpd.
Further examples of expressing application semantics in endpoint identifiers are ad-
dressing of geographic locations [LSW11] or social communities [HCY08].
However, as also stated in [CBS10], such addressing structures are meaningless with-
out a routing protocol that performs selection of forwarders based on the provided
semantics. In the above mentioned examples of geographic or social community
addresses, a routing protocol would need to interpret the address to make routing
progress by either decreasing the geographic distance to the destination or by max-
imizing the common set of social communities. With regard to the question of how
to maximize the benefit of intermediate D2D networks for routing progress, DTN
routing protocols may apply two distinct methods, as categorized in [BLV07]. Both
methods thereby strive to improve on epidemic routing, i.e., simple flooding of the
network and all available forwarders with replicates of all messages.
First, forwarding protocols only choose a single intermediate device to forward the
message to the destination, thus maintaining exactly one copy of a message within
the whole network, i.e., the set of all device contacts over time. The advantage of
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forwarding protocols lies in their moderate resource consumption, as networks with
resource-constrained forwarders risk being overwhelmed by the number of replicated
messages in epidemic routing. The main challenge of efficient routing then lies in
the selection of this forwarder using an oracle with a limited amount of knowledge
of the network evolution in the future. In repetitive scenarios, i.e., fixed-schedule
vehicular networks [ZKL+07] or unperturbed orbital space systems [CBS10], sched-
uled contacts may facilitate such an oracle. However, deployment experience as well
as formal analysis [BLV07] suggests that, even in scheduled scenarios, external and
unpredictable factors disrupt predictions with high probability.
Second, replicating routing protocols increase the number of message copies in the
network but strive to restrict replication, i.e., the number of active messages, to
a tolerable level. Protocols base their decision on how many copies to create and
who to forward these messages to by learning from earlier encounters or mobility
information as well as removing messages upon delivery to a forwarder. Again,
this decision induces a tradeoff between the increased delivery probability due to
redundancy and the load on the network. As a hybrid form [SPR05] of replicating
and forwarding routing, DTN nodes may replicate an original message to a number
of nodes while each message copy subsequently is routed in a forwarding fashion.
Such an approach could limit unbounded replication while still assuring a certain
degree of diversity in the paths a message might take.
2.2.2.2 Realizing DTNs
Following their general designs, DTNs are agnostic of the respective communica-
tion technique used for transmission of messages between two DTN nodes [SB07].
In fact, implementing support for a flexible selection of communication techniques
affords selecting the best available technique in each situation, especially when con-
necting heterogeneous networks. As such, all communication techniques presented
in Section 2.1 present viable solutions, as do FM radio transmissions [BLAW13] or
sub-GHz radios [BCL07].
Hence, the technical challenge of realizing DTNs is enabling delay- or disruption-
tolerant communication within the current network structures that typically assume
a connection between sender and receiver and build on Transmission Control Pro-
tocol (TCP)/IP rather than semantic DTN addressing. To meet this challenge, the
Bundle protocol [SB07] specifies a uniform and generic way of encapsulating DTN
communication in heterogeneous current communication techniques. It serves as
an abstraction layer, to be installed on each DTN node, between the respective
DTN application and the nodes’ (multiple) networking stacks, e.g., Bluetooth and
802.11. DTN applications hand payload messages to the Bundle protocol, which
performs the actual transmission, DTN endpoint registration, and handling, as well
as eventual delivery of messages to DTN applications once they are received at an
endpoint.
2.2.2.3 Use Cases
Multiple use cases for delay- and disruption-tolerant networking have been proposed.
Efforts [LDLE08] exist that follow the original motivation of attaching disconnected
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areas, i.e., their local networks, to the Internet, and explore applications on top
of the resulting network structure, e.g., social networking and telemedicine [Lin11,
SLL09]. In contrast, DTN networks have also been proposed to establish local
networks in well-connected areas, e.g., connecting distinct parts of university cam-
puses [ZKL+07]. DTNs may further aid in mitigating the increasing load on mobile
network carriers [PLHJ12,LSH+11], offering a local and direct dissemination venue
for Internet content. However, the concept of DTN networking has, as of yet, not
gained substantial real-world application, a fact that was famously connected to the
lack of “killer apps” for DTNs [Ott12].
2.2.3 Opportunistic Networks (OppNets)
Using geographic-, interest-, or social community-based addressing, DTNs strive to
overlay irregularly connected networks with a routable substrate on which applica-
tions may send and receive messages. While mitigating the effort of permanently
operating a wireless network, DTNs require a notion of structure in building the se-
mantic overlay and a notion of forwarding progress in establishing routing. However,
as already hinted at in approaches that use the DTN network as a local forwarding
structure to relieve wireless carrier infrastructures [PLHJ12,LSH+11], exclusively lo-
cal exchange of payload or content based on interests, without an overlaying routing
structure, can be desirable. Especially in populated areas with a high number of
contacts between mobile users, i.e., when their devices are in mutual communication
range, the resulting contact network offers a communication substrate for rapid local
dissemination of content.
OppNets then target the exploitation of such contact networks in an unplanned man-
ner, solely based on the temporal and spatial contacts between devices. As in DTNs,
no persistent network structure exists in OppNets. However, in contrast to DTNs,
OppNets only regard and leverage the immediate device contact for communication,
instead of using intermediate devices as forwarders towards a farther destination in
an overlay network structure.
2.2.3.1 Mobility, Contact Patterns, Traces, and Analysis
In the absence of an overlay structure that assigns routing value to their addresses,
devices essentially serve as mere data vessels. Indeed, [HYK+10] requires unique
addresses for devices in OppNets, such as MAC addresses, but does not require
these addresses to carry any semantic. As such, the main influence factors in oper-
ating opportunistic networks are the semantics of application content that devices
carry and disseminate as well as the probability of achieving a sufficient basis of
device contacts to sustain content dissemination. We address the former aspect in
Section 2.2.3.3 along examples of opportunistic networking.
Without an underlying deterministic communication scenario, such as in bus sched-
ules [ZKL+07] or the repetitive orbits of space vehicles [CBS10], the latter and more
fundamental aspect solely depends on the mobility and contact patterns of the mo-
bile devices that make up the network. Because of this, substantial research efforts
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address the generation and analysis of human mobility patterns and traces that real-
istically represent real-world device mobility as it would be encountered by deployed
opportunistic networking applications.
Generation of real-world mobility traces typically requires the deployment of a suf-
ficient number of mobile devices to, for example, a set of students [LS13, EP06,
SKL+10] to utilize the mobile phones, incorporated into the students daily life, to
log the number and duration of contacts as well as their wireless characteristics.
Logs then typically yield the number of encountered 802.11 and Bluetooth devices,
signal strength measurements in both wireless technologies, distribution of contacts
over the day, and inter-contact times. This data then, in turn, allows to evaluate the
viability, properties, and requirements of opportunistic networks on top of such a
device population. Furthermore, the recorded data enables theoretical contact and
connectivity analyses [WDdACG12] that define upper bounds of the communication
capabilities of the respective networks.
2.2.3.2 Realizing OppNets
Similar to DTN approaches, OppNets typically do not mandate a specific communi-
cation technology. Each application thereby chooses the communication technologies
that best apply to the specific requirements [SSH+07], such as the radio range, and
envisioned communication scenario. For example, 802.11 offers a larger communi-
cation range compared to Bluetooth but requires, within this larger range, a good
selection of communication partners from all possible devices. Bluetooth, on the
other hand, is tailored to short-range communication and already offers device se-
mantics within its Service Discovery Protocol (SDP).
Hence, multiple approaches to realizing OppNets exist. Leveraging the ubiquity of
802.11 in mobile devices and stationary APs, mobile devices may alternate their
role as 802.11 STA and AP over time to enable communication in a common net-
work [TDSL11]. Alternatively, devices may communicate with other devices that
are currently associated to the same (public) AP [KPO12], exchanging content via
local communication in the 802.11 network. Similar, mobile devices may exchange
data via 802.15.4 communication [BBD+11], emphasizing the low energy consump-
tion and small form factor of 802.15.4 over the range and data rates of 802.11.
Implementing a convergence layer that abstracts from the available communication
technologies [HYK+10] allows interaction with a variety of devices. Furthermore,
the device itself may perform a selection of technologies based on multiple metrics,
e.g., the current energy level. Last, devices may continuously attempt communica-
tion on all available interfaces, striving for maximum exploitation of communication
opportunities of all kinds [SSH+07].
2.2.3.3 Use Cases
Following the original motivation, OppNets key serve as a local communication sub-
strate to exchange content that was downloaded from the Internet or locally cre-
ated [HYK+10]. The resulting network then alleviates the load on wireless carrier
networks [HHK+10] by forwarding content over the social contact network arising
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from the mobility of users. Multiple applications may thereby coexist in the OppNet
and mobile users may subscribe to or publish application content within communi-
cation contacts. One popular application on top of opportunistic networks is mobile
social networking [POL+09,TVSP13] due to the non-realtime character of social net-
working content. Furthermore, the embedding of online social contacts in real-world
contacts graphs provides an interesting problem to study, i.e., whether the contact
and temporal interaction graphs match and to what degree.
2.2.4 Ubiquitous Wireless Networking
The notion of ubiquitous networking5, i.e., everywhere and with everyone, arises
from the observation that the increasing proliferation and diversity of computing
and communication devices results in a comprehensive coverage of scenarios with
computers that a user can interact with. Examples for scenarios that are increas-
ingly equipped with computing devices, are private and public buildings, vehicles,
exhibition spaces, streets, clothes, and many more. Leveraging this comprehensive
coverage, ubiquitous networking approaches strive to capture, reflect, and benefit
from the spatial and temporal contexts of mobile users and the computing devices
they can interact with.
The emphasis on context differentiates ubiquitous networking from the aforemen-
tioned mobile networking directions. Specifically, while opportunistic and delay tol-
erant networking build on the availability of communication opportunities over the
spatial and temporal mobility of users, the focus of said approaches lies on establish-
ing communication rather than contexts. As a minor aspect, ubiquitous computing
does not differentiate between mobile and infrastructure communication devices. An
illustrating example for this aspect is the emergence of interactive displays in ubiq-
uitous computing [DSG+14] and the possibilities they offer for user interaction and
context representation. Communication and interaction between a display and a
mobile user then only involves direct communication within a very defined spatial
context and communication approach, in contrast to the dissemination-based notion
of DTNs and OppNets.
Ubiquitous networking inherently abstracts from the underlying communication
technology and assumes an available communication channel. From a network-
ing perspective, establishing communication that meets the spatial and temporal
requirements of ubiquitous networking is an open research challenge that this the-
sis addresses. Because of this, we will introduce, in the remainder of this section,
approaches that illustrate the scope of ubiquitous networking as motivation for the
work presented in this thesis.
2.2.4.1 Spatial and Temporal Approaches
Incorporating spatial and temporal context may follow two venues. First, spatial or
temporal context may define the respective application context. Second, application
context may be tied to specific spatial or temporal contexts.
5Literature uses the terms“ubiquitous”and“pervasive” interchangeably.
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An example for the first venue is the sensing of places, i.e., spatial context, to provide
contextual information to applications [KKES10]. In this, the main challenge is
matching locations to contexts while preserving energy and computation capabilities.
In the second approach, information and content has a spatial or temporal scope of
validity. For example, devices may cooperatively maintain content within the spa-
tial validity radius around its origin [OHL+11, TCK10]. Content and information
may this way be associated with a specific location, e.g., message board-like notes
or videos of local events. Combining temporal and spatial contexts [DLS+12] then
enables applications to differentiate and retrieve time-varying versions of informa-
tion at a specific location. Both venues require a means to spontaneously and locally
exchange the respective content in the absence of a pre-defined communication in-
frastructure.
2.2.4.2 Participatory and Crowd-based Approaches
Another aspect of ubiquitous computing is leveraging the surrounding comput-
ing infrastructures, e.g., pooling the local computation capabilities to increase the
scope of computable tasks for single devices [MYCH10]. In this, recent approaches
address the problem of distributing computation tasks among the available de-
vices [SLAZ12b] and provide frameworks for the development of applications that
incorporate such distributed, partitioned computing [RLLPG12].
Alternatively, local devices may contribute their sensor-based data to a coopera-
tive sensing campaign [MRS+09] that aims to gather, e.g., environmental data in
city-wide scopes. In order to share sensed data between social peer groups (or glob-
ally), typical approaches connect devices via social networking portals, e.g., Face-
book [MLF+08], or designated platforms [MPL+11]. In this, sharing occurs on a
global scale over the Internet, although content and information is characterized by
its location [MPL+11] and/or the current, i.e., temporal, user context [MLF+08].
2.3 Summary and Key Motivations
In this chapter, we introduced the available technologies for mobile wireless D2D
networking as well as their characteristics. We furthermore illustrated the design
space of mobile wireless D2D networking with regard to academic and commercial
approaches, in which the mentioned technologies serve as a communication substrate.
The usage scenarios, characteristics, and requirements of the respective approaches
highlight the shortcomings of state-of-the-art technologies in mobile wireless net-
working and (implicitly) specify the requirements for respective solution approaches.
MANETs have the potential to provide a high-performance, wide reaching wireless
network infrastructure and the proliferation of mobile wireless devices constitutes
a readily available basis for such networks. For such networks, 802.11 defines the
AM, enabling spontaneous and dynamic multi-hop networks between mobile de-
vices. However, current wireless devices support the 802.11 AM, the assumed tech-
nological basis for MANETs, poorly or not at all. In contrast, the 802.11 IM is
comprehensively supported by all 802.11 devices. We thus propose Mobile Ad-Hoc
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Wi-Fi (MA-Fi), a networking approach that combines the flexibility and dynamics
of the 802.11 AM with the support and performance of the 802.11 IM in a mobile
network based on multiple IM links between devices.
In mobile scenarios, large numbers of mobile devices carry a plethora of mobile appli-
cations and content, rendering the task of discovering devices that share an interest
in the same application or content challenging. Specifically, 802.11 networks are un-
able to express applications, content, or interests to unassociated devices but require
an association prior to any discovery process. In mobile scenarios, this renders mo-
bile devices unable to comprehensively perform a discovery at all reachable devices.
We thus propose Secure On-demand Wi-Fi (SO-Fi) and Interest-based Cloud-facil-
itated Opportunistic Networking (ICON), leveraging the broadcast character of the
wireless medium and a cloud-based matching service, respectively, to build 802.11
networks exclusively between devices that share common interests.
Mobile applications, e.g., in DTN and OppNet approaches, strive to leverage mobile
device encounters for data dissemination and content exchanges. However, the time
and association overhead of establishing 802.11 networks between devices exceeds
the durations of typical encounters in mobile scenarios. In order to provide mobile
applications with a ubiquitous wireless communication channel, we thus propose
Concurrent Association-less Wi-Fi (CA-Fi), association-less broadcast-based wire-
less networking that makes the full range and scope of the wireless medium accessible
to applications.
The emphasis of respective application domains on individual characteristics of mo-
bile D2D networking motivate specific solutions in each domain. In the following
chapters, we thus introduce, discuss, and evaluate the design of infrastructure-mode
multi-hop mobile wireless networking in MA-Fi, content- and interest centric wire-
less networking in SO-Fi and ICON, and association- and overhead-less wireless
networking in CA-Fi.
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3
Multi-hop Mobile Wireless D2D
Networking in 802.11 Infrastructure
Mode
In this chapter, we address the research question of the feasibility of mobile wire-
less device-to-device (D2D) networking within the functionality and communication
capabilities of current mobile devices. We motivate this question along a quali-
tative and quantitative analysis of the supported 802.11 modes of operation and
functionalities. Addressing the shortcomings presented in our analysis, we present
Mobile Ad-Hoc Wi-Fi (MA-Fi) [WHBW11,WBHW11,WKL+14,Bac12,Lau13], an
approach that makes the benefits of 802.11 ad-hoc mode (AM) networks available
within the performance characteristics of 802.11 infrastructure mode (IM) networks.
We show the immediate applicability, performance, and efficiency of MA-Fi based on
an evaluation of our prototype implementation and real-world trace-driven network
simulations that incorporate the derived measurement results.
3.1 Motivation
The 802.11 AM constitutes the assumed technological basis for mobile wireless D2D
networking without infrastructure support. Usage scenarios for the AM comprise
the creation of local network structures in dedicated fashion, e.g., to enable au-
tonomous communication at an event or extending the wired infrastructure, or
spontaneously, e.g., in approaches that leverage wireless devices in the vicinity for
sensing [RLLPG12] or computing tasks [SLAZ12b].
Today, the proliferation of mobile wireless devices, such as smartphones, provides
a more readily available and mobile critical mass for AM networking than there
ever was. Especially, the seamless integration of smartphones into the everyday life
of users appears poised to support the spontaneous creation and operation of such
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networks, as they are ubiquitously present and always active, in contrast to larger
mobile devices such as laptops.
However, support and application of the 802.11 AM is declining, both in real-
world mobile operating systems [Gooa, iOS,MSDb] and commercial wireless prod-
ucts [NET,DLI]. The effect of this decline can be exemplified with the observation
that distinguished approaches [SLAZ12b] presented at the premier academic venue
for mobile ad-hoc networking are forced to approximate mobile AM networks by
sequentially iterating through distinct single-hop IM networks. Similar, the short
list of supported devices in the Commotion Wireless project [Coma] as well as sev-
eral academic approaches [TDSL11,SNR+09] highlight the difficulty in establishing
real-world mobile wireless networking in the 802.11 AM.
The simultaneous widespread adoption of 802.11 IM networks suggests that one of
the reasons for the decline of 802.11 AM networks is the increased network and op-
eration complexity compared to IM networks. First, the clear distinction of network
functionality between Access Point (AP) and Stations (STAs) in IM networks allows
vendors of 802.11 modules to implement and optimize the respective functionality
separately. Second, prevalent approaches to network and device configuration, such
as the Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol (DHCP) [Dro97], can not be applied in
AM networks due to the distributed network topology. Third, actually establishing
communication in the network requires a uniform routing protocol that, in contrast
to directed, single-hop communication in IM networks, is able to span multiple hops
and cope with the underlying network dynamics. In summary, while the required
basis of mobile 802.11 devices is finally available, motivating the real-life application
of Mobile Ad-Hoc Networks (MANETs), the lack of 802.11 AM support restricts
such networking approaches to, at best, academic case studies.
3.2 Problem Analysis
In this section, we provide a quantitative analysis of the lack of 802.11 AM support
by current mobile wireless devices. Motivated by the conclusion that only the 802.11
IM mode is comprehensively supported, we illustrate the qualitative problem of es-
tablishing mobile D2D networking in this mode. Revisiting the (desirable) properties
of MANETs, we then formulate the design goals of MA-Fi, our approach of estab-
lishing multi-hop wireless D2D networking within the current 802.11 capabilities of
mobile devices.
3.2.1 Quantitative Analysis
In order to quantify the support for the 802.11 AM, we empirically establish and
analyze single-hop networks between Linux, OS X, and Windows machines that
contain 802.11n wireless Network Interface Cards (NICs) from different vendors. We
thereby strive to cover a representative fraction of current combinations of operating
system, wireless NIC, and respective 802.11 subsystem and driver implementation.
Specifically, the devices we use for our analysis are
i) Lenovo IdeaPad S10-3, Ubuntu Linux 12.10, Atheros AR9285 802.11n NIC
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Throughput WPA2 Security 802.11 PSM
Linux 17.4MBit/s irregular no support
OS X 19.6MBit/s no support no support
Windows 7 13.5MBit/s supported irregular
Android [Gooa] no support no support no support
iOS [iOS] no support no support no support
WP 7 [MSDb] no support no support no support
Table 3.1 Missing vendor and operating system support for important 802.11 functionality in
AM networks, as observed on different popular desktop and mobile operating systems.
ii) Apple MacBook Pro (2012), OS X 10.6.8, Broadcom BCM4321 802.11n NIC
iii) Lenovo ThinkPad T400s and 420, Windows 7, Intel 5300 and 6300 802.11n NIC.
Table 3.1 lists the supported performance characteristics with regard to throughput,
security, i.e., Wi-Fi Protected Access II (WPA2), and energy efficiency, i.e., the
802.11 Power Save Mode (PSM), for the above mentioned devices and operating
systems.
In order to measure the possible throughput between devices in the AM network,
we used iperf and configured one device as the server that receives TCP traffic
and the other device as the client that sends traffic. Since the measurements lie well
below 802.11n data rates, we furthermore analyzed the wireless frames in flight using
wireshark, finding that all transmitted frames announce data rates of 54MBit/s or
less, indicating 802.11g network performance although the 802.11 driver nominally
supported 802.11n performance.
We derived support for WPA2 support directly from the available network settings
that are possible during network establishment, i.e., whether the operating system
support setting WPA2 security in the network. While Linux offers this setting in
some versions, depending on the installed wireless NIC, irregularities regarding the
security of the actual established network are reported [LIN]. In contrast, OS X does
not support WPA2 security in D2D networks but instead implements the deprecated
WEP standard [APP].
Last, operating system vendors do not provide information whether 802.11 PSM are
supported in AM networks. During our tests, we could not observe Linux or OS X
devices to support PSM.
From these results1, we deduce a lack of support for vital 802.11 functionalities in
current AM implementations. We argue that, in addition to the inherently higher
complexity of partaking in an AM network, this renders a real-world application of
multi-hop mobile wireless networks improbable. This, in turn, renders the 802.11
IM the only viable communication technology for mobile wireless D2D networking,
that is available in current mobile devices.
1Please note that these results are empirically derived based on the devices available to us. Different
hardware and software setups, especially with regard to the wireless NIC, may produce different results.
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3.2.2 Qualitative Analysis
Building on the observation that the 802.11 IM is comprehensively supported in
contrast to the AM, we briefly revisit the network design of the two modes (cf. Sec-
tions 2.1.2.1 and 2.1.2.2). With regard to establishing real-world multi-hop network-
ing, we analyze whether either mode of operation supports the required qualitative
characteristics, specifically in terms of network operation and mobility support.
Network Operation
In an IM network (Basic Service Set (BSS)), a single device in AP mode provides the
network to devices in STA mode. The AP announces the BSS, as well as network
capabilities like the supported data rates and encryption schemes, through Beacon
messages containing its layer 2 address (Basic Service Set Identifier (BSSID)) and
the network identifier (Service Set Identifier (SSID)). STAs then associate to this
AP and address all wireless frames on layer 2 to the AP as the designated gateway.
On layer 3, the AP typically incorporates network management functionality such
as routing and centralized services, e.g., device configuration by DHCP, layer 2 and
3 address resolution via Address Resolution Protocol (ARP), and name resolution
via Domain Name System (DNS) functionality. STAs associate with the AP and
expect it to provide all network management functionality. One exception to this is
the 802.11 PSM, in which STAs announce to the AP their intention to switch into
sleep state.
In an AM network (Independent Basic Service Set (IBSS)) all participating devices
jointly establish and announce the network through Beacon messages. Because of
this, operating the network in distributed fashion entails several drawbacks that are
absent in BSS networks. First, AM networks exhibit a random, dynamic topology,
making layer 3 functionality such as routing and addressing, possibly over multiple
intermediate devices, i.e., hops, a challenging task. Second, device configuration and
address resolution, if established in a distributed fashion, require costly multi-hop
updates and look-up events.
We thus argue that, even for mobile and spontaneous networks, establishing and
operating an IM network, i.e., one single-hop BSS or a collection thereof, is signif-
icantly less complex than operating an AM network. Furthermore, communication
in an IM network induces less overhead than link-state or reactive ad-hoc routing
protocols that inherently rely on flooding, even in single-hop networks comparable
to a BSS.
Mobility support
In BSS networks, IM networks are isolated, single-hop“islands”that are self-contained.
As such, they offer no mobility support across the borders of the respective network,
i.e., the communication range of the AP. Conversely, in Extended Service Set (ESS)
deployments (cf. Section 2.1.2.1), multiple APs provide and announce a common
network, as indicated by the SSID. While the respective layer 2 (MAC) addresses of
APs are unique and allow differentiation, STAs may “roam” between APs and still
remain in the overall network when they move out of the range of the current AP
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and into the range of another AP. Still, the network, i.e., a central entity in the
ESS, needs to adapt the in-network routing and addressing structures once a STA
changes its point of association.
Conversely, STAs in AM networks do not necessarily associate to the network by
means of a single, dedicated STA but through all reachable STAs observed in com-
munication range. As such, STAs may roam in the network as long as they are
connected to the network through at least one other STA that is also associated.
Similar to ESS networks, device mobility causes changes in the network topology
and requires maintenance of the routing and addressing structures. In absence of
a central entity, distributed ad-hoc routing protocols accomplish this task at the
expense of maintenance and communication overhead and delay.
The distributed network topology of AM networks intuitively offers a better support
for STA mobility, at the cost of updating routing state at all devices in the network.
In contrast, a comparable ESS-like network only requires updating the set of APs
but only provides the overall wireless network at separated BSSs.
3.2.3 Design Goals
From our analysis, we derive the following design goals for a suitable approach for
real-world multi-hop D2D networking:
Compatibility: In order to increase the number of compatible devices that are able to
partake in multi-hop wireless networking in the first place, network operation
needs to meet the capabilities of current mobile wireless devices to increase
real-world adoption.
Flexibility: Accounting for the natural mobility of personal wireless devices, the
network needs to preserve the mobility support and network dynamics of AM
networks.
Performance: Improving on current AM network performance, the network should
meet the throughput capabilities users are accustomed to from IM networks.
Similar, network security features should implement the WPA2 protocol in-
stead of WEP and energy efficiency mechanisms, such as 802.11 PSM, should
be supported to optimize the energy consumption of the network.
Convenience Current mobile devices neither implement ad-hoc routing or device
configuration protocols nor offer a user interface for these tasks. The approach
should thus offer these functionalities in-network to facilitate participation in
the network in a process similar to end-user BSS networks.
Application Support Accounting for the diversity of mobile applications, the ap-
proach should provide a generic network structure that is compatible with the
common interfaces and mechanisms offered to and expected by applications in
popular operating systems, e.g., Internet Protocol (IP) addressing.
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3.3 Related Work
In this section, we discuss related approaches of establishing mobile wireless D2D
networking. Furthermore, we present the current state of the art in standardization
concerning 802.11 Wireless Mesh Networks (WMNs) as well as industrial wireless
networking standards and discuss the applicability to our design goals. We thereby
use the supported network topology, i.e., whether the approach enables a single-hop
or multi-hop network, as a distinguishing metric to highlight the increased resource
and design requirements of establishing multi-hop wireless networks.
Please note that, while they constitute important aspects and goals in our design,
we do not address related work of security or energy efficiency in wireless D2D net-
working here. While numerous approaches towards this goal exist, e.g., [GPP+10]
regarding security and [THH02,CJBM01,HLS+12] regarding energy efficiency, they
propose novel techniques that require modification of the participating devices or
address functionality ‘on top“ of established networks, such as routing. As such, we
do not address them for two reasons. First, while of academic merit, the require-
ment of modifying device functionality opposes our design goals of compatibility and
convenience and, consequently, decreases the chances of real-world adoption and ap-
plication of multi-hop D2D networking. Second, the applicability of the presented
approaches depends on the underlying network structure and thus can not be judged
within the novel network structure we propose.
Single-hop Networks
Multiple approaches establish single-hop mobile D2D networking in 802.11 IM net-
works. meeting our design goals of compatibility, performance, application support,
and possibly convenience. Since current mobile devices are able to serve as an 802.11
AP, solely establishing the network poses no significant challenge. We thus intro-
duce two approaches and an industrial standard that deviate from the simple model
of providing network connectivity in fixed AP-STA settings to illustrate the design
space of mobile single-hop IM networking.
WiFi-Opp [TDSL11] makes use of the tethering capabilities of current smartphones,
i.e., the ability to serve as an 802.11 AP realized in software, to create mobile
networks between devices in opportunistic networking. As the main contribution,
WiFi-Opp alternates mobile devices between providing a network when serving as
AP and associating to such networks provided by other WiFi-Opp devices when
acting as a STA. Adapting the time intervals of acting as AP and STA then allows
devices to approximate spontaneous 802.11 AM connectivity, albeit only in single-
hop networks. The authors show, by way of simulations on real-life mobility and
connectivity traces, that WiFi-Opp can leverage up to 95% of all available contacts,
depending on the strategy of assigning AP and STA roles between the available
devices.
Cool-Tether [SNR+09] affords single-hop mobile D2D networking in the scope of
tethering, i.e., to provide access to the Internet via a gateway device in a “reverse
IM”. The intuition behind this mode is the fact gateway devices, when providing
the 802.11 network as an AP, typically need to stay permanently active, although
they do not originate traffic, because they have no means of predicting the traffic
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pattern of associated clients. Also, gateway devices bear the cost of maintaining
the network, e.g., in sending beacons. Cool-Tether reverses this trend by enabling
gateway devices to act as 802.11 STAs in the network, thus allowing them to set
their own sleep cycles and be activated when traffic by other devices in the network
is to be send. The authors show that the achieved energy savings of Cool-Tether
increase with the number of mobile devices. This is because distributing traffic over
a larger number of devices increases the overall awake time of the system, i.e., the
cumulative awake periods of mobile devices implementing a duty cycle.
Wi-Fi Direct [Wi-] is an industry standard of establishing immediate, single-hop
802.11 IM networks. The original application scenario of Wi-Fi Direct thereby is
connecting personal appliances, e.g., smartphones or cameras, with nearby appli-
ances, e.g., a television or a storage system. Furthermore, the focus of Wi-Fi Direct
is the bidirectional discovery of devices, introducing an off-channel scanning mech-
anism in which the discovering devices sends Probe Request (PREQ) frames on a
number of 802.11 channels to discover available appliances. Subsequent to discovery
of devices, Wi-Fi Direct establishes traditional AP–STA BSS networks that do not
afford AM flexibility.
Multi-hop Networks
Approaches in multi-hop wireless networking meet our design goal of flexibility by
way of a distributed network topology. However, they typically target WMN deploy-
ments and elaborate on the design of the network structure in a stationary scenario.
We thus introduce approaches that make use of 802.11 IM networks and thus relate
to our design goal of compatibility.
iMesh [NKD05] departs from the traditional design of 802.11 AM mesh networks
and establishes a two-tiered network topology. In this topology, client access to the
network is facilitated by 802.11 IM APs to afford transparency and compatibility to
clients. APs are furthermore connected to each other in a custom wireless distri-
bution system (WDS) to achieve multi-hop functionality. To this end, the authors
develop and deploy a custom 802.11 driver. From their manual deployment and
evaluation, the authors report viable handover times between APs in the network.
Following the same motivation,MeshCluster [RRB+05] proposes a multi-radio WMN
in which mesh nodes offer network access to clients in IM networks and interconnect
over heterogeneous wireless technologies, e.g., 802.11 or 802.16.
In 2011, the IEEE specified the 802.11s standard [80211a] to specify multi-hop
WMNs within the 802.11 ecosystem. 802.11s envisions multi-radio mesh nodes that
may operate a client network in 802.11 IM and interconnect nodes in AM-like peer-
to-peer links. To realize the network, the standard specifies additional functionality
in the MAC layer of mesh nodes and proposes a variant of Ad-hoc On-demand Vector
Routing (AODV) for inter-node communication, the Hybrid Wireless Mesh Protocol
(HWMP).
Since the publication that initially proposed our design and preliminary results [WHBW11],
several approaches [DBWH13, SHA13] built on our design. While they share our
overall motivation, in contrast to our design, they only focus on establishing the
network and do not address all design goals.
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Figure 3.1 Topological illustration of an AM network (left) and an equivalent MA-Fi network
(right). RONs dynamically establish an interconnected, multi-hop backbone network that
connects the legacy 802.11 BSS networks provided for STANs at each RON.
3.4 Infrastructure-mode Mobile Ad-hoc Networking
We now present our design of Mobile Ad-Hoc Wi-Fi (MA-Fi), establishing mobile
wireless D2D networking exclusively using the 802.11 IM. First, we illustrate the
high-level concept of our design (Section 3.4.1) and subsequently detail the network
design of MA-Fi (Section 3.4.2) as well as our approaches to achieve energy efficiency
(Section 3.4.3) and state-of-the-art WPA2 security (Section 3.4.4) in the resulting
network.
3.4.1 General Idea
The main idea of MA-Fi is to leverage the ubiquitous support for the 802.11 IM
and its performance benefits in establishing a mobile multi-hop D2D network that
is compatible to all 802.11 devices of mobile users. In our design, we specifically
target commodity wireless devices, i.e., that only contain a single 802.11 radio, in
contrast to multi-radio mesh approaches. For the user, an IM-based mobile network
would offer the same performance characteristics and convenience of use as the ubiq-
uitous stationary BSS networks at home, in the office, etc. In terms of multi-hop
networking, constructing the network from high-performance IM links would offer
high throughput, in-network device autoconfiguration and data security.
As illustrated in Figure 3.1, a subset of devices in the network, Routing Nodes
(RONs), thus offer legacy BSS networks to mobile Station Nodes (STANs), allowing
an association to the network as in single-hop, stationary 802.11 networks. In order
to establish multi-hop networking, RONs interconnect over 802.11 IM links to facil-
itate communication between isolated legacy BSS networks. The full mesh topology
between equal devices in AM networks, as illustrated in the left side of Figure 3.1, is
thus approximated by a sparse topology of IM links in a two-tier network topology.
Equivalent to monitoring and updating links between devices under device mobility
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and network dynamics in AM networks, adapting IM links between RONs affords a
dynamic network structure in which STANs are free to roam between APs.
3.4.2 Network Design
MA-Fi strives to provide the characteristics of mobile IBSS-based networking build-
ing on 802.11 IM BSSs. Following the functional role distinction of IM networks in
APs and STAs, we distinguish between two types of devices in the network. Routing
Nodes (RONs), e.g., laptops or netbooks, are capable of advanced networking func-
tionality, e.g., providing AP functionality and services such as DHCP and DNS. In
addition, unmodified 802.11 Station Nodes (STANs), e.g., smartphones or tablets,
participate in the network by associating to a BSS but do not contribute to its
operation.
In this, we represent the current state of the art in mobile devices. Namely, i) laptops
and netbooks allow additional functionality on the operating system level but only
constitute a small fraction of the mobile devices in everyday scenarios and ii) while
they make up the majority of mobile devices, due to their personal usage character
and small form factor, smartphones typically offer a fixed operating system and
network functionality.
MA-Fi’s network design then entails four challenges:
i) Provision of legacy BSSs to STANs offering DHCP, DNS, ARP, and routing
gateway functionality to satisfy our design goals of compatibility and conve-
nience.
ii) Interconnecting isolated BSSs at RONs via high-performance IM links to estab-
lish an IBSS-like multi-hop network topology that satisfies our design goal of
performance.
iii) Support for RON and STAN mobility to satisfy our design goal of flexibility.
iv) Multi-hop IP routing within the overall MA-Fi network to provide a generic
802.11 network structure that satisfies our design goal of application support.
In this section, we first introduce the detailed design of MA-Fi networks addressing
the first two challenges (Section 3.4.2.1). We then present our adaption of an ad-hoc
routing protocol (Section 3.4.2.2) before illustrating the support for device mobility
in MA-Fi (Section 3.4.2.3).
3.4.2.1 Network Construction and Operation
Figure 3.1 illustrates the schematic network topology of MA-Fi in comparison to an
AM network. In contrast to a collection of devices with homogeneous functionality,
MA-Fi creates a two-tier functional hierarchy that follows the IM distinction of APs
and STAs and builds the network topology following this distinction. I.e., network
coverage is provided by APs and devices partake in existing networks as STAs. In
this hierarchy, RONs simultaneously
i) serve as AP, DHCP server, DNS server, and routing gateway in a legacy BSS,
e.g., with SSID mafi-legacy, that STANs can associate to, and
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ii) act as AP in a designated backbone BSS at each RON, e.g., with SSID mafi-
ron<ID> and that all other RONs can associate to, and
iii) associate as a STA to the backbone BSSs provided at other RONs.
In this, MA-Fi separates provision of the multi-hop network in the backbone BSS and
network access for mobile users in the legacy BSS. Associations between RONs in
the backbone BSS thereby achieve interconnection in a meshed topology, equivalent
to IBSS networks in the 802.11 AM.
This design requires RONs to simultaneously execute multiple 802.11 functionalities,
namely as an AP in two BSS and as a STA in a multiple foreign BSSs. On the system
level, this translates to operating multiple wireless NIC in the respective 802.11
role, as illustrated in Figure 3.2. In contrast to multi-radio devices designated for
wireless mesh networks, MA-Fi assumes prevalent commodity Wi-Fi devices with a
single radio. In order to operate multiple 802.11 interfaces, we make use of wireless
network virtualization [CBB04], i.e., the creation of virtual wireless interfaces of
which multiple may be associated to and operated on a single physical interface.
Each virtual interface may then be associated to a distinct network, e.g., two virtual
interfaces may be associated to two (independent) 802.11 APs in the vicinity to
increase the available throughput towards the Internet [SGB+11a]. The operating
system then treats virtual interfaces just like regular interfaces and offers the same
configuration mechanisms. However, all virtual interfaces of a physical interface
need to share the actual physical communication capabilities of that interface, i.e.,
time spent listening and transmitting in a specific network. The wireless subsystem
thus periodically switches to available interfaces to send and receive data on that
interface, i.e., in the respective network, if necessary. This iteration process induces
a time overhead in network operation and message processing, namely the time
it takes to switch the wireless NIC between interfaces and back to the respective
network. Literature [CBB04] reports a time overhead of 25 – 30ms for the switching
process. Wireless network virtualization is inherently supported in Linux and current
Windows OSs, is feasible in Mac OS X through TUN/TAP support, and is becoming
available in Android through mac80211-compliant SoftMAC drivers, making MA-Fi
widely applicable in practice.
Virtual interfaces thereby only incur the overhead of maintaining associations in
the case of STA interfaces and the on-demand operation of DHCP and ARP in the
case of AP interfaces. In terms of scalability, we were able to operate up to four
virtual AP interfaces and up to 255 STA interfaces on a single device. Furthermore,
a single AP interface, i.e., the provided 802.11 network, could accommodate up to
150 associated STAs, greatly surpassing the size of typical 802.11 networks. From
this, we deduce that building on virtualized wireless network interfaces does not
constitute a limiting factor in our design.
RONs maintain the backbone network by periodically scanning for the Beacon frames
of other backbone BSSs and associate by creating a virtual STA interface on-demand.
Providing the legacy BSS to STANs is straightforward, as 802.11 AP, DHCP, DNS,
and gateway functionality is ubiquitously supported by current OSs and 802.11Wi-Fi
cards. Finally, RONs bootstrap their backbone AP interface by randomly choosing
a /24 subnet from a large private address space, e.g., 10.0.0.0/9, to avoid collisions.
The AP interface in the backbone BSS then carries the first IP from the respective
subnet and distributes the remaining IPs to associating RONs via DHCP.
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Figure 3.2 RONs operate multiple virtual interfaces in STA and AP mode. Identical AP
interfaces at RONs span a continuous legacy BSS, while RONs connect to backbone networks
of other RONs as stations.
While MA-Fi thereby constructs an IBSS-like multi-hop network on layer 3, it does
not provide a continuous layer 2 network and broadcast domain. RONs therefore
encapsulate layer 2 broadcasts, e.g., for ARP requests, and forward them to other
legacy BSSs.
3.4.2.2 Multi-hop Routing
To establish multi-hop routing that accounts for mobility of RONs and STANs, we
adapt the Dynamic MANET On-demand Routing (DYMO) [CP09] routing protocol.
Specifically, we adopt the available Linux implementation to work within the multi-
interface, multi-network design of RONs. While we chose DYMO for its (more)
recent standardization documentation, hybrid character, and modular Linux kernel
module implementation, MA-Fi is independent of the specific routing protocol. In-
deed, the choice of a proactive or reactive protocol inherently depends on the usage
scenario and expected traffic pattern. Within the current design, protocol opera-
tion is loosely coupled to DHCP and ARP events to monitor mobility events, as
illustrated in the next section, but the respective protocol may be adapted to the
currently active usage scenario.
However, the design of RONs affects a general aspect of ad-hoc routing protocols,
namely the reliance on layer 2 and 3 broadcast for neighbor discovery, routing table
maintenance, and timely dissemination of routing and mobility updates. In tradi-
tional AM networks, broadcasts are send on the wireless NIC and are received by
all peers in communication range. The multi-interface design of RONs affects this
process as communication in one associated or AP network is separated from all
other active networks at that RON. In order to replicate broadcasts to all devices in
communication range, RONs mimic broadcasts send the respective message on all
active interfaces simultaneously. While this creates overhead due to one transmis-
sions per network for a broadcast, it allows for a highly controllable and adaptable
routing topology. Our evaluation in Section 3.5.2.2 shows that this overhead does
not influence routing performance.
STANs route all traffic over the designated routing gateway, i.e., the RON, in their
legacy BSS. RONs thus serve as proxies that hide the complexity and dynamics of
multi-hop wireless networking from STANs, enabling a network participation that
accounts for the 802.11 capabilities of e.g., smartphones. In routing, for example,
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RONs discover and recover routes for their associated STANs as well as maintain
the multi-network topology in the backbone BSS.
3.4.2.3 Mobility Support
802.11 STA devices inherently implement roaming functionality in ESS deployments,
i.e., between BSS networks that provide a single overall network in combined fashion.
In MA-Fi, we cater to this functionality support by establishing a single, continu-
ous legacy BSS, i.e., with the SSID mafi-legacy, in the overall network, thereby
supporting STAN mobility in the network, i.e., between RONs. All RONs therefore
provide an identical legacy BSS in terms of the SSID, the MAC and IP address of
the gateway interface, and the IP subnet distributed via DHCP, as illustrated in
Figure 3.2. Furthermore, we adapt the DHCP implementation running on RONs to
derive the IP address from the MAC address of mobile STANs. When roaming be-
tween two RONs, a STAN thus will be assigned the same IP address2. Thus, reusing
the same global IP address space and the MAC and IP of the gateway interface
avoids DHCP and ARP requests in the case of STAN handovers.
RON mobility is accounted for by RONs monitoring their associations and period-
ically scanning for additional backbone BSSs. In this, the mobility of RON devices
affects two aspects of the overall network. First, mobility induces changes in the
overall multi-hop routing structure in the network. In case a backbone association is
terminated or lost, a RON thus recovers all routes that were routed over this associa-
tion, i.e., through the respective network at another RON, analogous to maintenance
of routing tables in case of neighbor changes in AM routing. Second, in contrast
to STAN mobility, RON mobility also influences the routing backbone topology as
well as the availability of network access in the overall network, as it changes the
distribution of legacy BSS.
In this aspect, the design of MA-Fi networks offers a tradeoff between wireless net-
work coverage and the energy efficiency of providing the overall network. Specifically,
if all capable devices serve as RONs, maximum network coverage is achieved at the
cost of the increased resource consumption of AP functionality. Vice versa, reduc-
ing the number of active RONs to save energy results in reduced network coverage,
potentially excluding STAN devices from the network. In order to provide sufficient
network coverage with a minimal number of active RONs, we propose a simple but
efficient topology control mechanism in the next section.
3.4.3 Energy Efficiency
Establishing mobile networking between battery-constrained devices, energy effi-
ciency is a foremost concern. We thus design MA-Fi to improve on the energy
efficiency of AM networks in two aspects. First, we strive for a minimal but suffi-
cient backbone BSS topology that improves on the fully meshed topology of ad-hoc
networks while providing equivalent network coverage, i.e., network access through
2Since the address space of MAC addresses is larger than the address space we allocate for STANs, a
small probability of address collisions exists. We resolve such conflicts through a network-wide address
look-up via ARP before an IP address is assigned to a STAN joining the network.
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legacy BSS. In this minimal backbone, we reduce the number of active RONs, allow-
ing the remaining capable devices to remain inactive, i.e., essentially partake in the
network as STANs. Such inactive RONs and legacy STANs may leverage the PSM
support in 802.11 station mode to preserve energy. Second, we address the energy
consumption of active RONs. We devise a duty cycling scheme that maintains the
network associations within the legacy BSS and the backbone BSS while affording
intervals in which the RONs may deactivate their wireless NIC to save energy. Please
note that we do not address energy efficiency in routing. Similarly, as we focus on
commodity devices, we regard layer 1 or layer 2 optimizations as outside of the scope
of our design.
3.4.3.1 Topology Control
Serving as RON exhausts battery life quicker than STAN functionality, due to the
virtualization of multiple wireless NICs, serving as 802.11 AP, and performing rout-
ing functionality. In contrast to homogeneous AM networks, however, the functional
differentiation in the IM allows adapting the 802.11 role of devices to the current
network state, i.e., the need for APs. Hence, RON devices may adjust their role
between active RON or inactive RON to save energy. Inactive RONs thereby partic-
ipate in the network as a STAN but still observe the network state, as communicated
by active RONs. Specifically, active RONs communicate status indicators in 802.11
Beacon frames via Beacon stuffing [CPRW07].
Examples for status indicators are
i) the battery status, indicating the remaining life time of this device,
ii) the current number of STAN associations to give a notion of the number of
STAs that rely on this RON for network access, i.e., the impact switching this
RON to inactive would have,
iii) the current number of backbone BSS associations, expressing the degree to
which this node is relevant for maintaining the multi-hop network, i.e., inter-
connecting different network regions,
iv) the number of routes to allow judgment of the overhead a replacing RON
would need to account for in re-establishing the routing topology, and
v) the current traffic volume being forwarded by this RON, i.e., the network load
of the device.
Comparing these indicators against pre-defined thresholds, e.g., the battery status,
or interpreting them jointly, e.g., traffic volume in combination with the battery
status, then allows inactive RONs to decide on whether to stay inactive or start
serving as a RON.
This way, nearby RONs learn the status and number of RONs and legacy BSS in
their transmission range. RONs then strive to minimize the backbone network while
maintaining network coverage. In order to judge network coverage, active RONs
simply count the number of active networks. A number of networks equal or greater
than a threshold N triggers a switch to STAN functionality, i.e., the device becomes
inactive. Inactive RONs that observe fewer than N networks or resource limited
RONs, e.g., with a low battery status or in an overloaded traffic situation, will
switch to RON functionality to supplement the MA-Fi network. In order to avoid
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oscillating switches of RONs functionality, we introduce a random offset in the role
calculation process, mitigating the risk of frequently changing network topologies.
Furthermore, the substantial communication range of 802.11 allows RONs to base
their decision on the full set of RONs in that range. Under the assumption of human
mobility, this set does not change drastically in short time frames.
In obtaining a minimal backbone network, our design shares the goals of existing
approaches [CJBM01]. In contrast to AM networks, STAN is able to adjust both the
communication functionality, e.g., routing duties, and the networking functionality,
i.e., operating as RON or STAN. Furthermore, operating as STAN allows devices
to go to power save modes, a functionality current AM implementations do not
support. In leveraging functionality of and support for the IM, STAN thus provides
a viable basis for real-world implementations and optimizations of energy-conserving
approaches.
3.4.3.2 Duty Cycled RONs
Topology control and leveraging the 802.11 Power Save Mode (PSM) in STANs
already offer an improvement over real-life AM networks that do not comprehensively
implement power saving mechanisms. However, active RONs, in equivalence to
existing approaches [CJBM01], expend a relatively large amount of energy if they
are continuously awake. MA-Fi improves upon an always-on backbone network by
opportunistic duty cycling of active RONs. Duty cycling in this context denotes the
application of an on-and-off cycle to a functionality. In this case, each cycle consists
of a sleep interval, in which the physical wireless NIC of the RON is deactivated, a
switching interval, and an active interval, in which the NIC is active and performs
802.11 functionality. As such, it induces an inherent tradeoff, as performing AP
functionality requires the NIC to be active while deactivating the NIC affords energy
savings.
RONs thus strive to maximize this tradeoff to preserve energy by maximizing their
sleep intervals (“off”) while adhering to their functionality in the network (in the“on”
state), such as provision of the legacy BSS, routing, and traffic forwarding. We derive
sleep intervals from the operation scheme of 802.11 networks (cf. Section 2.1.2.3).
Specifically, 802.11 STAs observe an active network through the Beacon frames sent
by the AP in the network. Consequently, STAs regard a network as active and stay
associated to it if they observe a certain percentage of Beacon frames, derived by the
number of received frames with regard to the Beacon interval advertised by the AP.
The Beacon interval is a configurable network parameter at the AP and is indicated
in Beacon frames. In our duty cycling design, RONs sleep for a multiple of their
advertised Beacon interval and wake up periodically to receive messages.
Notably, we refrain from implementing a negotiation of the duty cycle intervals be-
tween the AP and the STAs, such as in DozyAP [HLS+12], as we can not realistically
assume STANs to implement the required flexibility. Instead, we build on two ob-
servations: i) in the 802.11 PSM, STANs decide autonomously whether to switch to
sleep mode, i.e., without interaction with the AP, and ii) 802.11 STA functionality,
as implemented in standard (open-source) 802.11 drivers, allows for a small number
of missed Beacon frames before disassociating from the network.
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Hence, in each active interval, RONs turn on their radio, broadcast Beacon frames
and listen for 802.11 frames sent by associated or unassociated STANs, e.g., data
frames or probe request and NULL frames to test the availability of the current AP.
If no frame is received, RONs turn their radio off again and sleep for a pre-defined
interval. Within the sleep interval, the AP will not send any Beacon frames, po-
tentially causing disassociations by associated STANs. Furthermore, the duration
of communication may exceed the active interval, for example in the case of route
discoveries initiated by STANs or forwarded by other RONs. To be available for the
replies in such communication acts, RONs additionally stay awake for the next Bea-
con interval if they received an 802.11 frame in the current active interval. As such,
RONs stay available for routing or forwarding duties while conserving energy oppor-
tunistically. In staying awake for another interval upon receiving a transmission, we
furthermore mitigate a synchronization of duty cycles between RONs. Specifically,
we refrain from assuming such a synchronization to avoid the requirement of a global
clock that is available to all RONs.
In our design, the primary requirement for the duty cycling scheme is preserving
the association of STANs. As a secondary aspect, our design entails a trade-off
between the availability and response time of RONs towards STAs, with regard
to the layer 2 retransmission of missed frames, and the achievable sleep intervals.
Assuming a uniform implementation of both the 802.11 PSM and the thresholds for
the number of missed Beacon frames along all 802.11 devices, we could derive an
optimal and uniform interval assignment that simultaneously preserves the maximum
amount of energy while maintaining 802.11 associations. However, our empirical
evaluation (Section 3.5.3.2) shows that 802.11 implementations by different vendors
differ in their 802.11 behavior. We thus derive the length of sleep intervals and
their proportion to the full cycle duration empirically, both with regard to the saved
energy and the maintenance of associated STANs.
3.4.3.3 802.11 Power Save Mode at STANs
In MA-Fi, we strive to enable mobile multi-hop networking for unmodified 802.11
devices. As such, we do not anticipate to implement network-specific functionality
in network operation, routing, or energy efficiency, as for example in negotiating
sleep cycle durations [HLS+12]. Instead, MA-Fi meets the energy saving capabilities
of all current 802.11 devices in 802.11 IM networks, enabling such mechanisms in
mobile multi-hop networks. Especially, unmodified 802.11 devices implement the
standardized PSM, allowing them to preserve energy when no communication occurs.
STANs in legacy BSS thereby decide on their sleep cycles autonomously.
3.4.4 802.1X Security
As a design goal, we aim to provide network security in mobile multi-hop networks
that is equivalent to (single-hop) wireless infrastructure networks, i.e., fulfilling the
WPA2 standard (cf. Section 2.1.2.3). The standard thereby offers two possible
modes. In the Pre-shared Key (PSK)mode, a single authentication passphrase exists
in the network and every device with access to the network possesses this passphrase
and authenticates itself in the association process towards the AP. Conversely, every
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device is assigned a custom (and unique) set of security credentials, e.g., a username
and password combination, in the WPA-802.1X or WPA-Enterprise mode, enabling
per-device or per-user authentication. The latter mode thus requires a database of
security credentials in the network, whereas the former mode only requires config-
uring the passphrase at the APs, i.e., RONs, in the network.
In MA-Fi, we implement both modes of operation to account for the diversity of
usage scenarios. Implementing the WPA2-PSK thereby is straightforward, requiring
only the configuration of the respective passphrase at the RONs. Still, this exceeds
the typical supported security functionality of ad-hoc mode networks that only sup-
port the deprecated and easily broken Wired Equivalent Privacy (WEP) security
standard.
Due to the dynamic network scenario and possibly changing device memberships,
MA-Fi also supports the more sophisticated WPA-802.1X authentication standard.
Specifically, 802.11X supports addition and revocation of security credentials for sin-
gle users, enabling a flexible user management. To implement 802.11X, installation
of a database that holds the security credentials is necessary, either at a designated
device in the network or replicated over the set of active RONs. We opt for the
latter option, at the cost of replication overhead, to avoid a single point of failure
and complicated handover schemes for the database in case the currently responsible
RON leaves the network.
RONs thus implement and provide a RADIUS [RWRS00] server, coupled to the
legacy BSS AP functionality, and pro-actively replicate the security credentials
database among them. A RON that changes the database, i.e., adds, modifies, or
removes a user’s credentials, thus distributes the updated database in the network.
As changes may occur simultaneously, we implement a simple logical clock algo-
rithm, following the design by Lamport [Lam78], in which we attribute a distinct
timestamp
T = (V,N)
to every version of the database3. V thereby indicates the version of the database and
N denotes the ID of the RON that last changed it. Updates can thereby by ordered
logically, with the RON ID serving as the tiebreaker if two distinct updates that carry
an identical database version arrive at a node. Specifically, in our implementation,
the RON effects the update induced by the lower RON ID.
3.5 Evaluation
In this section, we evaluate our design of mobile multi-hop D2D networking in the
802.11 IM. Specifically, we show the network and routing performance in comparison
to the 802.11 AM (Section 3.5.2). In terms of energy efficiency (Section 3.5.3), we
first show the efficiency of our topology control mechanism compared to networks
established in the 802.11 AM, based on a real-life mobility trace [DMTB09]. We then
measure the basic energy consumption of 802.11 devices in the respective modes,
i.e., AP, STA, and AM STA, and evaluate the sleep and active interval durations
3We refrain from global timestamps as we can not assume clocks at devices in the network to be
perfectly synchronized due to failures in distributed synchronization algorithms [HL02].
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within duty cycles of RONs with regard to the achievable energy savings as well
as preserving the association of STANs. Applying the derived results of energy
consumption in the AM and with duty-cycled RONs and STANs, we reuse the
mobility network trace to compare the energy consumption of an AM network to
our design.
3.5.1 Implementation
MA-Fi is implemented for Ubuntu Linux, we use Lenovo IdeaPad S10-3 netbooks
as reference devices. The netbooks have a dual-core 1.5GHz CPU and an Atheros
AR9285 802.11n wireless card, run Ubuntu 12.10 and execute our adapted DYMO
protocol. We regard the netbooks as a good estimate of the real-life feasibility of
MA-Fi, as the netbooks possess neither top-tier processing power nor specialized
wireless hardware and are likely to be found in real-life scenarios. For comparison
of the AM between different vendors and 802.11n drivers, we use Apple MacBook
Pro devices with 2.4-2.8GHz Intel Core 2 Duo CPUs and Broadcom BCM43xx
802.11n wireless cards running OS X 10.6. We do not optimize the devices in terms
of 802.11n parameters or 802.11 driver modifications and all AP interfaces use the
same channel.
Our implementation consists of two parts. In user space it comprises a mafi module
that monitors and manages the configuration and operation of wireless interfaces,
802.11 AP and STA functionality, as well as 802.11X authentication via the RADIUS
server and database. Specifically, the module interacts with the linux tools iw-
tools and wpa-supplicant, hostapd, and FreeRADIUS, respectively. As such, our
implementation uses and is compatible with standard Linux tools, facilitating reuse
and adoption of the code.
In kernel space, a mafi.ko kernel module interacts with the modified kernel space
implementation of the DYMO [CP09] routing protocol. The module informs DYMO
about new routing request, i.e., routes that need to be established, routes that should
be removed, e.g., when a STANs disassociates. Also, additions of virtual interfaces to
the network infrastructure require DYMO to listen for routing and payload messages
on this interface while removal of interfaces requires notification towards DYMO to
stop listening to the interface.
3.5.2 Network and Routing Performance
A foremost design goal of MA-Fi is an increase in performance in comparison to
(multi-hop) AM networks, i.e., whether constructing a multi-hop network using
multiple IM links provides an improvement over AM links. Hence, we compare
our multi-hop network design with regard to throughput in this section. Further-
more, switching through the set of wireless NICs induces a time overhead in pro-
cessing events and messages at wireless interfaces, i.e., a possible delay routing. We
evaluate this delay in forwarding payload messages as well as discovering new and
recovering existing routes.
In both measurements, we placed five devices serving as RONs, separated by about
20meters each, in a “zigzag” pattern within a single interference domain. We manu-
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Figure 3.3 Topologies to evaluate (a) the throughput, the Round Trip Time (RTT) and Route
Request (RREQ) delay in MA-Fi networks and (b) the RREC delay in case of STAN mobility.
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Figure 3.4 Multi-hop TCP throughput of MA-Fi in comparison to AM mode networks.
ally set the DYMO routes to obtain the multi-hop topology shown in Figure 3.3(a).
RONs are interconnected through their backbone BSS and no STA were associated
to the respective legacy BSS.
3.5.2.1 Throughput
We evaluate the throughput of the AM and MA-Fi using iperf. Figure 3.4 shows
the average results and their standard deviation for 30 runs of 30 sec in comparison
to AM transmissions on Linux- and OS X-driven devices. We measure the through-
put over multiple hops separately, i.e., in sequential measurement setups. In both
configurations, the AM throughput between current, identical devices, for example
between OS X MacBook Pro laptops, does not exceed 20MBit/s.
To derive why mobile devices capable of 802.11n networking do not exceed 802.11g
performance, we analyze the transmitted 802.11 frames using wireshark. In fact, the
captured 802.11 frames consistently show data rates of or below 54MBit/s, indicat-
ing that the network operates merely in 802.11g mode. These results highlight both
the lack of support for the AM and, in contrast, the high performance of IM net-
works. Throughput in MA-Fi shows 802.11n performance, with up to 67MBit/s on
the first hop and 32MBit/s and 17MBit/s on the second and third hop, respectively.
These results support our network design in three aspects. First, the available mobile
devices and operating systems show significantly better support for the IM than for
the AM in terms of throughput on the first hop. Second, multi-hop throughput
in MA-Fi constantly exceeds the throughput in the AM over all measured path
lengths. While both modes show a throughput regression of around 50% per hop,
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(a) RREQ delay.
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(b) RTT delay.
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(c) RREC delay.
Figure 3.5 Route Request (RREQ), Round Trip Time (RTT), and Route Recovery (RREC)
performance of MA-Fi over increasing hop counts, in comparison to the 802.11 AM.
MA-Fi achieves at least 230% of the AM throughput over all measured hop counts.
Furthermore, the 802.11n performance provided on IM links between RONs supports
our two-tier design as the backbone network accommodates a considerable larger
bandwidth than the AM. Last, first-hop throughput in MA-Fi, i.e., in each legacy
BSS, exceeds AM throughput by up to 340%. Each RON is thus able to provide
a high-performance network to a large number of unmodified, associated STANs in
his legacy BSS.
3.5.2.2 Multi-hop Routing Delay with Virtual Interfaces
A fundamental functionality of multi-hop mobile networks is the discovery and
maintenance of routes that a transmission between two devices may take (cf Sec-
tion 2.2.1.3). Forwarding and processing of Route Request (RREQ) and Route Re-
covery (RREC) in AM networks occurs over a single interface and physical wireless
NIC, whereas MA-Fi devices iterate through multiple virtual interfaces. This itera-
tion induces a time overhead at each RON that might translate into a routing delay
and increased Round Trip Time (RTT) of payload messages.
We thus evaluate the impact of operating multiple interfaces on the routing perfor-
mance of MA-Fi networks. Due to the delayed processing of packets in the protocol
stack caused by cycling through the number of interfaces, we expect an increase
in the response time of RONs. We refer to [CBB04] for an in-depth discussion of
switching time and algorithms.
Figure 3.5(a) shows the average delay and standard deviation of 30 RREQs, RTTs,
and RRECs, respectively, in IM and in AM networks. In the IM, DYMO requires
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an additional 1.5ms per hop to establish routes. This is due to a RREQ traversing
multiple independent networks, i.e., backbone BSS per hop, rather than a single
broadcast per hop as in AM. However, even over multiple hops, the additional delay
amounts only to a few milliseconds. We obtain similar results when measuring the
RTT, as shown in Figure 3.5(b). Finally, Figure 3.5(c) shows the average time and
standard deviation of recovering a four-hop route (RREC) for a STAN if the next
hop RON fails or in case of STAN mobility (see Figure 3.3(b)). We observe a slight
increase in the order of 15ms over the AM; this is again due to the recovering RON
iterating through multiple networks to re-establish the route. We argue that, while
the IM introduces only a small virtualization delay this in turn is outweighed by
greatly improved throughput.
3.5.3 Energy Efficiency
In MA-Fi, we strive to improve the energy efficiency of the network along two axes.
First, we strive for a backbone network that is minimal in the number of spanning
RONs, since RON functionality consumes more energy than STAN functionality,
but equivalent to an AM network in terms of network coverage and connectivity.
As such, we compare the topology achieved by the control mechanism introduced
in Section 3.4.3.1 to the AM, both in terms of the number of active RONs and the
network connectivity. Second, we propose to duty cycle the of the remaining active
RONs to preserve energy in the actual provision of the network (cf. Section 3.4.3.2).
We thus show the reduced energy consumption of single devices and, in simulation
using a real-world mobility trace, show the energy efficiency of complete MA-Fi
networks. Last, we evaluate whether our duty cycling scheme has a negative impact
on the routing performance.
3.5.3.1 Topology Control
The number and distribution of devices capable of establishing the routing backbone
network, i.e., active devices in AM networks and RONs in MA-Fi, determines the
topology, connectivity, and energy consumption of the mobile network. We thus
evaluate how our topology control mechanism balances the number of active RONs
against the network connectivity. To this end, we simulate a multi-hop network based
on the link information of the real-world MANIAC mobility trace [DMTB09], which
lists the connectivity patterns of 21 devices in 802.11 AM over 1200 s at a granularity
of 1 s. Despite its small sample size, we use this trace instead of larger Bluetooth- or
GPS-based mobility traces for its real-world connectivity measurements in the 802.11
AM. Also, for our evaluation, Bluetooth-based traces overestimate connectivity be-
cause of Bluetooth’s short range while GPS-based traces require us to make artificial
connectivity assumptions based on signal propagation and transmission range. To
compare the network connectivity of the AM network with MA-Fi, we regard all de-
vices in the trace as capable of serving as RONs. However, in MA-Fi, other than in
AM networks, each RON may provide network access for a large number of STANs,
in addition to serving in the multi-hop network. Building on the same number of
devices, this allows a significantly larger overall network with an identical or sparser
backbone connectivity.
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(a) Network connectivity over the duration of the mobility
trace, relative to operating the network in the AM (100%).
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(b) Fraction of active RONs over the duration of the mobility
trace, relative to operating the network in the AM (100%).
Figure 3.6 Network connectivity and topology control in a real-life mobility trace [DMTB09]
over increasing values for N , i.e., the number of locally observed legacy BSSs at RONs.
In our simulation, each RON exchanges status messages with all nearby RONs, i.e.,
the devices listed as being in range in the trace, at each timestamp. If it observes
fewer than N active backbone BSSs, it will switch to RON functionality at the
next timestamp, or continue as a STAN otherwise (cf. Section 3.4.3.1). In this, we
evaluate the basic topology control mechanism required to maintain the network.
More fine-tuned, additional metrics based on the detailed status messages of RONs
then would operate on top of this basic mechanism. As the parameterN thus induces
the network topology, we investigate the impact of N and strive to derive a base line
for N in real world scenarios. Hence, we vary N and measure the resulting network
connectivity, i.e., the largest connected component, over the number of active RONs.
All nodes only use purely local knowledge and start the simulation as STANs.
Figure 3.6(a) then shows the network connectivity for N ∈ {3, 4, 5, 6} over the du-
ration of the trace, i.e., at each timestamp4. Corresponding to this network connec-
tivity, Figure 3.6(b) illustrates the fraction of active RONs in the largest connected
network component. The results of both figures are normalized to the (best possi-
ble) results of operating every device in AM, i.e., the largest connected component
between AM devices and the number of devices in this component, respectively.
We observe in Figure 3.6(a) that MA-Fi achieves a network connectivity between
75% and 100% of the AM for all values of N . The generally lower connectivity is
4Higher and lower values of N do not yield significantly different results and are thus not shown to
increase the figure clarity.
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due to the fact that MA-Fi by design utilizes only a subset of all capable devices.
Moreover, for periods with a connectivity exceeding 90% of the AM, N has no sig-
nificant influence, as indicated by the overlapping curves. This is due to a densely
clustered network topology that provides multiple routes between all devices. Con-
versely, we also identify periods of diverging connectivity with respect to N . In
these periods of the trace, all devices are sparsely connected, resulting in merely few
paths through the backbone network. Hence, lower values of N , i.e., allowing fewer
devices to act as RON, tend to disconnect border regions of the network, causing a
slightly lower connectivity compared to the AM. Still, even for N = 3, the overall
connectivity averages 92.83% of the AM and never drops below 75%, highlighting
the effectiveness of MA-Fi’s topology control mechanism.
In contrast to the connectivity, the fraction of active RONs in the network is
highly sensitive to the value of N , as illustrated in Figure 3.6(b). Despite showing
an equivalent evolution over the trace duration for all values of N , the fraction of
active RONs consistently increases or decreases by 5% – 10% when increasing or
decreasing N by 1, respectively. As a result, the average fraction of active RONs
ranges from 25% for N = 3 to only 45% for N = 6. N thus affords an intuitive
trade-off between a more interconnected network topology at the cost of more active
RONs and sparser, more volatile backbone networks that require less RONs.
Recalling the results of Figure 3.6(a), we conclude that the proposed local topology
control mechanism in MA-Fi successfully establishes mobile networks with a con-
nectivity comparable to the AM, yet with a significantly smaller fraction of back-
bone devices. Moreover, since each RON potentially serves multiple client devices,
MA-Fi’s topology provides an efficient basis for reducing the energy consumption of
the entire network.
3.5.3.2 Duty Cycled RONs
We realize RON duty cycling in a proof-of-concept implementation for Linux that
allows to periodically toggle the activity of the Wi-Fi (Wi-Fi) card and to load and
unload the 802.11 driver. To measure the energy consumption of RONs, we follow
the setup detailed in [FN01,Ath], i.e., we trace the voltage, using an oscilloscope, at
a shunt resistor in series with the mobile device to determine the power draw. Note
that, as the Wi-Fi cards are built into the netbooks, we are only able to measure the
energy consumption of the whole device. All energy consumption results thus are
the difference between the measured consumption and the base energy consumption,
indicated by the “Wi-Fi off” base line in Figure 3.7(b)5, of 6.3W. We further refrain
from inducing artificial traffic patterns or numbers of associated STANs or RONs.
Instead, we only evaluate the energy consumption of an established yet idle network.
This is because RONs stay awake to process traffic and in that time consume energy
as required by the 802.11 components.
In establishing practically feasible duty cycles that still sustain the associations of
STANs with RONs, different combinations of Wi-Fi cards and 802.11 drivers show
vastly different interactions with the AP functionality at RONs. These differences
shows in the number and frequency of PREQs and Null frames sent as well as the
5Wi-Fi off: Idle system after boot, no active wireless network interface, 802.11 driver unloaded.
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(b) Feasible energy savings, compared to 802.11, follow a
trade-off between the Switching Interval (SI) of the Wi-Fi card
and 802.11 driver, the response time of the network and the
active interval in duty cycles.
Figure 3.7 Energy consumption and trade-off in duty cycle intervals of RONs in MA-Fi.
subsequent derived decision whether to disassociate or to stay associated. To ensure
real-world applicability, we thus associate a set of 5 different STANs running An-
droid, Linux, OS X, and Windows 7 with the RON’s legacy BSS to empirically derive
bounds for active intervals and duty cycle intervals. The devices utilize Broadcom,
Intel, Ralink, and Atheros Wi-Fi cards and the respective drivers.
We evaluate our duty cycling approach in two aspects. First, we measure the energy
consumption under different city cycle intervals at single devices and in compari-
son with the 802.11 AM. Second, we apply the measured energy consumption to a
network-wide energy consumption evaluation, within the network simulation intro-
duced in the previous section.
Single Device Energy Consumption
To illustrate the energy consumption and savings for duty cycled RONs, Figure 3.7(a)
shows the consumption of the 802.11 components of a netbook with a duty cycle
of 512ms. Within the complete cycle, the device is active for 100ms. While the
average power draw in the active interval amounts to 1.14W, switching the 802.11
on (at 0ms) and off (at 100ms) requires an increased amount of energy, as visible
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in the figure. The average energy consumption in the sleep interval is 0W, with
fluctuations in the figure being due to the measurement setup and varying power
draw of the device.
To evaluate the feasibility and proportions of duty cycle, i.e., the necessary frac-
tion of time spent in the active interval to sustain the BSS associations at RONs,
we implement duty cycles of 256ms, 512ms, and 1024ms and measure the energy
consumption of increasing active intervals in the duty cycle in steps of 50ms. Specif-
ically, we operate the netbook serving as AP serving multiple associated STANs, as
detailed in the previous paragraph. Figure 3.7(b) then shows the respective energy
consumption of duty cycles, as composed of the Switching Interval (SI), increasing
active intervals (“Awake Time”), and the sleep interval. For comparison, the figure
also shows the energy consumption of the device in the Wi-Fi off setting, in station
mode, AP mode, and AM mode as static references. Table 3.2 lists these values for
reference. Vertical lines indicate the end of the respective duty cycling interval.
The results confirm the intuitive assumption that longer active intervals per duty
cycle increase the energy consumption. Also, they highlight the trade-off between
the response time of the network, as determined by the duty cycle duration, the
active interval necessary to maintain station associations, and the SI of the Wi-Fi
card and 802.11 driver. We empirically measured the minimum active interval to be
20% of each duty cycle and the switching interval to be 40ms. For smaller active
interval ratios, too many beacon frames are missing at STANs and null frames are
not acknowledged, causing unmodified STANs devices to disassociate. Settings in
which the SI takes up a large fraction of the duty cycle can not amortize the increased
energy costs of switching, resulting in an increased overall energy consumption, due
to the overhead of repeated duty cycling. As such, duty cycles of 256ms are limited to
energy savings of at most 42% (0.48W) compared to the baseline result of always-on
RON operation (RON line in Figure 3.7(b)). In contrast, duty cycles of 512ms and
1024ms afford savings of up to 59% (0.68W) and 62% (0.72W), when adhering to
the minimum active interval of 100ms and 200ms, respectively. Thereby, the length
of duty cycles provide an adjustable parameter with regard to the network response
time.
Network-wide Energy Consumption
In addition to the per-device energy consumption derived in the previous evaluation,
we are interested in whether operating mobile multi-hop networks in the 802.11 IM
affords energy savings over the AM. We thus apply the energy consumption values
in the respective 802.11 roles, as listed in Table 3.2, to the network simulation
Wi-Fi off Station RON Ad-Hoc
Device 6.3W 6.62W 7.45W 7.7W
Wi-Fi only 0W 0.32W 1.15W 1.4W
Table 3.2 Energy consumption in different 802.11 modes. The upper row shows the consump-
tion of the whole device, the lower row shows the additive difference for the respective 802.11
functionality.
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Figure 3.8 Cumulative network-wide energy consumption of duty cycled RONs and associated
STANs relative to the energy consumption of operating the network in the AM.
introduced in Section 3.5.3.1 to evaluate the network-wide energy consumption in
a realistic scenario and RON/STAN distribution. Analogous to the evaluation of
network connectivity, the distribution depends on the configured value of N .
Figure 3.8 then shows the network-wide energy consumption of the simulated net-
work over the duration of the mobility trace and increasing values for N , using the
energy consumption measurement results listed in Table 3.2 for the respective roles
and obtained from our duty cycling evaluation. Again, we normalize the obtained
results to the AM, i.e., 100% correspond to the energy consumption of operating
all devices in the network in the 802.11 AM. We apply the most beneficial duty
cycling scheme obtained in the previous evaluation, i.e., RONs follow 512ms duty
cycles with active intervals of 100ms. In addition, RONs remain active for 2 s after
establishing a new connection with a neighboring RON or STAN to account for, e.g.,
DHCP.
As the figure shows, the network-wide energy consumption, including RONs and
inactive RONs, quickly converges from initially 40% of the AM consumption to an
average of 25%. We ascribe this convergence phase to the fact that building the
backbone network initially involves establishing a high number of new connections
among RONs, preventing RONs from sleeping due to the added 2 s of activity. Yet,
once the network has stabilized after about 90 s (1 s = 1 timestamp), RONs can
take full advantage of duty cycling. Again, the choice of N impacts the number of
RONs and number of connections, higher values of N thus lead to higher energy
consumption because of a densely connected backbone.
1 hop 2 hops 3 hops 4 hops
RON 2.85ms 5.22ms 7.80ms 10.13ms
512/100 187.91ms 194.24ms 218.32ms 225.59ms
Table 3.3 Routing delay in the RTT induced by an example duty cycle of 512ms with an
active interval of 100ms, in comparison to always-on RONs.
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Impact on Routing Delay
Last, we analyze the impact of duty cycling on the response time of the network by
repeating the RTT measurement from Section 3.5.2.2 (cf. Figure 3.5(b)) for duty
cycled RONs. Specifically, RONs may be inactive at the time a STAN wants to send
a message to the network, inducing a delay until the RON becomes active again.
In terms of duty cycling, RONs again observe a 512ms duty cycle with an active
interval of 100ms and we measure the RTT of 100 packets for each hop count. To
artificially model uncoordinated traffic patterns originating from STANs, the sending
device sends each packet with a randomly selected time offset within the duty cycle
interval of 512ms.
Table 3.3 lists the average measured RTTs for each hop count in comparison to the
results without duty cycling (RON) from Section 3.5.2.2. On average, duty cycling
prolongs the RTT by roughly 50% of the sleep interval as packets are only processed
if they are received within the active interval of the RON. As RONs stay awake for
another interval in case they process traffic, returning packets experience no further
delay. In this, the results confirm our claim of adjustable network response time
with regard to the implemented duty cycling schedule.
3.5.4 802.1X Security
To evaluate our proof-of-concept implementation of a distributed, replicated RA-
DIUS database, we measure the association time at RONs that implement the desired
802.1X authentication. For RONs without duty cycling, we observe an association
time of 1 s on average, comparable to the observed association time of our univer-
sity’s stationary 802.1X-secured 802.11 network [Glo]. With a duty cycling interval
of 512ms, the association time rises to 13.25 s, on average, due to retransmitted
association requests. Analyzing the association behavior, we observe a back-off in-
terval for subsequent association requests of 6 s, i.e., retries at 7 s, 13 s, and 19 s,
etc. Integrating this interval into a duty cycling schedule would allow reducing the
association time.
3.6 Conclusion and Future Work
We presented MA-Fi, an alternative approach of establishing basic mobile multi-hop
network connectivity to 802.11 devices. Building on the 802.11 infrastructure mode
(IM) instead of the ad-hoc mode (AM), we break with the empirically disproven
assumption of support for the AM by current mobile devices. MA-Fi then leverages
multiple directed IM links between devices to establish a dynamic, interconnected,
and robust multi-hop network infrastructure that is equivalent to AM networks.
The proven performance of the 802.11 IM, as used in MA-Fi, then enables high-
performance mobile device-to-device (D2D) networking in a network design that is
compatible to all 802.11 devices, surpassing the restrictions of the 802.11 AM both in
terms of compatibility and support for 802.11 functionality such as network security
and energy efficiency.
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Our evaluation quantifies the gains in network throughput over multiple hops in
direct comparison to the AM and highlights the negligible overhead of using mul-
tiple virtual IM network links instead of one AM association. Together with our
topology minimization mechanism and support for duty cycling and 802.11 energy
saving mechanisms, MA-Fi provides an efficient network design that affords network
connectivity equivalent to the AM in a sparse multi-hop routing backbone.
Following our initial publication [WBHW11,WHBW11], multiple approaches adopted
the notion of mobile multi-hop networking in the 802.11 IM [DBWH13, SHA13].
From this, we deduce both the timeliness of our approach as well as an interest
by the community. Regarding future work, extending our design of directed, high-
performance links in the 802.11 IM, upcoming 60GHz wireless technologies, such as
in 802.11ad [80212a], promise very high throughput in focused transmissions. Once
such techniques become available in consumer-grade mobile devices, inclusion into
our design would further enhance the network performance while possibly inducing
a trade-off between performance, range, and energy efficiency.
In this chapter, we addressed the challenge of the feasibility of establishing wireless
(multi-hop) D2D connectivity. In general, approaches that strive for basic mobile
wireless network connectivity, such as MA-Fi, typically refrain from incorporating
specific applications, in order to maintain the generality of their design. Analogous,
the design of mobile applications typically assumes the existence of an underlying
wireless communication network but abstracts from the discovery and management
of this network. In light of the high number of users and applications in mobile
scenarios, a mechanism is required to a) discover users of a common application and
b) establish a shared wireless network based on the semantics of each application,
i.e., based on a common executed application or shared interest for content. We
address this issue in the next chapter along the requirements of such a mechanism and
present our design of an infrastructure-assisted and an infrastructure-less approach
to establishing network connectivity from a common interest in applications and
content.
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4
Content- and Interest-centric
Wireless D2D Networking
In this chapter, we address the challenge of incorporating application semantics into
the process of instantiating device-to-device (D2D) networking, i.e., establishing a
local network between mobile devices. We motivate our efforts by the observation
that the application semantics made visible in 802.11 networking are limited to the
Service Set Identifier (SSID) of the network transported in Beacon frames. While
sufficient for device-to-infrastructure (D2I) networking, in which 802.11 networks
essentially only advertise a single-hop point of access to global network connectivity,
locally established D2D networks lack this inherent purpose but instead serve to
facilitate mobile applications. Because of this, we argue that instantiation of D2D
networking in mobile scenarios needs to originate from the discovery of participants
in the same respective application, in order to justify and amortize the associated
time and communication overhead. Facilitating such discovery, however, is challeng-
ing due to the lack of application semantics transported in the discovery mechanisms
that are available to mobile devices.
Consequently, we propose two orthogonal mechanisms that originate D2D network-
ing exclusively from application semantics via the discovery of devices with matching
application and content interests. First, Interest-based Cloud-facilitated Opportun-
istic Networking (ICON) [WRZW13] realizes infrastructure-assisted semantic match-
ing and subsequent D2D network instantiation through a cloud service, catering to
semantic discovery in urban, populated scenarios in which exclusive Internet-based
networking increasingly overwhelms the capabilities of mobile network carriers. Sec-
ond, Secure On-demand Wi-Fi (SO-Fi) [WMGW12,WMGW13,WCGW14,Mar12,
Gra12] incorporates application semantics directly into the 802.11 association pro-
cess, combining the discovery of application semantics and local D2D networks in
a single infrastructure-less step, autonomous from any pre-existing network infras-
tructures. As such, SO-Fi caters to fully spontaneous and uncoordinated scenarios
in which Internet connectivity might not be available, e.g., underground, abroad,
and in remote or developing areas.
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4.1 Motivation
The notion of content-centric networking originates from Internet-scale approaches
arguing that building networks on the notion of connections between hosts neglects
the fact that the main use case of computer networks is the distribution and retrieval
of content [JST+09, KCC+07, JZER+09]. This is because communication in the
TCP/IP stack bases on where to route packets to, i.e., to which host. Emphasizing
and addressing what content is requested over globally defining where it can be found
then allows higher availability by replication, better performance by incorporation of
localized communication, support for mobility by removing the binding of location
and addresses in Internet Protocol (IP), and stronger security by securing content
directly rather than the respective transport connection [JST+09]. The focus of
these Internet-scale approaches hence lies on addressing and routing to content. A
fundamental assumption thereby is the availability of network connectivity at the
hosts in question as well as the existence of a routing substrate that allows packet
transmissions between them.
We argue that, in wireless networks, the same observation holds, namely that net-
working should follow from the discovery of application and content semantics, i.e.,
the notion of what motivates the instantiation of communication in the first place.
In this, we envision wireless D2D networks to follow a interest- or content-centric1
design, i.e., to originate exclusively from the discovery of peers that share an interest
in content and applications. In contrast to wired approaches, interest- and content-
centric wireless networking thus entails the establishment of basic local D2D network
connectivity from application semantics. However, 802.11 follows a network-centric
design, in which devices need to instantiate a network, and expend the associated
time, communication, and energy overhead, prior to communication. Application se-
mantics can thus only be indicated and discovered after the instantiation of wireless
networking.
As a motivating scenario, imagine a user that participates in mobile social net-
working [POL+09] or location-centric content sharing [OHL+11], striving to engage
in mobile 802.11 D2D networking with other application users. The challenge ad-
dressed in this chapter then lies in identifying, at any given point in time, these users
from the set of devices in range as well as facilitating D2D networking between them.
Using traditional 802.11 networking, all users may establish an 802.11 Basic Service
Set (BSS) network, enabling other users to iterate through all discovered networks
and subsequently discover application semantics, i.e., whether a social networking
relation exists or whether the user manages content at this location. Inherently,
this approach entails the risk of instantiation of networking between devices without
common interests and requires devices to continuously expend networking overhead
even if no potential peers are available. Expressing application semantics, e.g., the
social networking user name, via the 802.11 network information, e.g., in the SSID
field, then restricts devices to indicate a single application, negating the diversity
and number of available mobile applications and content. In the next section, we
illustrate the fact that mobile applications currently disregard this challenge and
1The terms“interest-centric”and“content-centric”are used interchangeably in the remainder of the
chapter, as they both denote the act of basing an action on the interest for (application) content.
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inherently assume existing connectivity as well as show the shortcomings of the
available mechanisms for semantic discovery.
4.2 Problem Analysis
The previous section briefly motivated the need for a deliberate instantiation of
wireless networking based on the discovery of interest in an application or application
content. This section substantiates this motivation. Specifically, we analyze the
mismatch between the assumptions of mobile wireless networking approaches with
regard to the availability of a general or dedicated network infrastructure and the
capabilities of discovery mechanisms available to devices in mobile scenarios. From
this mismatch, we then derive our design goals and requirements.
4.2.1 Connectivity Assumptions in Mobile Wireless Networking
Application approaches in mobile wireless networking, e.g., in Opportunistic Net-
works (OppNets) and Delay/Disruption-Tolerant Networks (DTNs), typically as-
sume that all devices that come into communication range can be leveraged for
communication [HCY08, SLAZ12b,TVSP13]. Applied to the specifics of 802.11 or
Bluetooth communication, this assumption requires all (pairs of) devices to be as-
sociated to a common network prior to communication. More precisely, all devices
either need to i) continuously be associated to a single, globally pre-defined network
or ii) associate to a pre-defined, dedicated network per mobile application that is
known to participating devices at the right time, i.e., when a worthwhile communi-
cation opportunity exists. In the context of mobile wireless networking, worthwhile
communication occurs between devices that participate in a common application or
share a common interest for content exchange.
We argue that both options are unrealistic, as i) users associate to varying networks
over time, depending on their location, or switch off their wireless radio to conserve
energy, and ii) the dynamics of mobile scenarios as well as the multitude of mo-
bile applications render the operation of pre-defined application-specific networks
impractical. Already with two applications, the user would need to switch between
networks, thus potentially missing devices in the inactive network. More severely,
the limited duration of device contacts, i.e., the time the devices are in communi-
cation range, prohibits simple alternating schemes or random probing of devices for
content and applications. Instead, it mandates a worthwhile and sensible utilization
of networking opportunities, so as to maximize the numbeCartesianr and diversity
of opportunistic and delay tolerant networking instances.
As such, to fully exploit mobile networking scenarios, mobile D2D approaches re-
quire a mechanism that allows the discovery of application semantics at devices
without requiring a pre-established network association or inducing harmful time
or communication overheads. In the next section, we discuss the discovery mecha-
nisms available in wireless communication and highlight the lack of an appropriate
mechanism.
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4.2.2 Discovery Mechanisms
The most intuitive discovery mechanism available to wireless devices is device dis-
covery by listening to the transmission of wireless frames. In 802.11, for example,
frames carry the unique device address of the sender, allowing a listening device to
discover the devices in communication range and be discovered in turn. Multiple
approaches target energy- and communication-efficient device discovery for neighbor
discovery in DTNs [LWSW11] and mobile social networking and gaming [BTK12].
Extending the observed semantics of wireless frames, devices may also perform net-
work discovery, for example via the SSID field of 802.11 Beacon frames. Based on the
information transported in the Beacon frames, devices may select and associate to an
observed network. Reciprocal discovery of unassociated devices, however, requires
each discoverable device to operate and announce a wireless network, e.g., as an
802.11 Access Point (AP), misaligning the envisioned role distribution and requiring
a consensus mechanism that assigns roles in a subsequent common network. Fa-
mously, Beacon frames can be overloaded with additional information [CPRW07] to
facilitate the ad-hoc transmission of small payload messages to unassociated clients,
e.g., in location-based wireless advertising.
With regard to the discovery of devices with matching interests, i.e., content or appli-
cations, both discovery mechanisms are insufficiently expressive. The expressiveness
of device discovery is limited to 6Byte hardware addresses and indirect device in-
formation such as wireless capabilities. In network discovery, application or content
semantics may be transported in the SSID, Basic Service Set Identifier (BSSID), or
Information Element (IE) fields of 802.11 Beacon frames [CPRW07]. This method
allows an increase of payload transport to 32Bytes, 6Bytes, or 253Bytes, respec-
tively, but limits the expressiveness to a few fields per Beacon frame. We discuss
the feasibility and shortcomings of overloading wireless frames in greater depth in
Section 4.4.2.
The main drawback of the presented discovery mechanisms, however, is the inability
to incorporate requests for content or applications, i.e., let devices specify what they
search for. This is because both device discovery via wireless frames and network
discovery via Beacon frames builds on the isolated, proactive sending of frames,
instead of a desirable request/response model of interaction. In the next section, we
derive our design goals for a mechanism that builds local D2D networking from the
discovery of application semantics as motivated from the lack of support for this
main functionality of typical discovery schemes.
4.2.3 Design Goals
Based on the mismatch between the connectivity requirements, assumptions, and
expressiveness of discovery mechanisms, we define the following design goals for a
mechanism that supports interest- and content-centric wireless D2D networking.
Local wireless communication based on application semantics
Network infrastructures between mobile devices in local communication range
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shall originate exclusively from a discovery of devices with matching inter-
ests for content or applications. In our design, devices thus may indicate the
respective application semantics in their discovery to enable identification of
suitable communication opportunities.
Incorporation of request/response discovery
pro-actively indicating application semantics is wasteful if no suitable peers are
available and, because of the limited dimensions of wireless frames [CPRW07,
DFN+09], can not comprehensively cover the diversity of application seman-
tics. An appropriate discovery mechanism should thus enable users to ac-
tively indicate application semantics in their discovery, triggering on-demand
responses from suitable devices.
Minimal wireless network overhead
Iterating through existing wireless networks “blindly”, i.e., without knowledge
about the existence of content in that network, induces time and communica-
tion overhead. In order to fully leverage the limited time duration of wireless
contacts and preserve device resources, the mechanism should be independent
from existing networks and associations.
Interactive and autonomous operation
In order to incorporate typical user behavior, the mechanism should allow a
user-triggered discovery according to the current application or demand for
content. Additionally, a continuous discovery and subsequent establishment of
network infrastructures and communication in the background, i.e., without
user interaction, should support applications that do not necessarily require
user interaction, e.g., in the exchange of well-defined content between mobile
devices.
Conformance with smartphone capabilities
The need for system-level manipulation of mobile devices complicates the adop-
tion of proposed academic approaches. In order to facilitate adoption of mo-
bile wireless D2D networking in real-world applications and deployments, the
mechanism should thus adhere to the current capabilities of smartphones and
not require significant changes to the system.
In the aforementioned example scenarios of a mobile user participating in mobile
social networking [POL+09] or location-centric content sharing [OHL+11], a mech-
anism that realizes these design goals would then enable truly opportunistic mobile
networking. Specifically, building on the known set of the user’s application se-
mantics, i.e., installed applications and interest in content, the mechanism would
discover mobile devices, within the set of encountered devices, that match these se-
mantics. For example, a user might specify participants of interest in a mobile social
networking applications, that the mechanism then tries to discover periodically or
when triggered. Similar, indicating a specific location could trigger the discovery of
content sharing peers once the user arrives in the vicinity.
In the following two sections, we hence present two approaches that fulfill these
design goals. First, we design an infrastructure-assisted solution to mobile content-
centric networking. In this, a cloud-based service manages and compares the in-
terests of mobile devices as well as opportunistically configures and triggers local
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802.11 networking based on matching interests for content or applications. Sec-
ond, we propose a completely infrastructure-less design that incorporates content
discovery within the communication range into the 802.11 association process, thus
minimizing the time and communication overhead.
4.3 Interest-based Cloud-facilitated Opportunistic Net-
working (ICON)
Numerous approaches exist that establish a common network between mobile wire-
less devices directly [TDSL11] or leveraging wired infrastructures [KPO12]. Notably,
approaches [LWSW11], that strive to bridge the gap between device, network, and
content discovery by encoding semantics in the opportunistic discovery, exist but
are not supported by prevalent smartphone operating systems, capabilities, and
networking functionalities. As such, realizing the basic assumption of worthwhile
opportunistic device-to-device connectivity in mobile and uncoordinated scenarios
remains an open problem.
We address the design goals of interest-centric networking in Interest-based Cloud-fa-
cilitated Opportunistic Networking (ICON), a readily deployable and smartphone-
tailored solution that discovers and connects devices based on common interests
in worthwhile created 802.11 networks. ICON leverages the cellular carrier network
infrastructure to trigger worthwhile tethering of Wi-Fi Protected Access II (WPA2)-
secure 802.11 networks from a cloud service that manages and compares the location
of users and digests of their interests. Specifically, once users with matching interests
are in transmission range, the service triggers the creation of a secure 802.11 network
for the exchange of content, improving on inaccurate device or network selection.
In the following, we compare ICON against related approaches and present our de-
sign along the questions of who users should opportunistically communicate with,
when and where to establish purposeful networks, and how to securely and timely
setup an opportunistic 802.11 network between devices. The evaluation of our pro-
totype implementation with regard to both the technical feasibility and energy ef-
ficiency of our design illustrates the benefits and real-world applicability of ICON.
Last, we discuss possible extensions and functionalities made possible by our design
as well as future work required.
4.3.1 Related Work
ICON relates to approaches that enable opportunistic networking, leverage user
interests and locations, or build on mobile cloud solutions. By effect it relates to
data offloading in mobile networks.
Enabling opportunistic networking
WiFi-Opp [TDSL11] alternates mobile devices between sleep, tethered 802.11 AP,
and Station (STA) phases to support opportunistic establishment of common 802.11
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networks. Adapting the respective intervals as well as introducing a flexible role de-
cisions scheme furthermore reduces the energy consumption of the proposed design.
Complementarily, the authors of [KPO12] analyze the feasibility of using existing
APs in urban areas to enable opportunistic communication. The authors further
propose mechanisms for device and service discovery at APs.
Both approaches do not provide a means of identifying networks that provide con-
tent of interest, inevitably leading to wasteful associations to networks that do not
yield any requested content. While sharing the same motivation, ICON approaches
opportunistic networking as a result of common interests between users, thereby pre-
venting futile associations. Realizing the intuitive notion of communication between
nearby users of common interests, we expect ICON to facilitate real-world adoption
of diverse opportunistic applications.
Interest-based opportunistic networking
In [HYK+10], as part of the PodNet project, and MobiTrade [KBS11], the authors
model opportunistic content transmissions around interests of users, denoted by
“feeds“ and “channels“, respectively. Specifically, the approaches focus on discovery,
synchronization, and transport of content [HYK+10] and utility-optimal content
trading in the presence of non-altruistic users [KBS11].
Both approaches assume an existing network to discover and trade content, namely
a pre-defined 802.11 ad-hoc mode (AM) network in [HYK+10]. In the MobiTrade
approach [KBS11], connectivity is assumed in an unspecified network. This again
requires users of (multiple) applications to provide pre-defined networks exclusively
or alternately, negating our design goal of minimal wireless networking overhead. In
contrast, ICON only establishes networks as a result of matching interests between
users in communication range, mitigating the need for prior network coordination
and saving energy by deactivating the Wi-Fi interface otherwise. The approach
in [LWSW11] proposes semantic discovery without the requirement of a pre-defined
network structure. However, smartphone operating systems do not yet support the
underlying networking functionality, preventing real-world adoption.
Published at the same time as our approach [WRZW13], DataSpotting [BLL+13],
realizes content- and interest-centric networking at the cellular carrier, mediating
content requests and availability between mobile devices in data spots. Data spots
are places in which numerous devices congregate, e.g., at a sports event, that are
monitored, detected, and distributed via maps by the cellular carrier. While shar-
ing its motivation with our approach, DataSpotting emphasized the analysis of the
occurrence and characteristics of data spots as well as mobility measurement-driven
simulation over our focus of actually facilitating opportunistic D2D networking.
Location-driven networking
LocP2P [TL11] leverages location information in DHT-based content discovery to
reduce query flooding in favor of directed routing paths in mobile multi-hop net-
works. In contrast, Floating Content [OHL+11] and Locus [TCK10] assign locations
to content items and rely on local, opportunistic interaction between devices to
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keep content accessible and active. Commercial services, e.g., LoKast [LoK], build
on pre-existing social network relations between users to facilitate localized discov-
ery, communication, and content exchange exclusively over carrier networks, even
between nearby devices.
All presented approaches assume the a priori existence of pre-defined application-
specific (DTN) networks, negating our basic design goal of originating networks from
the discovery of content. We argue that, in addition to the aforementioned energy
and efficiency limitations, this restricts the flexibility and applicability of real-world
opportunistic networking. Approaches that exclusively communicate over carrier
networks suffer from a lack of network capacity [HHK+10,LSH+11] as well as high
energy consumption (cf. Section 4.3.3.2).
Mobile offloading
The increasing load on cellular data networks inspired the augmentation of cellular
infrastructures with opportunistic [HHK+10] and DTN [LSH+11,PLHJ12] networks.
Pre-fetching content from the Internet, devices then disseminate the content locally
over opportunistic or delay tolerant network structures. ICON shares this moti-
vation. Our design accounts for the cost and limited performance by only trans-
mitting interest digests and location updates over carrier networks. Indeed, ICON
transmits, possibly large-volume, content solely in opportunistically created 802.11
networks between devices, thereby relieving the carrier infrastructure from the re-
spective transmissions.
Cloud-assisted mobile networking
ParaNets [WHAB09] augments DTN networks with a cloud-based routing solution
to leverage up-to-date, global routing information and metrics in correct forwarding
of messages to DTN endpoints. Extending the shift of networking functionality to the
cloud, Clone2Clone proposes the maintenance of complete virtual software clones of
smartphones in the cloud to leverage to leverage the immediate, high-performance
networking capabilities between cloud software instances. In this, the approach
trades the need to establish actual, i.e., physical, wireless peer-to-peer (P2P) net-
working between smartphones for the process of cloning smartphone instances into
the cloud [KPS+13]. Conversely, ICON envisions a location-aware cloud-service that
only manages interest digests and user locations to eventually facilitate real-world
wireless P2P networking, in the spirit and following the motivation of OppNets and
DTNs.
4.3.2 Interest-based Cloud-facilitated Opportunistic Networking
ICON realizes the intuitive notion of opportunistic networking between users, i.e.,
effectively their devices, that have an incentive to do so and are in communication
range. We follow a Cartesian approach, i.e., build on the available and proven ca-
pabilities of smartphones as the main representative of mobile devices. Namely,
smartphones can determine their location, natively support spontaneous 802.11 net-
work creation in tethered AP mode, and typically come with a mobile data plan.
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Figure 4.1 Users indicate their interests, i.e., applications and content, and location to the
cloud service. Once users with matching interests report locations within communication range,
the service assigns AP and STA roles as well as 802.11 parameters for secure, interest-based
opportunistic networking.
Still, opportunistic networking using 802.11 solely based on location information is
insufficient, as users and devices currently have no means to reliably determine a
notion of reciprocal vicinity, network parameters, and, most importantly, incentives
to communicate.
In this section, we thus outline the system design of ICON (cf. Figure 4.1) along
the questions of
i) who users should opportunistically communicate with,
ii) when and where to establish purposeful networks, and
iii) how to efficiently and securely setup a shared network between devices in a
stand-alone, plug-and-play smartphone app.
Furthermore, we propose a versatile content representation, i.e., establish a notion
of what as proposed in [JST+09], tailored to accommodate the diversity of mobile
applications and content. We briefly discuss sensible extensions of ICON and services
that become possible in Section 4.3.4.1.
4.3.2.1 Who – Interest-based Networking
Users that execute multiple mobile applications [POL+09,HCY08,OHL+11] simul-
taneously are currently unable to match interests and subsequently mediate con-
tent exchange in opportunistic, uncoordinated, scenarios. We thus facilitate content
matching and trigger content exchange via a cloud-based service.
In a straightforward, na¨ıve solution, all application content is uploaded to and
stored at the cloud service. Subsequently, user interests are matched and con-
tent is exchanged directly in the cloud, similar to [KPS+13], or pushed down to
the mobile devices via cellular networks. We discard the former option as the op-
eration of an all-encompassing cloud service is exceedingly expensive and contra-
dicts our design goal of local communication in the spirit of OppNets and DTNs.
Also, such a carrier-based solution further aggravates the overload of carrier net-
works [HHK+10,LSH+11,PLHJ12]. Instead, ICON keeps application content on the
respective devices and only transmits and updates a compact “digest” representation
of user interests, i.e., as given by his mobile applications as well as requested and
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provided content, in the cloud service. This reduces the necessary transmissions
over carrier networks to an initial upload of this digest, which may occur offline, and
subsequent digest updates of negligible size.
Comparing the digests of user interests for matches then yields users with an in-
centive for opportunistic networking. This partially fulfills our first design goal of
basing network infrastructures and communication on content and interests by facil-
itating the discovery and identification of suitable mobile users. With regard to our
design goal of a request/response mechanisms, interest digests furthermore represent
requests for content and a match between interest digests effectively constitutes a re-
sponse. However, matching users solely based on interests does not fulfill our design
goal of local opportunistic networking, as it does not imply physical proximity.
4.3.2.2 When and Where – Location-driven Networking
Opportunistic networking requires users with matching interests to detect whether
they are in communication range. Current approaches [TDSL11,KPO12,LWSW11]
therefore need frequent 802.11 scans for device or network discovery, inducing sub-
stantial energy costs and contradicting our design goal of minimal wireless network
overhead. Alleviating this energy consumption and overhead through duty cycling
approaches then inherently causes missed opportunities if duty cycling intervals to
not correlate.
Thus, ICON leverages device locations, to only regard users for interest matching
that are within 802.11 communication range. In this, storing user locations and in-
terests in a geometry-enabled database allows efficient queries for interests within a
given area. Current smartphones offer multiple mechanisms to derive their location,
namely via GPS, their current cell ID, or provider-based localization of the observed
Wi-Fi networks. ICON thereby meets our design goal of local communication be-
tween mobile devices, as envisioned in OppNets and DTNs.
To reduce transmission and localization overhead, devices only signal their location
in case of significant location changes. Likewise, the cloud service only performs a
matching within the communication range of signaled reports to avoid continuous
queries of the database. To account for real-world mobility patterns, we implement
two types of signaling location to the cloud service in ICON:
Proactive signaling
Devices periodically signal their location to the cloud service, if they are moving
and have a GPS signal, i.e., when they are outdoors. This caters to the intuitive
notion of reporting a timely and exact location to facilitate precise matching
and utilization of the resulting communication opportunities.
Reactive signaling
Once a device detects no movement for a period of time or loses the GPS
signal, e.g., indoors, it switches to reactive signaling and reports this to the
cloud service. In this case, the device stops updating its location and the service
only queries the device for a location update once a match with its last reported
location occurs. The device then reports its location on a best-effort basis,
i.e., using the cell ID or Wi-Fi-based localization. Intuitively, this best-effort
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approach can not guarantee that two devices actually are in communication
range and thus entails the risk of unsuccessful connection attempts. ICON
thus implements interest matches with reactively reported locations as a user-
side option. Once a device regains a GPS signal, it switches back to proactive
signaling and notifies the cloud service.
We motivate this distinction in location signaling with the low energy consumption
of current GPS chips2 in comparison to communication over 3G networks (cf. Sec-
tion 4.3.3.2). Specifically, it is cheaper in terms of energy to periodically detect
movement and indoor-outdoor transitions via GPS than periodically sending identi-
cal or imprecise notifications to the cloud service. As a result, triggering notifications
to the cloud service by detection of movement and GPS signals saves energy.
4.3.2.3 How – Mediating Network Establishment
Devices in ICON may, as the standard setting, deactivate their 802.11 interfaces to
preserve energy. Upon the detection of users with matching interests in transmis-
sion range, the cloud service then triggers the activation of 802.11 interfaces at the
respective devices in order to establish a local, high-capacity 802.11 network. To
this end, the cloud service explicitly pushes down (cf. Figure 4.1) to the respective
devices
i) a random SSID, to configure the 802.11 network and for network identification
and discovery via Beacon frames,
ii) a random WPA2 passphrase, to be used by both the AP and STA in order to
facilitate network security and transmission encryption,
iii) the 802.11 role of each device, i.e., whether it serves as AP or STA in the
network, to facilitate a standard-conform association process, and
iv) the IP address of each device to mitigate the time overhead of executing DHCP
after the STA devices associated.
Thereby, AP and STA roles are randomly assigned to fairly distribute the costs as-
sociated with providing 802.11 AP functionality. All communication between clients
and the cloud service, i.e., to update location or interest information as well as in
network mediation, uses a TLS-encrypted channel and server-side authentication.
Upon reception of the network parameters, the device that was assigned the AP
role creates a tethered 802.11 AP with the given SSID, configures it with the WPA2
passphrase, and assigns itself the respective IP address. It terminates the AP func-
tionality if no association occurs within a given time interval, otherwise the AP
device tears down the network once the transmission is finished. At the STA side,
the ICON app scans for the given SSID, associates to it, and disassociates after
transferring the content. After the exchange, both parties update their interest
digest at the cloud service to keep consistency.
In this design, ICON addresses multiple design goals. Specifically, the described
process may proceed autonomously or may be interactive, e.g., when users alter
2http://www.ifixit.com/Teardown/Samsung+Galaxy+Nexus+Teardown/7182/2
GPS Chip: http://www.csr.com/products/25/sirfstariv-gsd4t
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their interest digest to spontaneously search for users with matching interests, for
example in localized gaming that requires the user’s attention. Our design also en-
ables the inclusion of user alerts or feedback actions, depending on the application
content (cf. Section 4.3.4.2). We furthermore tailored our design of network dis-
covery and establishment to the 802.11 capabilities of mobile wireless devices, thus
achieving conformance. Consequently, local wireless networks are only established
for detected matching interests, thus avoiding wireless network overhead through
worthwhile 802.11 networks. In the carrier network, we avoid wasteful transmissions
by triggering notifications exclusively from successful interest matches.
4.3.2.4 What – Modeling Interests
We design ICON to flexibly incorporate arbitrary mobile applications and content.
To this end, we represent interests in a two-tiered identifier in which the first tier
holds the specific application name, application-specific algorithm, or a pre-defined
category for application-independent content. The second tier then identifies in-
terests within the scope of the first tier, i.e., within an application or category.
Examples are
i) mobile social networking applications [POL+09], in which the first tier denotes
the specific application and the second tier indicates the respective user account,
e.g., ["mobiclique"|"<user-id>"],
ii) DTN or OppNet forwarding approaches that disseminate messages within de-
vice contacts based on a routing metric. In this case, the first tier would
again hold the application identifier while the second tier provides routing
information, e.g., labels denoting the user’s social communities in [HCY08]:
["bubblerap"|"<node-label(s)>"], and
iii) content category identifiers in the first tier that allow devices to process content,
as named in the second identifier tier, outside of specific applications, e.g.,
["pdf-document"|"chants-14-proceedings"].
In addition, application categories, e.g., ”dtn”, can serve as a first tier identifier
while specific application names make up the second tier if no further distinction is
required, e.g., ["location-service"|"floating-content"] in [OHL+11].
When matching interests, we assume users to know their applications and content
(categories) of interest, and thus require an exact match on the first identifier tier,
e.g., "mobiclique" or "bubblerap". Indeed, these identifiers can be derived from
the set of running or installed applications or can be chosen offline by the user from
a predefined list. The second tier then enables application-specific matching, e.g.,
perfect matches of social network identifiers and similarity-based matches of web
content identifiers (cf. Section 4.3.4.1).
In the following section, we evaluate the prototype implementation of our design
against our design goals. We also substantiate the sensibility of our design with
regard to competing approaches, such as exclusively transferring content over carrier
networks.
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4.3.3 Evaluation
In this section, we evaluate our design and implementation with regard to the general
feasibility and especially with regard to the energy efficiency of our design of building
802.11 network infrastructures from matching content interests. Additionally, we
analyze feasible layouts of our matching service and motivate its operation as an
elastic cloud implementation.
We implemented the client-side functionality of ICON in an Android application,
using the native location service to detect and report significant location changes to
the cloud service via the 3G connection. Secure WebSockets [FM11] facilitate bi-
directional TLS communication between the service and client devices. The cloud
service runs a SpatialLite database3 for efficient storage and queries of user interests
based on spatial locations. As smartphones, we use Samsung Galaxy Nexus phones
that run Android 4.2.2. We approximate the cloud service with a server running
Ubuntu 12.04 that is equipped with a 2.93GHz quad-core Intel i7 CPU and 4GB
of RAM. Please note that, while we only regard 802.11 in our current prototype,
integration of ICON in Bluetooth networking is possible by assigning piconet roles
and a network PIN from the cloud service to the mobile devices. We opt for 802.11
in our prototype implementation because of its increased range and data rates.
4.3.3.1 Feasibility
The feasibility of our proposed design depends on three factors. First, the commu-
nication performance of tethered 802.11 AP networks needs to support an efficient
transmission of data to enable networking within the time duration of device con-
tacts. Second, the (maximum) range in which the cloud service matches interests and
pairs devices directly correlates with the possible communication performance, re-
quiring a sensible choice for this parameter. Third, the time overhead of establishing
communication between mobile devices determines the feasibility of communication
within the limited duration of devices contacts.
Communication Performance
We evaluate communication performance of opportunistic networking in ICON by
measuring both the success rate and the throughput of tethered AP associations, as
triggered by the cloud service, with regard to the distance between the participating
smartphones. In this, we highlight the general performance of exchanging application
content in local 802.11 networks.
We thus measured the achieved throughput in transmitting a 5MB file at line-of-
sight for distances between 10m and 70m. In order to judge the probability for
successful 802.11 associations triggered by the cloud service, we furthermore evalu-
ate the success rate of attempted associations. We performed the measurement 30
times for each distance. As Figure 4.2 shows, transmissions in the network achieved
an average throughput of up to 2MB/s that decreases over increasing distances be-
tween the communicating devices. Also, we observe an association rate of 100%
3https://www.gaia-gis.it/fossil/libspatialite/index
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Figure 4.2 Association success rate (dots) and box plot of the throughput in ICON-triggered
tethered 802.11 networks over the distance between devices.
at all measured distances, however we did not measure the association success rate
for distances over 70m since the resulting networks do not offer sufficient through-
put. From this, we deduce the general feasibility of our approach and, transitively,
the feasibility of opportunistic networking between mobile smartphone devices over
realistic distances within urban scenarios.
We note two limitations to the presented results. First, in order to judge the estab-
lishment of network infrastructures worthwhile in the limited duration of wireless
device contacts, we may require a minimum throughput guarantee between devices.
Requiring a minimal throughput of 250 kB/s as a lower bound for sensible network
performance and application support, e.g., to exchange documents, pictures, and
audio files, we find that transmissions spanning 60m satisfy this threshold while
70m only allow 223 kB/s. In populated scenarios such as in a city or on campus,
however, a range of 60m already offers a substantial set of potential devices. Second,
urban scenarios may not offer line-of-sight transmissions between devices over longer
distances, possibly requiring a conservative configuration of the maximum matching
range, as evaluated in the next paragraph.
Matching Range
The distance between devices is a defining influence on the communication perfor-
mance in triggered 802.11 networks, as visible in Figure 4.2. We thus strive to find
a sensible range around the location of a device in which the cloud service should
report a matching to trigger 802.11 networking that affords sufficient transmission
throughput.
In this, selecting a range entails a tradeoff between the achievable throughput and
the number of communication opportunities. Regarding the results in the previous
evaluation and assuming a GPS localization accuracy of ± 10m, we regard a range of
40m as sensible, allowing an average throughput of 488 kB/s. Worst-case deviations
in the localization accuracy at both devices then still affords a network throughput
of 264 kB/s at 60m.
However, diverging applications requirements may emphasize different network char-
acteristics, suggesting the inclusion of network performance as an additional crite-
rion for interest matching. For example, a DTN or location-based application with
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Figure 4.3 AP-side and STA-side (client) proportional timings (solid) of the overall (transpar-
ent) 802.11 association time overhead. Please note the logarithmic scale.
small message sizes may tolerate lower throughput for an increase in coverage and
communication opportunities that is provided by a larger range. Conversely, data-
dependent applications, e.g., pictures and videos in mobile social networking, may
value a low number of high-performance links between devices higher than a larger
number of links with less throughput. User interests may thus carry an additional
flag that indicates a preference of network characteristics, to be regarded in the
matching process.
Time Overhead
In mobile scenarios, the time overhead of establishing an association determines
the ability to communicate within the respective contact duration. We thus briefly
evaluate the time factor of triggering 802.11 networks in ICON. Figure 4.3 shows
the average timings over 30 runs for 802.11 AP (left side) and STA functionality,
denoted as “Client” in the figure, after the cloud service triggers 802.11 networking.
To highlight the proportions, the transparent bars thereby depict the overall time
overhead of the complete association process against the fraction consumed by the
respective process as depicted by solid bars. In total, establishing a triggered as-
sociation and transferring a 1Byte payload between AP and STA for completeness
takes about 10 s. Of this, the 802.11 association process, including scanning for the
indicated network, consumes the majority of time, as evident in the time consumed
by the ”AP start” and ”Authenticated” states. With regard to contact durations
in realistic scenarios [PKO12], this leaves the vast majority of contacts usable for
communication of payload.
4.3.3.2 Energy Efficiency
ICON emphasizes worthwhile 802.11 networking based on user locations reported
over exclusive 3G networking. Specifically, our design strives for minimization of
traffic sent over carrier networks as well as preservation of battery life. In this section,
we thus evaluate the sensibility of our design with regard to the energy consumption
of the employed components, namely the GPS module, the 3G interface, and the
802.11 interface.
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Figure 4.4 Energy consumption of smartphone functionalities as utilized in ICON.
To this end, we place a low-resistance shunt (82mOhm) between the fully loaded
battery and the power connector of the smartphone. We measure the actual current
drained from the battery as the potential over the shunt using a Tektronix TDS
2024B oscilloscope to allow for time-continuous measurements. To measure the
respective energy consumption, we turned off the screen, all other components, and
applications and conducted 5 runs of 100 s for each component.
Figure 4.4 thus shows the average energy consumption of the 3G (HSDPA) andWi-Fi
interface in idle mode and when continuously sending ping messages. Evaluating the
costs of localization at the cloud service, we further show the consumption of the GPS
interface when requesting a position update continuously (0 s) and every 10 s, 10.5 s,
and 20 s. We also highlight the system standby energy consumption for comparison.
With regard to the energy consumption of wireless communication, the results
support our design of offloading actual content transmissions in 802.11 networks.
Sending data over the 3G interface requires more than four times the energy of com-
municating as an 802.11 client (WiFi ping) and twice the energy of communicating
while operating an AP4. In turn, maintaining an idle 802.11 AP or STA interface,
as required for discovery approaches that base on continuous 802.11 scans, consumes
more energy than an idle 3G interface. As such, deactivating the 802.11 interface
in favor of an idle 3G interface reduces energy consumption, as does purposefully
triggering activation of the 802.11 interface for actual communication. Since mobile
user typically maintain their 3G connection continuously, we believe that ICON does
not add energy consumption in general, while enabling opportunistic networking at
the minimal additional cost of location updates.
To evaluate this localization cost in terms of energy5, we measured the required
energy of determining timely location changes in order to allow for precise location
updates at the cloud service and subsequent interest matching. Figure 4.4 shows the
high cost of requesting continuous updates (GPS 0 s). This stands in stark contrast
to the minimal amount of energy required to determine the device location every
20 s (GPS 20 s). Assuming a pedestrian mobility with a velocity of 1.5m/s, a 20 s
update interval would allow a localization every 30m, a distance that is well covered
by the range of tethered AP networks (cf. Section 4.3.3.1).
4AP tethering in Android requires an (idle) 3G connection. The respective energy consumption is
included in AP measurements.
5Currently, a location update message requires 96Bytes.
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Figure 4.5 Query response times for an increasing number of users in a fixed region (left)
and the configured matching range (40m) around a user location. Please note the logarithmic
scale.
Notably, an update interval of 10 s (GPS 10 s) results in a significant increase of
energy consumption that is almost equal to the costs of continuous updating. This
is because the update interval, as registered by the application, is compared to the
Android-native GPS_POLLING_THRESHOLD_INTERNAL parameter that governs for which
intervals the GPS module may be switched off. Per default, this parameter is set to
10 s, update intervals ≤ 10 s thus result in the GPS module being permanently active
and unable to preserve energy. The significant reduction in energy consumption
when configuring a 10.5 s update interval (GPS 10.5 s) thereby highlights the impact
of this parameter and the possible gains in preserved energy.
4.3.3.3 Service Evaluation
ICON relies on the cloud service to manage user locations and to match users in
communication range based on their interests and locations. We thus evaluate the
query response time of the service when managing an increasing population density,
i.e., number of managed users, in a fixed size region6 of 1.8 km2 and in the 40m
range around a user location in a SpatialLite database. To this end, we insert an
increasing number of random locations in the region and in the range, respectively,
and query for matches to derive users of matching interests.
Figure 4.5 shows the average response time of 30 queries for each number of locations.
The results of generating matches thereby support the performance of managing
user and interest digests based on their locations in a geometry-enabled database.
However, the comparison of response times for a large and a narrow region also
motivate the ability to elastically scale region sizes. I.e., such scaling could afford a
good distribution of managed regions to machine instances in the cloud, accounting
for the current population density to avoid overload situations and high response
times.
6Approximately the area of the city center of Aachen.
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4.3.4 Summary and Future Work
We presented ICON, a platform to enable opportunistic networking of heterogeneous
applications and content. Building on a cloud solution for interests matching, ICON
triggers local and worthwhile 802.11 networks based on the interests and locations of
users. Providing 802.11 security credentials furthermore alleviates the traditionally
difficult task of establishing keys in a distributed system and affords WPA2-secure
networking and content exchanges. Such networking based on interests and loca-
tions alleviates the wireless networking overhead associated with repeated 802.11
scans or iterative network associations. In contrast, ICON builds on one-time indi-
cation of applications and content of interests to content exchanges autonomously
or interactively.
Our evaluation of ICON shows the feasibility, timeliness, and performance of trig-
gered 802.11 networks at sufficient ranges. Furthermore, our energy consumption
measurements show the benefits of deactivating the 802.11 interface in favor of low-
volume usage of the 3G interface. Conversely, the lower energy consumption of data
transmissions in 802.11 networks compared to 3G networks supports our design of
purposefully establishing a local 802.11 network between matching users.
4.3.4.1 Possible Extensions
In this section, we briefly discuss sensible extensions and usage scenarios that become
possible when building on our basic ICON design.
Partial matches
Computing a normalized similarity score, e.g., the longest prefix match or
common subset, on the second tier identifiers A and B of entries in the interest
digest of two devices allows applications to define sensible thresholds to handle
partial matches. For example, a score ≤ 0.65 may denote a non-match, a score
≤ 0.85 triggers a user alert and requires confirmation before establishing a
connection, and a score > 0.85 allows an autonomous 802.11 connection and
content exchange.
Interest hiding
Users and application developers do not necessarily trust the cloud service in
handling their interests. While this is infeasible for arbitrary content, well-
defined applications can provide an encryption key to encrypt identifiers and
thereby hide interests from being observed by the service. In applications with
well-defined tier one and two identifiers, e.g., user-IDs (tier two) in mobile so-
cial networking (tier one), ICON is agnostic towards the nature and content of
identifiers as encrypted or hashed identifiers still allow exact identifier matches.
Multi-device networks
At any given time, multiple devices that share a common set of interests may
be in communication range. Including only one AP and one client device in
the network mediation, as described in Section 4.3.2.3, would thus prevent the
remaining devices from accessing the content immediately. Iteratively trig-
gering pairwise networks between devices would then again induce additional
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wireless network overhead. The cloud service can thus assign multiple 802.11
clients to an existing or newly created AP network, by extending the signaling
to multiple devices.
Trajectory matching
Users can permit the cloud service to derive a movement trajectory to approxi-
mately predict future locations from their current location and movement pat-
tern. Given the locations or trajectories of other users, this enables prediction
of interest matches at future locations as well as movement and interaction rec-
ommendations, as already proposed for Internet-based approaches [ABK+12].
4.3.4.2 Future Work
We envision multiple services to become possible when using our basic ICON de-
sign as a building block. Especially, the central entity of a cloud service can help
to associate credits and popularity scores with (public or web) content, allowing
micro-payment and incentive schemes. Notably, such schemes can help opportunis-
tic applications reach a critical mass and sustain operation.
Given a location-aware cloud service, a main priority of future work is ensuring the
location privacy and anonymity of users. Although interest hiding might prevent
usage profiling, storing user locations entails the possibility of location tracking,
discouraging the adoption by users. Future work will thus focus on incorporating
proven anonymity [GG03], location hiding [MRS+09], and location privacy [ALH+11]
approaches.
Furthermore, malevolent users spoofing their location or interests may thereby trig-
ger erratic networking efforts. As a countermeasure, the cloud service can incorpo-
rate an optional feedback channel that allows users to report networking failures.
Spoofing users that exceed a given threshold of failures may then be excluded to
preserve the operability of the system.
4.4 Secure On-demand Wi-Fi (SO-Fi)
In the previous section, we presented ICON, leveraging a central cloud-based man-
agement entity to establish local 802.11 networks between devices in OppNets and
DTNs. The, albeit minimal, inclusion of Internet communication introduces a de-
pendence on the availability of an Internet uplink, an assumption that may not be
fulfilled in underground, indoor, and disaster scenarios or when traveling abroad. In
this section, we thus explore a complementary approach of entirely infrastructure-
less content-centric wireless networking in Secure On-demand Wi-Fi (SO-Fi) and
measure it against the design goals detailed in Section 4.2.3. Notably, SO-Fi shares
its motivation entirely with ICON, but strives to remove any indirection step, such
as a cloud service, in realizing mobile wireless D2D networking.
Specifically, without any central entity that manages content and interests as well
as triggers network establishment, mobile devices need to rely on their respective
wireless capabilities to perform content discovery. In this, we observe that the inher-
ently broadcast-based wireless medium in principle offers a pervasive discovery scope
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Figure 4.6 Network-centric communication in 802.11 restricts content discovery and provision
to the boundaries of disjoint networks, In contrast, pervasive communication envisions complete
coverage of all reachable devices but would require maintaining a single permanent (ad-hoc)
network infrastructure. SO-Fi enables content-centric communication, realizing a pervasive
discovery scope and efficient, immediate provision of content between the requesting and
providing device.
with boundaries defined immediately by the communication range of the respective
device, i.e., the eventual communication scope. As illustrated in Figure 4.6, this per-
vasive content discovery scope, however, is negated by the network-centric design of
802.11 that requires instantiation of and association to a single 802.11 network prior
to communication and subsequently restricts the discovery scope to this network (cf.
Section 4.2.1). Indeed, as discussed in Section 4.2.2, wireless discovery mechanisms
lack expressiveness to convey additional semantics, such as content availability or
application interests.
We thus propose to enable the expression of such semantics within wireless net-
working in SO-Fi, a broadcast mechanism that embeds content requests in standard
802.11 frames, exploiting the full pervasive scope of wireless communication for dis-
covery. As envisioned in our design goals and shown in Figure 4.6, discovery then
triggers instantiation of corresponding content-centric 802.11 networks only at de-
vices that provide the requested application or content. Applications and users can
thus “demand” a specific 802.11 network for worthwhile communication from the
devices in communication range. SO-Fi thereby
i) does not require an existing network,
ii) enables instant discovery and full coverage of the wireless environment,
iii) avoids the overhead of continuous network maintenance, and
iv) mitigates the constraints of wireless protocols in expressing semantics.
Following the notion of Internet-scale content-centric networking in existing wired
approaches [JST+09,KCC+07], SO-Fi builds communication on indicating content
rather than naming physical locations, i.e., hosts or 802.11networks, that hold data.
In contrast to wired designs, wireless D2D networking in pervasive mobile scenarios
needs to, in the first place, establish a communication substrate between devices,
e.g., an 802.11 network.
SO-Fi then addresses our design goals in two main contributions:
Content-centric wireless networking
In its basic design, SO-Fi broadcasts content discovery queries in the SSID
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of 802.11 Probe Request (PREQ) frames of the 802.11 association process.
We modify the 802.11 AP functionality to opportunistically originate 802.11
networks as a result at devices that provide content matching the request. Cor-
responding provider responses in Probe Response (PRES) frames then trigger
the association of the requesting client to this network, providing a commu-
nication infrastructure. SO-Fi thus meets our design goals of local wireless
communication based on content in a request/response mechanism while re-
ducing the wireless network overhead to the provable minimum of the asso-
ciation process. To address content, hash function-based addressing adheres
to the space constraints of 802.11 frames. Embedding content discovery and
wireless network establishment into the 802.11 association process furthermore
maintains conformance with the capabilities of current smartphones. We ad-
dress our design goal of interactive and autonomous operation in Section 4.4.5
along the realization of pervasive mobile applications on top of SO-Fi.
Security in content discovery and provision
SO-Fi incorporates use-case-specific security credentials, such as passwords
and cryptographic user or group keys, to provide discovery confidentiality for
content requests and network provision in the observable wireless medium.
Based on these credentials, we support authentication for access control and
derive WPA2 keys per-request to secure network access and encrypt traffic. To
protect providers from Denial-of-Service (DoS) attacks, SO-Fi employs crypto-
graphic client puzzles within the association process to restrict 802.11 network
establishment to provably benign requests.
In the following section, we provide a motivating example for the usage scenario of
SO-Fi based on a recently published mobile application [WBCN13]. We then address
approaches related to our design before presenting our design of infrastructure-less
content-centric wireless networking. The evaluation of our prototype implementa-
tion with regard to the time and computational overhead shows the feasibility of
SO-Fi within real-life application scenarios and mobility patterns. We furthermore
illustrate the design of mobile applications on top of our design before highlighting
future work directions.
4.4.1 Motivation
As a motivating example, imagine the two scenarios described in InSight [WBCN13],
namely visually identifying i) persons with similar interests, for example people that
want to share a cab at the airport, by way of an annotated message and ii) personal
friends within a group of people by way of visual fingerprints. Traditionally, in
the absence of a global coordination entity as in [BLL+13,WRZW13], each person
would need to establish an 802.11 network or associate to an existing one in order
to exchange the respective fingerprints. The lack of coordination and lack of content
semantics in network establishment and associations then result in a random number
of 802.11 networks, confining users to each network and inducing overhead when
iterating through all networks.
In contrast, the InSight application would, using SO-Fi, encode a request for InSight
users. The resulting on-demand 802.11 network then covers only the relevant devices,
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i.e., devices of users participating in the InSight application at the exact time and
location, and facilitates the exchange of visual fingerprints and messages between
application instances. Conversely, when seeking and identifying personal friends,
along with sharing and displaying sensible information, InSight would encrypt the
request with a shared secret before handing it to SO-Fi. This authenticates the
request towards friends, triggering fingerprint and information transmission in a
secure 802.11 network between requester and provider.
The resulting mechanism becomes the natural fit for a great variety of applications,
as already envisioned in mobile [POL+09], location-based [OHL+11], and ubiqui-
tous [HCY08] communication scenarios, where interactions evolve around content
discovery and availability. Moreover, by merging content discovery and network as-
sociations, the overall reduced overhead exposes an increased number of contacts
and, therefore, of content to such applications.
4.4.2 Related Work
We embed SO-Fi into existing approaches by relating it to approaches in content-
centric networking, wireless protocol overloading, and mobile content discovery.
Content-centric Networking
The Content-centric Networking (CCN) [JST+09] and Data-Oriented Network Ar-
chitecture [KCC+07] approaches propose a clean-slate Internet architecture that
builds addressing, lookup, and routing around content instead of the physical lo-
cation of data at IP-addressed hosts. In this, they assume an existing communica-
tion network, such as the Internet, and propose an alternative approach of building
communication within this network. Similar, wireless approaches [AGL13], that em-
phasize content over hosts in communication, do not build network structures on
content but assume existing network structures in which user traffic centers on re-
trieving content. In mobile scenarios, however, the first step to communication in
the network-centric design of 802.11 is the discovery of and association to an exist-
ing network. SO-Fi thus differs from the above mentioned approaches in catering to
and building this first step around the availability of content of interest, instead of
resolving and routing traffic.
Wireless Protocol Overloading
Beacon stuffing [CPRW07] overloads 802.11 Beacon frames to support network se-
lection and wireless advertisements. As such, it may express content availability in
select fields of the Beacon frame, such as the SSID, BSSID, and IE, as discussed in
Section 4.2.2. Similarly, APs in the 802.11u standard [80211b] broadcast external
network information about the commercial network operator, Internet access provi-
sion, and implemented security mechanisms to support network selection with regard
to commercial roaming agreements. Mobile devices can then choose a network based
on these details instead of just the network identifier (SSID). Davies et al. [DFN+09],
E-Shadow [TZL+11] and E-Smalltalker [YZD+10] overload Bluetooth device names,
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the Bluetooth Discovery Protocol, and 802.11 Beacon frames, respectively, to broad-
cast application information, semantically enriched device names, and interests.
As the main contrast to SO-Fi, the presented approaches are push-based, i.e., they
pro-actively and continuously signal information to, potentially uninvolved and un-
interested, devices in the vicinity. Since the limited space in wireless frames thereby
prevents pushing all available content, devices or applications in this approaches
need to selectively push information, entailing the risk of “spamming” devices with
unrequested information and missing interested devices while pushing other informa-
tion. Conversely, SO-Fi realizes request-driven content discovery, allowing devices
to specifically indicate the interest for content and applications, avoiding misses and
the transmission of unwanted information. The only request-driven approach that
we are aware of is the Access Network Query Protocol (ANQP) in 802.11u [80211b].
However, clients in ANQP can only query for characteristics of pre-defined, available,
and static networks.
Pervasive Mobile Content Discovery
Haggle [SSH+07] provides peer-to-peer content exchanges that utilize the (currently)
best available communication technology based on interests, similar to publish-
subscribe designs [HYK+10]. Both require an existing network between requester
and provider, as do network-wide content discovery [PKGO09] and push-based ser-
vice notifications [HHM+01]. In contrast, SO-Fi is the first approach to enable
content discovery outside the restrictions and overhead of per-application, estab-
lished networks. Furthermore, we provide a self-contained mechanism to create
802.11 networks semantically, bridging the gap between the available wireless dis-
covery mechanisms and the presented content-based mobile applications. In this,
SO-Fi greatly reduces communication overhead and adheres to viable discovery
times while simultaneously widening coverage to all nearby devices. Existing se-
cure approaches [ZMN04, ZMN03] also require pre-established trusted network in-
frastructures and, more importantly, a trusted global directory. SO-Fi supports
use-case-driven confidentiality and security without any trusted infrastructure.
DataSpotting [BLL+13] discovers and pairs devices by way of Internet-scale match-
making between requests and provided content. In contrast, SO-Fi requires neither
an Internet uplink nor a global database but emphasizes direct device-to-device
communication.
4.4.3 Secure On-demand Wi-Fi
In the following, we describe our design of infrastructure-less content-centric wireless
networking. We first introduce the basic design of SO-Fi and then integrate security
mechanisms for authentication, encryption, and provider DoS protection. SO-Fi
enables the discovery of communication peers, and subsequent instantiation of D2D
networking, based on the indication of application semantics, i.e., participants in a
common application such as mobile social networking [POL+09] or location-centric
content sharing [OHL+11]. Especially, we target a pervasive discovery scope, i.e.,
covering the comprehensive scope of wireless devices in communication range.
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4.4.3.1 Content-centric Wireless Networking
SO-Fi strives for an instant and pervasive communication paradigm where network
associations are a consequence of the content requested and provided between indi-
vidual mobile devices in communication range, independent of already established
network infrastructures. Our design builds on two pillars. First, upon a positive
response to a query, the discovery procedure triggers the 802.11 association process
to establish an on-demand 802.11 network between requester and provider. Second,
to uniformly address content in the discovery and provision process, SO-Fi requires
a consistent addressing scheme. We thus first detail our integration of SO-Fi into
802.11 before we describe the addressing scheme and highlight the applicability and
benefits of our approach.
Content-centric On-demand 802.11 Wi-Fi
SO-Fi targets instant and full coverage of the pervasive discovery scope, while avoid-
ing the overhead of iteratively associating to the possible multitude of accessible
networks. At the same time, to pair content requester and provider as soon as the
availability of content at a nearby device is identified, SO-Fi aims at efficiently es-
tablishing a network infrastructure and subsequent association for the exchange of
the requested content. To this end, we embed content discovery queries and replies
in the request-response sequence of the ubiquitously supported 802.11 association
process. Notably, every 802.11 device natively implements this process, ensuring
real-world applicability of our design.
The original 802.11 association process enables clients to query for available net-
works in the vicinity by sending PREQ frames. PREQs either contain a specific
SSID network identifier, when discovering a known network, or indicate a general
search by sending an empty SSID, a so-called wildcard. APs that already provide
a network with a matching SSID respond with a PRES frame, carrying the nec-
essary information for the client to authenticate and associate to the network (cf.
Section 2.1.2.3).
However, operating pre-defined networks lacks the expressiveness needed to com-
prehensively signal content availability, as argued in Section 4.2.2. Because of this,
SO-Fi moves away from predefined network roles for devices as either STAs or APs.
Instead, 802.11 roles are determined by the current role in content discovery, i.e.,
either as requester or provider of content and consequently as STA or AP, respec-
tively. As such, we enable devices to dynamically establish network infrastructures
around the availability of and demand for content. Specifically, SO-Fi performs dis-
covery by encoding content requests into the SSID field of PREQs. Since PREQs
are broadcast, they can be received by all devices in communication range, enabling
a pervasive discovery scope. After matching the indicated SSID against the lo-
cally available content, content providers announce and make accessible a dedicated
802.11 network. We embed this process into the original 802.11 mechanism along
three phases, namely content request, network establishment, and content
provision. Figure 4.7 shows this embedding, steps printed in blue represent our
modifications.
In content requests, the respective application encode content request into the
SSID field, e.g., H(ubicomp2012) = X, as shown in step 1 of Figure 4.7. Notably,
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Figure 4.7 Content-centric on-demand wireless discovery and provision. Requests are encoded
in SSID fields of PREQ frames using an encoding function H(). Providers pre-compute an index
table T of the content they provide, compare observed requests against this table, and establish
a network dedicated to this request.
this step does not require any modification to the systems and hence can be adapted
and performed by any application via the API of mobile operating systems, such
as Android or iOS. We detail the design of the encoding function H() in the next
section. The application then triggers the native 802.11 association process, i.e.,
triggers a PREQ for a network with the encoded SSID "X", cf. step 2 in Figure 4.7.
Using the same encoding function H() as in step 1, devices (offline or continuously)
pre-compute a content table T that maps (multiple) encoded keys to the locally
provided content items (step 0). Entries in the table, i.e., content items, thereby
may point to diverse constructs, e.g., usernames in an application, application names
or identifiers, public keys that identify single users, file names, multimedia stream
identifiers, DTN endpoint identifiers, etc. Upon reception of a query, this enables
providers to efficiently look up the encoded request X in H.
Functionally, devices that provide content in SO-Fi respond to a request with a
dedicated network establishment in response to the content request encoded in
a PREQ, i.e., a request for a network. To this end, SO-Fi extends the 802.11 AP
functionality with the ability to create and configure a network with a specific SSID,
e.g., "X", on-demand as a reaction to the reception of a corresponding PREQ and
a positive check for X in H, cf step 3 in Figure 4.7. Resuming the standard 802.11
association process, establishing a network entails transmission of a PRES with
SSID "X", as shown in step 4. Reception of this PRES then continues the 802.11
authentication and association process at the client.
Notably, multiple devices may provide the respected content and consequently re-
spond to the discovery request. Typical 802.11 implementations interpret responses
by multiple providers, i.e., PRES announcing the same network at different devices,
as multiple APs serving a larger combined network, for example in Extended Service
Set (ESS) deployments. As choosing an AP then determines the connection quality
but results in a connection to the same overall network, 802.11 implementations usu-
ally choose the response with the highest signal strength. Modified implementations,
however, allow further information, e.g., about the AP load, inside IE in PRESs.
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Content provision in the respective network, as shown in step 6 in Figure 4.7,
then may occur as defined by the respective application and/or with regard to the
content type, e.g., a direct item download [OHL+11] or exchange of social network
profiles [POL+09]. As both the provider and requester are aware of the content type,
the requesting device can pro-actively boot the proper application, e.g., a browser,
while the provider prepares the demanded service.
Content Encoding
The query-response mechanism in SO-Fi depends on a mechanism to address content
consistently across distinct devices, analogous to using unique resource identifiers
(URIs) [OP07] or feed and content IDs [HYK+10]. However, existing approaches
build on a pre-established network infrastructure and higher layer solutions, e.g.,
HTTP and DTN Bundle protocols, that allow complex container structures, e.g.,
XML or ASF, to identify content. Without pre-established network structures, no
transport mechanism that supports such container structures exists. Instead, SO-Fi
embeds content requests in the SSID field of PREQ frames, entailing as a conse-
quence a space constraint of 32 bytes and the use of printable characters in Ascii85
encoding. We thereby target a simple identifier structure as well as an efficient
matching upon reception, instead of nested comparisons of container structures.
We note that content identifiers may appear in diverse formats, ranging from user
names to file names and cryptographic keys. In our prototypal implementations,
SO-Fi currently uses file and service names for traditional content, layer 2 addresses
to identify devices, and public keys to address users. To meet the aforementioned
space constraints in the face of this diversity, our design uses these arbitrary identi-
fiers as input to a cryptographic hash function, e.g., SHA-1, to derive unique content
identifiers of limited length. The application subsequently transforms the hash value
via an Ascii85 encoder.
To perform the actual encoding, hash functions lend themselves to the needs of
SO-Fi as they naturally adhere to space constraints with a typical output length of
a small number of bytes. E.g., SHA-1 produces a fixed-length output of 20 bytes for
arbitrary input values. We use the remaining space in the SSID field to transport
additional flags in requests and responses that transport and indicate, for example,
a unique ID per request as well as security combinations.
Applicability and Benefits
SO-Fi enables users and applications to “demand” a dedicated communication plat-
form for content exchange, in the form of an 802.11 network, comprehensively at
devices in transmission range. Embedding a one-step network and content request
in the 802.11 association process allows us to minimize time or communication over-
head. Specifically, we argue that any communication approach, whether inside or
outside of established networks, incurs at least a communication overhead of one
discovery message, analogous to the encoded content request in a PREQ in SO-Fi.
Specifically, our design relieves users from the need to discover content by iterat-
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ing over pro-actively established networks and subsequently executing a discovery
protocol, such as UPnP7 or the Service Location Protocol (SLP) [GPVD99].
Requests can be executed when triggered by the user or periodically in the back-
ground to autonomously interact with fellow application instances. Comprehensively
covering the pervasive wireless discovery scope, content-centric networking then nat-
urally and immediately pairs users and their application instances, by way of their
802.11 devices, in a conventional but dedicated 802.11 network.
SO-Fi networks then support communication and exchange of arbitrary content as
defined by the respective application. For example, networks resulting from plain
file lookups, such as documents or multimedia, may provide a transport substrate
on layers 2 and 3, while the actual content transfer occurs over HTTP. We demon-
strated this variant in our preliminary design at ACM MobiCom’12 [WMGW12].
Alternatively, applications may plug in their own communication mechanisms on
top of 802.11, e.g., link-layer content discovery and TCP-based publish/subscribe
content exchange [HYK+10] or event-driven content synchronization [POL+09] once
devices are in a common network.
4.4.3.2 Security in Wireless Content-Centric D2D Networking
SO-Fi widens the scope of pervasive content discovery to all devices in wireless
transmission range. In the presented basic design, it already provides a self-contained
mechanism for comprehensive wireless content-centric networking of public content.
As public content examples, applications building on SO-Fi to, e.g., offer tourism
information or navigation and information services at airports, malls, etc.
However, this basic mechanism does not yet meet the requirements of discovering
and providing sensitive content that is restricted to specific users or groups within
an application. Such a restriction is a natural aspect of a multitude of mobile appli-
cations, e.g., in the InSight [WBCN13] application described in Section 4.4.1 as well
as in mobile social networking [POL+09] and peer-to-peer [HYK+10] or localized
content sharing [OHL+11]. Specifically, the observable wireless medium allows mali-
cious devices to eavesdrop on the transmission of content requests and responses. On
lower layers, the participating parties are able to achieve unlinkability [GMP+08] by
randomizing their Layer 2 addresses for each new request and response, respectively.
Within SO-Fi, we identify four security aspects that need to be addressed. Namely,
secure content discovery and provision requires
i) authentication, to allow for differentiated treatment of sensitive content,
ii) confidentiality of requests and responses, as sent over the wireless medium,
iii) WPA2 802.11 network security to control network access and secure the trans-
missions of content, and
iv) DoS robustness, to protect providers from replay attacks on content requests by
malicious clients that exhaust their resources.
We address the first aspect by incorporating user credentials and authentication
into the request/response design of SO-Fi. From these credentials, we derive WPA2
Pre-shared Keys (PSKs) for content confidentiality and 802.11 security in the
7http://www.upnp.org/specs/arch/UPnP-arch-DeviceArchitecture-v1.1.pdf
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Hashing step Use Security Feature
H1 =
H(content identifier) ⊕ k WPA2 PSK
Network access control,
traffic encryption
H2 = H(H1) ⊕ k Cryptographic
client puzzle
Provider-side
DoS protection
H3 = H(H2) ⊕ k Content request
in SSID field
Obfuscation/Encryption
of initial request
Table 4.1 Security features in SO-Fi derived from successively hashing the content identifier
in combination with group or user key k.
resulting network. Extending our basic design by a challenge/response mechanism
that enables cryptographic client puzzles, we provide DoS protection for content
providers against replay attacks.
Credentials and Authentication
Sensitive content in the form of confidential data or restricted applications requires
differentiated treatment in discovery and provision. SO-Fi thus supports inclusion
of user and group credentials that are pre-established offline, in the request and
provision mechanism, as intuitively unavoidable in secure password, public key, and
certificate-based communication [GMP+08,ZMN03,ZMN04]. We discuss the absence
of secure keys in a fully spontaneous scenario [TZL+11,YZD+10] in Section 4.4.3.2.
Secure credentials can be application-specific keys, passwords, or iterative one-time
authentication tokens, e.g., cryptographic hash-chain elements. SO-Fi thereby lever-
ages the semantic relation between users of sensitive content, e.g., the installation of
a common mobile application or prior trust relations in social networks, to bind keys
to specific content. Orthogonal to our current design, recent advances in wireless
key establishment [SFAD12,ADD+13] might allow entirely spontaneous derivation
of keys based on the locality of mobile content requesters and providers.
Providers thus associate (mac address, key) tuples with content identifiers X. No-
tably, multiple tuples may be associated with the same content identifier and tran-
sitively content item, representing the multiple parties that are authorized to access
this content. Layer 2 MAC addresses thereby might be pre-defined as well as ran-
domly or cryptographically derived, using the respective credentials of requester and
provider [GMP+08] on a per-application basis.
Authentication then seamlessly integrates with the previously described mechanism.
The requesting device XORs the content requestX in PREQs with the shared key k to
authenticate the request (step 2 of Figure 4.7). The providing device then matches
the Layer 2 address in the PRES to a stored tuple and, if positive, reconstructs X
as (SSID ⊕ key). If the tuple (mac address, key, X) then matches a stored tuple,
the provider responds to the request and otherwise ignores it.
In the following, we support inclusion of given credentials in requests and exploit the
pre-image resistance of the hash function H() used in content encoding to enable con-
fidentiality, 802.11 network security, and DoS robustness. Providers and requesters
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Figure 4.8 Secure network provision and content confidentiality in SO-Fi. H1 is not com-
putable from overhearing (H3 ⊕ k) due to the pre-image resistance of the cryptographic hash
function.
can generate keying material for these functionalities by successively hashing con-
tent identifiers to generate the sequence H1 = H(content identifier), H2, and H3
in combination with a key k. Encrypting each hash value with the key k thereby
allows transmitting requests and responses in the observable wireless medium. Ma-
licious devices are then unable to derive previous hash values and associated content
identifiers from the observed transmissions. We use distinct hash values H1, H2, and
H3 to hide k, to separate the respective functionality in a clear design, and allow
devices to differentiate the requested functionality.
Table 4.1 shows the specific features enabled by single steps in the hashing sequence.
In the following Figures 4.8 and 4.9, blue text highlights the respective security func-
tionality, while use of the key k is marked in red. Please note that all functionalities
are combinable to accommodate the requirements of requesters, providers, and ap-
plications. Providers can signal the specific combination required from requesters
inside PRES frames.
Content Confidentiality and 802.11 Network Security
Even after securing requests using credentials, content provision in on-demand 802.11
networks entails two distinct security risks. First, an eavesdropping attacker observ-
ing requests and the corresponding establishment of 802.11 networks can replay
successful requests, i.e., using the PRES in hashed form and observed MAC address.
For the provider, this request then appears as a legitimate request and enables the
malicious device to obtain the requested content, breaching content confidentiality,
if no temporal analysis of requests exists. Such an analysis however, requires i) an
assumption about the acceptable time interval between two requests, ii) can not pro-
tect against replay attacks that adhere to this time interval, and iii) needs to factor
in the possibility of lost PRESs that the requester never received. In our envisioned
scenario without any central coordination entity, we deem such assumptions artifi-
cial and the consideration of lost PRESs infeasible and thus refrain from following
this line of thought. Second, an actively scanning attacker can discover on-demand
created 802.11 networks and may capture the transmissions within this network, if
they occur unencrypted.
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SO-Fi thus demands 802.11 network security to secure network access via a WPA2
PSK and to encrypt actual content transmissions. In this, even if an attacker ob-
serves the PREQ transporting the content request or observes the created network,
he can not gain access to the network or decrypt the transmitted network traffic
without possession of the key. In combination with the pre-image resistance of the
cryptographic hash function applied to the content request in PREQ, an attacker can
thus neither learn the requested content nor the transmitted content item, achieving
content confidentiality.
To fulfill both security requirements, devices in SO-Fi use the hash value H1 ⊕
k to generate a custom WPA2 PSK and achieve state-of-the-art 802.11 network
security. To generate a WPA2 key, H1 ⊕ k serves as the input to the 802.11
Password-Based Key Derivation Function 2 (PBKDF2) function, instead of a given
network passphrase and the network SSID as in unmodified 802.11. In addition,
H3 ⊕ k encrypts the transmitted content identifier. Similarly, it is not possible to
derive the 802.11 WPA2 network key generated using H1⊕k from H3⊕k. Figure 4.8
shows the embedding of both into the request-response sequence of SO-Fi.
Content requests and provision are thus confidential because content identifiers and
transmissions cannot be derived or overheard. Furthermore, an attacker usingH3⊕k
as the content request in a replay attack lacks the 802.11 network key generated
from H1 ⊕ k. SO-Fi thus supports state-of-the-art 802.11 network security through
per-demand WPA2 network keys and the subsequent traffic encryption using client-
specific session keys.
Provider-side DoS Protection
In SO-Fi, each successful request causes providers to expend resources in creating a
network expecting a benign client for an exchange of content. Even without actually
accessing the network, malicious devices can thus mount a Denial-of-Service (DoS)
attack by replaying successful requests to deplete the resources of providers.
To enable DoS protection for providers, SO-Fi incorporates the proven method of
cryptographic client puzzles [JB99] into its request/response sequence. In the notion
of cryptographic puzzles, a providing device, e.g., a web server, requires the request-
ing device to prove the benign character of its request by expending resources itself
to compute the solution of a puzzle. The requesting device then needs to prove
the correct result of this puzzle before it can actually request resources from the
provider.
Analogous, a provider in SO-Fi requires a requester to solve a cryptographic puzzle
P of adjustable difficulty before expending the resources to create a network. The
puzzle solution S then is required as input to the request for which the provider
actually establishes a network. We refer to the original paper [JB99] for details on
creating and solving client puzzles as well as the security properties of this approach.
In this, the puzzle difficulty can be adjusted to the overall frequency of a specific
request. In contrast to judging the frequency of replayed requests, that carry the
same MAC address, against a threshold, as in the previous paragraph, simply cal-
culating the overall frequency of a request from arbitrary devices is feasible and
does not require a threshold. The intuition behind scaling the puzzle difficulty with
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Figure 4.9 Provider-side DoS protection from resource depletion via replay attacks using
cryptographic client puzzles.
the request frequency is the following. Once an attacker observed a successful re-
quest, it can cheaply, i.e., without expending own resources, replay that request. In
contrast, guessing the hash value of another content item at the provider, to suc-
cessfully cause 802.11 network creation, is hard due to the hash function spreading
the values for keys pseudo-randomly over the value space. In effect, such brute-
force guessing constitutes only a misuse of the request mechanism in SO-Fi because
checking an observed request against the content table T is cheap. We thus strive to
defend providers against more targeted and harmful attacks in our DoS protection
mechanism.
Figure 4.9 shows the embedding of client puzzles in SO-Fi. Instead of establishing a
network immediately when receiving H3 ⊕ k, the provider first generates a crypto-
graphic puzzle P according to [JB99], cf. step 3 in Figure 4.9. It then replies with
a PRES with SSID (H2 ⊕ P ⊕ k), the communication ID of the PRES and a flag
indicating the puzzle difficulty, as shown in step 4. The ID allows the requester to
identify this response, extract P as (H2 ⊕ SSID ⊕ k), and compute its solution S
in step 5. A PRES with SSID (H2 ⊕ S ⊕ k) (step 6) proves the correct solution to
the provider and triggers the actual creation of a network for content provision as
in steps 7 and 8 in Figure 4.9.
In implementing the client puzzles, we follow the design choices outlined in [JB99].
Specifically, a puzzle is a random hash value that requires solving five sub-puzzles of
length 4 bytes with respective solutions of length 4 bytes. Because the solving process
of puzzles is in itself a random process, spreading the solution over multiple sub-
puzzles helps to even out “lucky guesses”, i.e., uncharacteristically quickly derived
solutions, to achieve steady and predictable puzzle difficulties. In each sub-puzzle,
the solving device needs to find n random bytes that, prepended to the sub puzzle
number, are the correct input to a hash function so that the output matches n bits
with the original puzzle. The parameter n thus serves as an adjustable indicator
for the difficulty of the puzzle, with low values of n being matched by numerous
solutions and high values of n requiring exact solutions. In SO-Fi, we implement a
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puzzle to consist of five sub-puzzles that require a solution of 4Bytes each, resulting
in an overall solution length of 20Bytes.
Devices overhearing puzzles sent in clear text could compute the solution faster than
the original requester if they possess greater computational resources. Thereby, they
would be able to highjack the association process in a Man-in-the-Middle attack. To
prevent this, we encrypt the puzzle P and the solution S using H2 and k in steps
4, 6, and 8 of Figure 4.9. For this, we treat the random values P and S as one-time
pads in combination with H2. We use the XOR function to allow for simple retrieval
of input values and faster computation in comparison to encryption functions. SO-Fi
never transmits P, S,H2, or k in clear text, preventing attacks by uninvolved devices.
Cryptographic client puzzles alleviate repeated malicious content requests and over-
loading of provider devices in SO-Fi. However, a PRES injected in step 4 with an
overheard communication ID may prompt the requester to solve a random puzzle
contained in the SSID that was posed by a malicious device instead of a benign
provider. To prevent such DoS attacks on requesters, 2 bytes of each transmitted
puzzle carry a pre-defined checksum covering the rest of the puzzle. As H2 is not
known to uninvolved devices, pre-computing or guessing puzzles that produce a
correct checksum after (H2 ⊕ SSID ⊕ k) is infeasible. Within the scope of content-
centric wireless networking in SO-Fi, we thus are able to protect requesters from
DoS attacks.
Security Considerations
We argue that, the proposed mechanisms establish confidential and secure content
discovery, provision and access, even without pre-established keys, under the as-
sumption that the occurrence of content identifiers in searches is distributed equally
over the content name space. This is because the pre-image resistance of the hash
function prevents overhearing devices from computing H1 or H2 from H3. Only
pre-computing all possible (content identifier, (H1, H2, H3)) tuples enables over-
hearing devices to match an observed request H3 to the original content identifier.
Specifically, it is not possible to derive from H3 the 802.11 WPA2 key generated
using H1 or the cryptographic puzzle P encrypted with H2. We thus regard the
inclusion of k as optional with regard to the application requirements, i.e., whether
public or sensitive content is regarded.
In practice, however, it is possible to offline pre-compute the tuples (H1, H2, H3)
for popular search terms, e.g., ”Internet Access” or ”Tourism Information”. For
these terms and the respective tuples, malicious devices would thereby be able to
identify requests and subsequently eavesdrop on the network traffic. Applications
that strive to exchange sensitive content without pre-established security credentials
thus need to employ higher-layer encryption, e.g., via TLS [DR08], to secure data
transmissions in the absence of network security. In this setting, applications would
be discoverable via unsecured SO-Fi interaction but may employ strong encryption
and authentication of payload to protect content and application confidentiality.
SO-Fi thereby supports secure pervasive content discovery and provision that is
adjustable to application and provider demands and combinable with higher-layer
approaches.
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4.4.4 Evaluation
The viability of infrastructure-less intent-centric networking in SO-Fi depends on
the content discovery performance as well as the overhead induced by the proposed
security mechanisms. To evaluate these aspects, we show that on-demand 802.11
network associations cause negligible time overhead, while removing the need for net-
work selection and subsequent discovery protocols. We then quantify the overhead
induced by our requirement of creating content tables T and show that establishing
key and puzzle material via subsequent hash operations only adds minimal over-
head. Similar, we are interested in the overhead of 802.11 WPA2 PSK calculations
and show the scalability and performance of the proposed cryptographic client puz-
zle mechanism. Last, we show the combined and adjustable time complexity of
the security mechanisms in SO-Fi to assess the real-world applicability of secure
content-centric networking.
The request functionality of SO-Fi is implemented on Linux- and Android-based
mobile devices. We realized the on-demand provider functionality in the popular
hostapd8 and wpa supplicant9 software packages that realize the respective AP and
STA functionality in the Android and Linux operating systems. With this we strive
for a real-world applicability and deployment on Linux-based mobile devices and
Wi-Fi APs, e.g., running OpenWrt10, as well as Android devices. As Linux devices,
we use Lenovo S10-3 Ideapads with dual-core 1.5GHz CPUs and Atheros AR9285
802.11n wireless cards, representing commodity mobile netbook devices. In our eval-
uation, the netbooks serve as SO-Fi providers. As Android devices, we use Samsung
Nexus S and Samsung Galaxy Nexus devices to show the impact of both CPU pro-
cessing power in newer devices and different combinations of wireless chipsets and
802.11 drivers. While the Nexus S builds on a 1GHz CPU and Broadcom BCM4329
802.11n wireless chipset, the newer Galaxy Nexus includes a dual-core 1.2GHz CPU
and BCM4330 802.11n wireless chipset. In computation-based evaluations, we also
provide results for a 2.93GHz quad-core Intel i7 Linux PC for comparison.
4.4.4.1 Content Discovery Time Overhead
In order to embedding content discovery and on-demand network provision into
the 802.11 association process, SO-Fi extends the 802.11 AP functionality of the
provider. Namely, instead of immediately responding to relevant PREQs with a
PRES, providers in SO-Fi first have to perform a lookup in the content table for the
given request and subsequently instantiate the corresponding 802.11 network. We
thus evaluate the feasibility of comprehensive content discovery within the message
and time constraints of the 802.11 association process by evaluating the time require-
ments of on-demand 802.11 network associations. In this, we both assess whether
our design breaks the 802.11 association process and fails in pairing provider and
requester in an 802.11 network as well as compare the time overhead against un-
modified 802.11 networks.
Notably, the time overhead of discovering and associating to an on-demand 802.11
network entails, in SO-Fi, the entire time requirement of content discovery, network
8http://hostap.epitest.fi/hostapd/
9http://hostap.epitest.fi/wpa_supplicant/
10https://openwrt.org
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Figure 4.10 Average association time to unmodified 802.11 networks and SO-Fi networks using
different client and AP devices. In comparable time, SO-Fi provides content discovery, content
lookup, and on-demand network provision while avoiding network selection and subsequent
content discovery overhead.
provision, and association to a worthwhile network. In contrast, approaches using
traditional 802.11 require this association time for each iteratively selected network
and subsequent discovery time overhead of the employed discovery protocol, e.g.,
SLP [GPVD99], in each network.
In our measurement, we evaluate the association time of both traditional, i.e., pre-
established and permanent, 802.11 networks and on-demand 802.11 networks in
SO-Fi. Using different combinations of STA and AP, we aim for a representative
coverage of devices that we envision to be involved in content-centric networking.
Figure 4.10 shows the average time and standard deviation of 100 associations for
different client (requester) and AP (provider) devices. Regarding the evaluated AP
devices for each client device, we deduce the feasibility of our design as SO-Fi only
introduces a marginal overhead of up to 0.2 s, if any at all. In terms of provider-side
overhead induced by the content table lookup in SO-Fi, devices on average respond
to a request, i.e., interpret the request, establish an 802.11 network and send a
PRES, within 67ms.
The results further highlight the impact of different combinations of 802.11 chipsets
and drivers on devices that run the same operating system, e.g., the Nexus S and
Galaxy Nexus. In all measurements, the older Nexus S device outperformed the
Galaxy Nexus with regard to the association time. We explain this difference by
the fact that the Nexus S builds on a 802.11 driver and medium access functionality
that is entirely realized in chipset-specific, and therefore optimized and streamlined,
firmware. In contrast, the newer realization of 802.11 driver and MAC functionality
in the Galaxy Nexus strived for compatibility with the Linux mac80211 wireless
subsystem realized mainly in generic software that is not optimized for the respective
device.
We furthermore observe a 100% success rate of associations in SO-Fi in our exper-
iments. Please note that this success rate is equally affected in real life usage as
traditional 802.11, e.g., by mobility and obstacles. Furthermore, the measurements
only represent content discovery. Content access and transmission depend on fac-
tors independent from SO-Fi, such as the transport protocol and actual application.
Especially, we excluded Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol (DHCP) from the
measurements and the results do not include the respective durations.
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Figure 4.11 Average computation time of multiple hash operations in content tables of in-
creasing size. Hash values serve as input for WPA2 PSK computation, client puzzles and
content identifiers. Please note the logarithmic scale.
From these measurements, we mainly derive the result that SO-Fi enables discovery
of arbitrary content items, i.e., data, applications, and persons, within the commu-
nication and time overhead of a single 802.11 association. Towards legacy 802.11
networks and other wireless appliances, content discovery in SO-Fi appears as a
standard-compliant network association process and hence does not induce any con-
flicts or performance degradation. With regard to Pitka¨nen [PKO12] addressing the
differentiation between device and service discovery, SO-Fi combines device and ser-
vice discovery in a single step. This is because providers reply to both the discovery
of content and a providing device in the PRES.
Revisiting our design goals, SO-Fi establishes local 802.11 communication based on
content in a request/response mechanism. Embedded in the single-step association
process, our design avoids the overhead of wireless network associations that fail
to yield the requested content and conforms with current smartphone capabilities.
This minimal time and communication complexity especially benefits users in mobile
scenarios with time-constrained device encounters. SO-Fi thereby enables local,
pervasive user-triggered or background coverage of all devices in transmission range
at any point in time, enabling immediate communication in OppNets as well as
intermediate, time-decoupled content exchange in DTNs.
4.4.4.2 Content Encoding and Lookup
In SO-Fi, requesting devices compute the hash sequence (H1, H2, H3) to perform a
request. In turn, providers need to establish the content table T from the content
items they are willing to provide and perform a lookup in this table to find out
whether it contains a requested content item. In this section, we evaluate our design
of using consecutive hash operations to generate requests and the content table and
show the practicality and scalability of the proposed provider functionality.
Figure 4.11 shows the average time for 1000 calculations of 1, 2, and 3 hash values
for increasing numbers of content items on Android devices, a Linux netbook, and
an Intel i7 computer for comparison. The results support our design in four aspects.
First, computing a hash sequence of 3 hash values for only one input item, as required
to generate all values for a request, induces negligible time overhead on all devices.
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Figure 4.12 Average lookup time for one content item on different devices over the number
of stored items. Lookup times are below 1ms and are constant per devices, supporting the
feasibility of per-request lookups. Please note the logarithmic scale.
Figure 4.11 illustrates this in the 100 data points. Requesting devices are thus able
to generate requests instantaneously and with low computational overhead.
Second, Figure 4.11 shows the feasibility of our design from a provider perspective.
Namely, the computation of the content table can be performed gradually in the
background, so as to mitigate the increasing time requirements of encoding larger
number of items and to avoid any interference with the foreground usage of the
device. Already computed entries can then be provided while the remaining com-
putation is performed. Furthermore, for all evaluated numbers of content items,
computing the content table takes less than 100 s on all devices, underlining the
feasibility on real-world devices. In this, we assume 105 content items a reasonable
number in mobile applications and actual data items stored on mobile devices. Still,
future increases in CPU performance on mobile devices will further decrease this
overhead.
Third, we evaluate the overhead of hash operations, in addition to creating the re-
quest in our basic design, to establish H1, H2, and H3 for security functionality.
As Figure 4.11 shows, computing the initial hash value (1st hash) dominates the re-
quired computation time due to the associated initial I/O overhead. In comparison,
computing additional hash values for any number of content items induces marginal
overhead. The generation of keying material for security functionality thus seam-
lessly integrates into the computation of both single requests and content tables at
negligible cost.
Last, Figure 4.12 quantifies the time it takes to look up a single item, as necessary
when observing a request, in content tables of increasing size on different devices.
As expected, standard implementations of, e.g., hash tables, require constant lookup
times on all devices, regardless of the number of stored items. Using available content
table implementations, providing devices can thus respond to requests within the
time constraints of the 802.11 association process.
4.4.4.3 WPA2 PSK Computation
Accounting for our design goal of spontaneous content-centric network creation, de-
vices in SO-Fi compute the WPA2 PSK for a network on-demand, in contrast to
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Figure 4.13 Computation time for WPA2 PSKs using the PBKDF2 function defined in
802.11 [80212b]. The high entropy of H1 as the passphrase and H2 or H3 as the SSID
input to the function allows devices to reduce the number of iterations from 4096 to 256.
Please note the logarithmic scale.
permanent pre-configured wireless networks. Securing SO-Fi networks thus induces
a time overhead in the discovery and association process and influences the appli-
cability of SO-Fi with regard to time-constrained communication opportunities and
user-perceived usability.
In WPA2 PSK computation, the 802.11 standard [80212b] mandates the use of
the PBKDF2 function to derive pairwise shared keys from the respective network
passphrase and the network SSID as well as the length of the SSID, as further
detailed in Section 2.1.2.3. To balance the relatively low entropy of typically short,
human-readable passphrases and SSIDs, 802.11 AP implementations compute keys
over 4096 PBKDF2 iterations. In order to quantify the overhead of this computation
and impact on the overhead of on-demand network associations, we implemented this
procedure in a stand-alone Python script and performed 1000 distinct calculations.
As shown in Figure 4.13, a computation over the mandated 4096 iterations requires
around 1 s on typical mobile devices, i.e., almost the time required for the actual
SO-Fi association as evaluated in Section 4.4.4.1.
Following the argumentation in the 802.11 standard that iterative application of
the PBKDF2 function allows stretching and randomizing WPA2 PSKs, the number
of PBKDF2 iterations induces an intuitive tradeoff between the derived key secu-
rity and the invested computation time. In SO-Fi, the hash-based, high-entropy
identifiers H1 and H2 or H3, i.e., the network passphrase and SSID, respectively,
serve as hidden, random input to PBKDF2, increasing input entropy compared to
human-readable passphrases. Given the expected short lifespan of SO-Fi networks
within wireless device contacts, devices may thus choose to trade a shorter computa-
tion time for a derived key that is less secure. Illustrating this trade-off, Figure 4.13
quantifies the reduction of computation time when reducing the number of iterations
to 256. Requiring 0.1 s or less on current devices, this configuration significantly re-
duces the impact on the discovery time. Devices in SO-Fi thus can indicate the
required number of iterations in content request and response flags to define the
appropriate degree of security.
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Figure 4.14 Exponential increase of the time complexity associated with solving cryptographic
client puzzles over the puzzle difficulty. Scaling the puzzle difficulty allows adjusting the
required client resources. Please note the logarithmic scale.
4.4.4.4 Scalable DoS Protection
We strive to protect providing devices from DoS attacks by incorporating crypto-
graphic client puzzles in the request/response sequence of SO-Fi. By adjusting the
puzzle difficulty, i.e., the required length n of the solution, providers are able to
adjust the computational effort at requesting devices to their current state and the
requested content. A provider that is under attack or observes high request frequen-
cies for a specific content item can pose high difficulty puzzles, while low to medium
puzzle difficulties are otherwise sufficient.
In order to quantify appropriate puzzle difficulties, we thus evaluate the complexity
of solving cryptographic puzzles with increasing difficulty on typical current mobile
devices. For completeness, we provide results for a powerful Intel i7 desktop PC.
Figure 4.14 shows the average time overhead of solving 1000 puzzles of each difficulty.
Revisiting the evaluation results of association times in SO-Fi from Section 4.4.4.1,
we observe that puzzle computation times may exceed the basic association times
by far, depending on the chosen puzzle difficulty. For the regarded mobile devices,
a puzzle difficulty of 10 bits with an average computation time of 1 s can serve as a
reference point for feasible DoS protection that still affords reasonable interaction
times. Conversely, puzzle difficulties of more than 14 bits induce significant, proba-
bly unacceptable delays in the discovery process as devices may move apart in the
required time spans.
The Intel i7 CPU results provide an outlook towards the required adaptation of
puzzle difficulties in the face of increasing computational power of mobile devices.
In the maximum setting, our prototype implementation of SO-Fi currently supports
a puzzle difficulty of 32 bits. The exponential growth of computation time thereby
affords adjusting puzzle difficulties to increasing CPU capabilities of mobile devices.
4.4.4.5 Time Overhead of Secure Content-centric Wireless Networking
In order to secure content discovery in SO-Fi against replay attacks, eavesdrop-
ping, and denial-of-service attacks, we proposed generating WPA2 PSKs and cryp-
tographic client puzzles from content identifiers and user keys. While generating
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Figure 4.15 Cumulative timings at the requesting device in secure content discovery with
regard to the applied security mechanisms for Nexus S (NS), Galaxy Nexus (GN) and Lenovo
Ideapad (IP) Android and Linux devices, respectively.
the required keying material from the sequence of hash values is negligible, calcu-
lating the actual WPA2 PSK and the solution to a client puzzle requires significant
computation and time in the discovery process. Also, the challenge-response mech-
anism of client puzzles extends the request/response mechanism in SO-Fi by an
additional protocol step to exchange the puzzle and the solution, respectively. In
this section, we thus evaluate the detailed timings of secure content discovery in
SO-Fi and analyze the results for real-world applicability of secure content-centric
wireless networking based on wireless mobility traces. Please note that we do not
dedicatedly evaluate user authentication because the protocol steps are identical to
the evaluated mechanisms and the computational overhead of the XOR function is
negligible.
Figure 4.15 shows the cumulative average timing of 100 SO-Fi associations for differ-
ent requesting devices, namely the Nexus S (NS), Galaxy Nexus (GN) and Lenovo
Ideapad (IP), with regard to the applied security mechanisms and their configu-
rations. For a better illustration of the overhead, we measure the duration of the
respective protocol steps, as observed at the requesting device. From our crypto-
graphic puzzle evaluation in Section 4.4.4.4, we set the puzzle difficulty to 10 bits and
evaluate the calculation of WPA2 PSKs over both 256 and 4096 PBKDF2 iterations.
In this evaluation, the time overhead for cryptographic puzzles on Android devices
varies from the previously presented stand-alone results in Section 4.4.4.4. This
artifact is due to performance differences in the stand-alone Python implementation
we used for reproducibility and portability in our previous evaluation and the Java-
based Android implementation used in our real-life prototype.
Notably, the timings for protocol steps that depend on device-specific 802.11 per-
formance and scanning behavior, i.e., the initial “Discovery” step (cf. Figure 4.9,
steps 2-4) and the “Connect” step11 (Figure 4.7-4.9, authentication and association),
slightly varies between the requesting devices. In our implementation, we adhere to
the standard Android and Linux API interfaces and tools, especially wpa supplicant,
to provide an indication of the practical performance of SO-Fi. While outside of the
scope of this evaluation, this performance can be improved, especially by optimizing
the wireless scanning behavior of the respective OS and driver.
11Includes the time required for WPA2 PSK calculation at the provider.
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With regard to the computational overhead of the security mechanisms, Figure 4.15
shows that the proposed security mechanisms allow adjustment of the security over-
head depending on the requested content and the state of the providing device.
Although we only provide measurement results for 10 bit puzzle difficulty as well
as 256 and 4096 PBKDF2, SO-Fi supports all intermediate settings. We envision
providing devices to indicate the security mechanisms and their respective settings
to requesting devices within the discovery process. Specifically, flags within the
SSID field of the used 802.11 frames or IEs are appropriate means of transporting
this information. With regard to the computational power of upcoming devices,
the difficulty of cryptographic puzzles lends itself to be the main scaling parameter
in SO-Fi, as 4096 PBKDF2 iterations only cause a time overhead of 1 s on current
devices. Increasing the number of rounds thereby does not offer apparent benefits.
Finally, Figure 4.15 shows the discovery time for different provider-side settings and
applications that may be applied in the appropriate situations. In attack-free situa-
tions without the need for DoS protection and with 256 PBKDF2 iterations, secure
content discovery takes less than 2.5 s. Increasing the number of PBKDF2 iterations,
as mandated in the 802.11 standard, results in durations of less than 4.5 s. A possible
application for these settings is the exchange of public, resource-friendly, or insensi-
tive content, e.g., in touristic settings, that is freely available. Last, content-centric
networking only requires up to 8 s when cryptographic client puzzles are applied
on top of exhaustive WPA2 PSK derivation, of example in the case of providing
devices under attack or sensitive requested content. Examples for such protected
content discovery and provision are resource-heavy content and content provision by
resource-constrained devices. In both cases, expending the resources of providing an
802.11 network may already block the devices for other functionality and content
exchanges, requiring an evidently worthwhile interaction. Last, augmenting discov-
ery by authentication allows further restricting content access to trusted devices and
users.
As the final result with regard to real-world application, the measured times support
practical content discovery of SO-Fi within encounter durations in realistic mobile
outdoor scenarios as evaluated, for example, by Pitka¨nen [PKO12]. To regard a
challenged network scenario, we choose a setting of a radio range of (only) 30m and
a discovery time of 8 s in SO-Fi, i.e., including 4096 PBKDF2 iterations and a 10 bit
puzzle difficulty. Still, with these parameters, the vast majority of contacts in both
the trace-driven KAIST and the synthetic HCS evaluation allows for content discov-
ery and subsequent content access, regardless of the applied scan interval. When
assuming a discovery process without DoS protection and with only 256 PBKDF2
iterations, i.e., a discovery time of less than 2.5 s, virtually all contacts are usable.
SO-Fi thus realizes content discovery with viable time and computation requirements
in urban scenarios.
4.4.5 Pervasive Applications using SO-Fi
In its design, SO-Fi enables pervasive content-centric networking for mobile applica-
tions. We make the source code available [SOF], enabling developers to realize the
vision of ubiquitous computing as rising from content directly accessible by the user.
Applications thereby specify content to SO-Fi, either in provision or requests, along
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with the respective characteristics, e.g., discovery frequency or required credentials,
while SO-Fi performs content provision, discovery, and access. In the following,
we touch upon aspects of realizing applications using SO-Fi, along the motivating
example from Section 4.4.1 regarding the InSight [WBCN13] application.
Revisiting the example, InSight [WBCN13], proposes to visually identify i) per-
sons with similar interests and ii) personal friends within a group of people using
visual fingerprints. Along the identification process, actual payload information is
displayed way of annotations, expressing the intents, interests, or applications of
the respective users. This way, visual identification coupled with annotations allows
persons to find other persons of common interests, e.g., to share a cab at the airport,
as well as known persons in groups. As a fundamental requirement, visual finger-
prints need to be exchange between the originating and the consuming device, i.e.,
between the person that is to be recognized and the person that performs recogni-
tion. While the original paper [WBCN13] does not address this issue, SO-Fi offers
a prime communication mechanism to exchange content, i.e., visual fingerprints, lo-
cally and incorporating the application semantics. In this, participating devices can
associate their visual fingerprints with content identifiers in SO-Fi, independently
from currently present requests, to make them discoverable for other InSight users.
Requesting and provision of content then may occur directly or may be associated
to contextual information of the user. Furthermore, SO-Fi supports interactive as
well as autonomous content-centric networking.
The most immediate way of exploring the available content is to directly submit
a request based on specific user input. With regard to InSight, a user would thus
manually discover InSight instances, i.e., users that participate in the application
and make is discoverable via SO-Fi. This may occur via a designated user interface
that allows entering the request or within the respective application. The interface
or application then passes the respective content identifier to SO-Fi to perform
discovery. Upon successful discovery, SO-Fi or the interface can launch a specific
application or can directly notify the requesting application.
Also, users and applications can assign requests for continuous, autonomous dis-
covery and be notified upon successful detection of providers. To control this pro-
cess, use-case-specific discovery frequencies, i.e., the interval in which SO-Fi should
broadcast a request, can be specified, depending on the requested content, current
scenario, and mobility. This list of content requests and associated discovery fre-
quencies is then executed in the background without user intervention. For example,
a user might instruct SO-Fi to continuously try to discover other InSight instances
in the background and to alert him upon a successful discovery, so that the user
might then take out his smartphone for visual recognition and annotation.
Extending this notion, the discovery of content may be associated with and triggered
by specific context and location information. For example, SO-Fi might only query
for InSight instances if no user mobility is detected by the smartphone, following the
intuition that visual recognition through the smartphone camera is difficult when
moving. Similar, specific discovery might be tied to a location, such as the airport
in the original InSight example or a convention or party when discovering mobile
social networking content.
Finally, in all the aforementioned scenarios, applications can specify appropriate
security settings for sensitive content as well as save computational resources in the
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case of public content. SO-Fi simply executes the specified combination of security
mechanisms from a diverse set at run-time, on a per-request basis and as triggered
by the scenario.
4.4.6 Summary and Future Work
We realized the design goals of this section in SO-Fi, pervasive content-centric wire-
less networking with use-case-specific security for intuitive discovery and connection
establishment based on content. SO-Fi mitigates the constraints of pre-established
networks to achieve a comprehensive discovery scope and provide content in dedi-
cated 802.11 networks only on-demand, making content-centric networking efficient.
Our design seamlessly integrates adjustable security mechanisms to achieve practical
802.11 network security, content and traffic confidentiality, and DoS robustness. Our
evaluation of SO-Fi shows its feasibility and limited overhead. We make the source
code accessible [SOF] for developers to exploit SO-Fi in novel applications.
Future work in structuring and optimizing content requests will analyze the inte-
gration of similarity preserving hashes [IMRV97] as encoding functions to fine-tune
requests based on domain knowledge. With regard to security credentials, attribute-
based encryption [BSW07] moves away from single specified keys per user and in-
stead provides an access control mechanism based on a priori established (group)
attributes for content items.
4.5 Conclusion
Based on the observation that the instantiation of wireless network infrastructures
induces a significant time and communication overhead in time-constrained mobile
scenarios, we proposed content- and interest-centric wireless networking in ICON
and SO-Fi. In both approaches, we refrain from maintaining permanent, pre-defined
802.11 networks and instead enable the creation of worthwhile network infrastruc-
tures exclusively based on the proven availability and demand for content and ap-
plications.
ICON thereby makes use of a cloud-based service to efficiently manage and match
this availability against the demand with regard to the location, and thus local
wireless availability, of mobile users. From this centralized design follows the ability
to assign network security credentials to the participating devices, enabling WPA2
security in the resulting 802.11 networks without the need for complicated mobile key
distribution schemes between unknown devices. Our evaluation shows the feasibility
of our design within significant communication ranges and viable time overheads.
In contrast, SO-Fi requires no infrastructure assistance but performs content dis-
covery as well as pairing of the participating devices in a dedicated 802.11 network
fully autonomously. Our design seamlessly integrates into the 802.11 association
mechanism, thereby promising real-world applicability on a wide diversity of smart-
phone devices. We incorporate user-defined security credentials into this mechanism
to enable 802.11 network security, content confidentiality, and DoS protection for
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provider devices. In our evaluation, we highlight the applicability of SO-Fi on cur-
rent mobile devices as well the adjustable time complexity of the proposed design
with regard to the applied security mechanisms and their configuration.
In this chapter, we addressed the research question of incorporating application
semantics into the instantiation of wireless D2D networking. We answer this ques-
tion by emphasizing communication based on the intents, content demands, and
application interests of users over communication that centers around the notion
of networks, i.e., a virtual binding between wireless devices that approximates a
wired connection. In this departure from network-centric designs, we already strive
for ubiquitous communication, that is free from the restrictions of wireless net-
works. Still, our designs rely on establishing networks between devices as a means
for communication and thus fail to enable unrestricted wireless communication that
is defined only by the transmission range of devices. We address this challenge in
the next chapter. Specifically, we extend the notion of content-centric networking
in a design that elevates the scope of wireless D2D communication from “only the
devices associated to the same network” to “every device in communication range”,
independent from networks or the locations they cover.
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5
Association- and Overhead-less
Mobile Wireless Networking
In this chapter, we propose a design that addresses the scope of wireless device-to-
device (D2D) communication. Specifically, we envision the realization of a ubiquitous
communication scenario, in which users can communicate with everyone, everywhere,
and at all times, independently from the availability and coordination of 802.11 net-
works of any kind. As a mechanism that realizes this vision, we introduce Con-
current Association-less Wi-Fi (CA-Fi) [WZCW14,Zim13], enabling mobile wireless
networking outside of the context of 802.11 network associations. Accounting for the
unrestricted, but also uncoordinated and unmanaged, communication scenario, we
propose efficient application-centric addressing, expanding the notion of centering
communication around content instead of hosts detailed in the previous chapter.
Building on CA-Fi as a mechanism for unrestricted 802.11 networking, and an equiv-
alent mechanism for 802.15.4 Wireless Personal Area Networks (WPANs), we then
make ubiquitous communication accessible to applications in a application overlay
over the local wireless context around devices [WRZ+14,R1¨3]. Discovering, address-
ing, and visualizing content and applications in the vicinity, we thereby strive to open
up the wealth of encountered communication, interaction, and content exchange op-
portunities to users and applications that leverage the increased immediateness and
communication scope.
5.1 Motivation
Objects that store and communicate information as well as facilitate interaction,
such as smartphones, laptops, tablets, and displays, are becoming ubiquitous in
daily life. In private homes, public and private means of transportation, public and
commercial places, the workplace, universities, schools, and places of leisure, such as
restaurants, bars, and cinemas, they provide an interface to the Internet or custom
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outlets of information and functionality. Research addressing the question of how to
ubiquitously discover, leverage, and interact with the number and diversity of such
objects then ranges from communication and networking [Gib12] over ubiquitous
and pervasive computing [Pos11] to human-computer interaction [RSP11].
Increasingly, the resulting landscape of communication and interaction objects is en-
riched, following the notion of an Internet of Things (IoT), by smart objects or smart
things. In contrast to previous instances of communication and interaction objects
that were of personal nature, e.g., smartphones, or served dedicated purposes, e.g.,
pervasive displays, smart objects induce communication, computing, and interac-
tion capabilities into otherwise unconnected, incommunicable, and isolated objects
or their functionality. Examples for smart objects are sports equipment [Inc], light
bulbs [Phi,Lab], coffee cups [BGS01], and kitchen environments [BSR+08]. Because
of the integration into every-day objects and scenarios, the expected number of such
objects significantly exceeds the number of personal or dedicated communication or
interaction objects, with prognoses estimating 50 billion or more smart objects by
the year 2020 [Cis11,Eri11].
From these two trends, a fabric of communication and interaction objects and op-
portunities around mobile users emerges that encompasses users in all phases of
their daily lives1. Because of user mobility and the overhead, costs, infeasibility, and
impracticality of wired access, communication in this fabric between users and ob-
jects inherently needs to be wireless. We then envision, as the underlying motivation
for our works, ubiquitous wireless communication and interaction, i.e., with every
object, at all times, wherever a user goes, to occur spontaneously, instantly, and
unrestrictedly between mobile users and the desired objects, exclusively determined
by the context and location of the user. Specifically, in the scope of this thesis, the
context of a mobile user is made up from her executed applications and the intent
for communication and content exchange arising from them2. In this, the diver-
sity of applications and their respective usage emphasizes different characteristics
in communication and interaction, requiring support for these diverse character-
istics by the underlying communication mechanism. For example, contact-driven
applications [POL+09,OHL+11] focus on leveraging all available communication op-
portunities, emphasizing an instant and lightweight communication mechanism. In
contrast, once a contact is established, exchanging actual application content bene-
fits from high-bandwidth, reliable transmissions.
This vision of ubiquitous communication and interaction within the fabric of wireless
objects, while adhering to the heterogeneous requirements of applications, provides
the motivation for the designs in this chapter. In the following, we analyze the
problem space of realizing this vision within the current state of the art in wireless
communication and, from this analysis, outline our design goals. We address these
goals in an unrestricted communication design for 802.11 in Concurrent Association-
less Wi-Fi (CA-Fi) [Zim13,WZCW14] and consequently build on this communication
1We use the terms “object” and “wireless device” synonymously in the remainder of this chapter to
indicate a wireless communicating entity of either personal (mobile device) or dedicated (object) nature.
2Approaches exist that strive to register and interpret the emotional context of users to model and
adapt the behavior of computer systems in general [Pic03] and in communication research [BGMC13].
While personal wireless devices, such as smartphones or wearable computers, may provide insight into
this context and, consequently, a means to incorporate emotional contexts into mobile D2D networking,
this thesis only focuses on the context of mobile users with regard to communication and interaction.
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mechanism in a wireless application overlay [R1¨3,WRZ+14] that makes the number
and diversity of objects in the fabric accessible to users and applications.
5.2 Problem Analysis
In this section, we detail the reasons why the vision of ubiquitous communication
and interaction is not yet a reality. We furthermore highlight the requirements for
realizing such communication and interaction with regard to each reason, motivating
our design goals in the next section.
5.2.1 Ubiquitous Wireless Communication
We envision ubiquitous wireless communication to arise solely from the colocation
of mobile users as well as their respective, matching intents. In contrast, 802.11,
the prevalent standard for wireless communication available to all users, enables
and manages communication around the notion of networks, i.e., virtual bindings
between devices that emulate the one-hop topology of wired networks. In detail,
802.11 restricts the communication scope to devices associated to a common
ad-hoc mode (AM) or infrastructure mode (IM) network. In order to establish this
network-centric communication scope, devices in the network discard all data frames
that do not match the Basic Service Set Identifier (BSSID) network identifier of their
current association, i.e., the BSSID of the Access Point (AP) or a random value in
AM networks. Devices may associate to multiple networks [CBB04] to mitigate this
restriction and may overload 802.11 management frames [CPRW07] to enable com-
munication with unassociated devices. Still, this restricts ubiquitous communication
to the respective association(s) and limited space available in management frames.
Conversely, accepting all overheard wireless traffic in 802.11 monitor or promiscuous
mode incurs significant computation and energy overhead.
In addition, communication is furthermore hampered by the time overhead of
creating an 802.11 network or associating to an existing one. We found that this
overhead, including scanning for networks, exceeds 13% of the durations of encoun-
ters in mobility traces with one-second granularity [MGPR08]. This overhead then
prevents a timely discovery of objects and subsequent communication.
Last, 802.11 incurs amaintenance overhead at both AP and ad-hoc mode devices
that send beacons as well as at Station (STA) devices that monitor their association
status. Due to these resource demands, permanently operating a global, pre-defined
IM or AM network that provides the envisioned ubiquitous communication scope, is
infeasible for mobile devices. Virtualization of additional wireless interfaces [CBB04]
to connect to multiple networks only aggravates the resource consumption associated
with the respective 802.11 functionality.
5.2.2 Coordination Feasibility and Overhead
Given the proliferation of mobile and stationary wireless devices as well as the ex-
pected number of smart objects, ubiquitous communication needs to support com-
munication between a wide diversity and large number of unknown devices. In
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addition, different entities deploy, in the case of smart objects, and operate, in the
case of personal and dedicated devices, the respective devices. The resulting possible
number of different interaction scenarios between devices motivates the question of
how this interaction can be managed or coordinated.
Specifically, in Wireless Local Area Network (WLAN) and Wireless Personal Area
Network (WPAN) designs, this coordination and management begins with the dis-
covery of communication peers using a pre-defined network identifier, e.g., the Ser-
vice Set Identifier (SSID) in 802.11 networks and the Personal Area Network (PAN)
identifier in 802.15.4 and Bluetooth. We argue that management, distribution, and
resolution of these identifiers is infeasible, or at best impractical, due to the envi-
sioned number of mobile devices and the limited timeframes of mobile device contacts
and application interaction for the following reasons: i) managing the sheer number
of devices requires an Internet-scale service, placing the task in commercially moti-
vated hands, ii) disclosing the location, ownership, functionality, and characteristics
of mobile as well as stationary wireless objects entails a monitoring and privacy risk,
and iii) conveying the required look-up information on time requires a continuous
Internet connection, e.g., via mobile data plans, which cannot be guaranteed in all
mobile scenarios. Because of this, discovering and identifying the surrounding com-
munication and interaction objects and opportunities is difficult for mobile users.
5.2.3 Addressing
Similar to the previous point, addressing is a challenge in spontaneous and dynamic
mobile scenarios in which communication may occur between unknown devices and
without a mechanism that resolves observed identifiers. Approaches such as Domain
Name System (DNS) and Address Resolution Protocol (ARP) require a clear hierar-
chy and a global or local resolution entity which, in uncoordinated scenarios, cannot
be assumed and would be as difficult to assign and manage as the aforementioned
network identifiers. In addition, traditional layer 2 MAC addresses and layer 3
Internet Protocol (IP) addresses convey no semantics outside of a network and are
meaningless without a routing infrastructure, respectively.
Within an unmanaged and in principle unbounded mobile scenario, such a routing
infrastructure is difficult do maintain, as argued in Section 5.2.1. Furthermore,
current communication and interaction approaches, as well as their realization in
mobile devices typically rely on IP addressing.
5.2.4 Concurrent Application Support and Representation
A multitude of mobile applications arises from a ubiquitous communication scope.
For example, mobile gaming approaches may build on unrestricted direct inter-
action with objects and personal devices to enable location-based gaming [Nia],
real-time sensing can capture and share user contexts [MPL+11], and mobile real-
ity augmentation may superimpose information onto the surrounding objects and
buildings [NOKa,NOKb]. Per design, such applications continuously observe and
leverage the communication scope. Executing a number of applications concur-
rently then requires a uniform and generic representation of their interests and
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interaction patterns. Currently, however, typical approaches assume a dedicated
network and routing infrastructure per approach, e.g., to enable mobile social net-
working [POL+09,TVSP13] or location-based content sharing [OHL+11], negating
the required support for concurrency.
5.3 Design Goals
Building on the problems identified in the previous sections, we discuss our require-
ments and design goals of enabling ubiquitous communication and interaction. Our
designs in Sections 5.4 and 5.5 then address these goals.
Enable Unrestricted Wireless Communication
Incorporating the diverse characteristics and requirements of mobile applica-
tions, ubiquitous wireless communication needs to comprise both unrestricted,
instant communication as well as high-bandwidth, reliable data exchange.
802.11 natively supports the latter requirement in its network-centric design,
establishing a stable, virtual binding within each association to an 802.11 net-
work infrastructure. However, the time, coordination, and maintenance over-
head of 802.11 networking prohibits instant and unrestricted communication.
Realizing this requirement thus calls for an additional, overhead-free communi-
cation mechanism that operates independently from 802.11 network infrastruc-
tures and concurrently supports and preserves the benefits of network-based
communication.
Minimize Coordination Overhead
The aforementioned overhead in 802.11 networking as well as global manage-
ment of object information cannot be afforded in mobile communication sce-
narios in which the set of reachable objects permanently changes. A suitable
mechanism for ubiquitous, mobile communication thus needs to be indepen-
dent from the overhead of prior coordination of 802.11 network parameters and
object identifiers. As an example for the inapplicability of pre-defined param-
eters, 802.11 network SSIDs are volatile, cannot express the relevant semantics
such as content or applications, and require the device to continuously operate
as an 802.11 AP in order to broadcast them.
Application-centric Addressing
In mobile scenarios, layer 3 IP addresses lose the meaning they have in man-
aged network infrastructures. Similar, while layer 2 MAC addresses still serve
as a unique device identifier, they cannot be associated with higher-layer ad-
dresses, such as IP addresses in local networks, and thus cannot convey any
semantics. Indeed, we argue that in ubiquitous communication, the specific
device, i.e., who, communication occurs with is less relevant than what com-
munication achieves, i.e., the expressed or conveyed content and applications.
This extends our argumentation from Chapter 4. Revisiting our design goal
of establishing network-independent wireless communication concurrently to
preserving network-based communication then requires an application-centric
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addressing scheme that co-exists with host-centric addressing in network infras-
tructures. In addition, semantics discovered through addressing in association-
less communication should convey the application-centric information neces-
sary to originate further association-less or -based communication on.
Concurrent Application Support
Current applications assume an existing network infrastructure and communi-
cation channel. Introducing an additional ubiquitous communication channel
then requires a means of making the resulting unrestricted communication
scope accessible to applications and users. While the former aspect can be
handled internally in the system, the latter aspect entails intuitive representa-
tion of both the communication scope and discovered objects. The main goal
in this representation then becomes the provision of a platform from which
specific applications can launch, based on the application-centric addressing
scheme and leveraging the communication scope made accessible in our de-
sign.
In the following section, we first propose an association- and overhead-free commu-
nication mechanism that realized the envisioned ubiquitous communication scope
concurrently to standard-compliant 802.11 networking. Incorporating this mecha-
nism, we then propose a representation, addressing, and visualization framework
that makes ubiquitous communication accessible to applications and the user.
5.4 Concurrent Association-less Wi-Fi (CA-Fi)
In this section, we propose Concurrent Association-less Wi-Fi (CA-Fi), a mecha-
nism to realize ubiquitous wireless communication in the 802.11 frequency band
in addition and concurrently to standard-compliant 802.11 networking. Especially,
we design CA-Fi to support the large number of contact-based communication ap-
proaches [HCY08,OHL+11,POL+09,HYK+10,TVSP13,SLAZ12b,RLLPG12], among
many more, that emphasize instant and localized, low-bandwidth communication.
We first detail approaches that are related to CA-Fi in terms of association-less com-
munication and discovery, opportunistic communication support, and application-
centric discovery (Section 5.4.1). Our design then realizes wireless communica-
tion outside of 802.11 associations and without any prior coordination of SSIDs,
802.11 channel assignments, etc. (Section 5.4.2). In order to show the viabil-
ity of CA-Fi, we evaluate the performance characteristics and energy efficiency
of our design and show the utility of association-less wireless networking along a
prototypical implementation and evaluation of three contact-based mobile applica-
tions [HCY08,POL+09,OHL+11] (Section 5.4.3). Finally, we highlight future work
that we envision as extensions to our design (Section 5.4.4).
5.4.1 Related Work
To the best of our knowledge, we propose the first mechanism that enables general
wireless communication outside of network infrastructures. Enabling side-channel
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communication between APs and unassociated clients, Beacon Stuffing [CPRW07]
overloads 802.11 Beacon frames to broadcast application information. By transport-
ing application or content payload in the SSID, BSSID, or Information Element (IE)
fields of 802.11 Beacon frames, Beacon Stuffing can communicate up to 32Bytes,
6Bytes, or 253Bytes, respectively. The approach requires devices to operate in
AP mode and only covers a single hop. Although we share the observation that
communication can happen without 802.11 associations, CA-Fi envisions ubiquitous
bi-directional communication and addressing between arbitrary devices.
WiFi-Opp [TDSL11] addresses the rigid design and maintenance overhead of 802.11
networks by duty cycling both active phases and AP/client roles of devices, using the
Wi-Fi (Wi-Fi) tethering capability of modern devices to establish mobile networks.
However, the overhead of network discovery and association as well as the restric-
tion of communication to a single network remain. In contrast, CA-Fi strives for
a ubiquitous communication channel without association overhead and surpassing
the scope of restricted 802.11 networks to enable truly spontaneous communication
within transmission range.
MultiNet [CBB04] and related approaches [SGB+11b] mitigate the restriction of
a single network association through virtualization of Basic Service Set (BSS) or
Independent Basic Service Set (IBSS) wireless network interfaces. However, each
association restricts the communication scope to the respective network and induces
maintenance overhead. Most importantly, each network requires the exchange of
pre-defined identifier for discovery and identification.
Among others, eDiscovery [HS12] proposes adaptive device discovery as a first step to
ubiquitous communication in mobile contexts. In contrast to application-centric ad-
dressing in CA-Fi frames, the proposed discovery approaches do not incorporate any
semantics but only focus on device-level discovery. Similar, E-Smalltalker [YZD+10],
among others, pro-actively broadcasts application information to enable application-
specific peer discovery. In contrast to our approach, such approaches do not establish
a viable and general bi-directional communication channel.
5.4.2 Concurrent Association-less Wi-Fi
This section introduces our design for a ubiquitous communication mechanism that
satisfies our design goals. We first sketch the general idea and communication sce-
nario we envision (Section 5.4.2.1) and then describe the detailed aspects of our
design. CA-Fi augments 802.11 with a concurrent, association-less side channel
that enables ubiquitous discovery, communication, and multi-hop forwarding (Sec-
tion 5.4.2.2) In this, we use Bloom filters to support application-centric addressing
and message aggregation within the execution of multiple applications simultane-
ously (Section 5.4.2.3). In order to support (legacy) applications in leveraging the
resulting communication scope, CA-Fi provides a generic subscription interface and
represents application preferences through spatial and temporal message parameter-
ization (Section 5.4.2.4). We design CA-Fi to incorporate duty cycling for energy
efficiency (Section 5.4.2.5) and to instantiate spontaneous, worthwhile 802.11 net-
works that satisfy the bandwidth requirements of applications from association-less
communication (Section 5.4.2.6).
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Figure 5.1 Concurrent to 802.11 networking (N(i)), CA-Fi enables ubiquitous mobile net-
working and network negotiation for mobile clients (C(i)) through message aggregation and
parameterization in association-less broadcast frames.
5.4.2.1 General Idea
The general idea for the design of CA-Fi stems from the observation that 802.11
partitions devices into two separated modes of operation, namely associated and
unassociated. That is, devices are able to communicate wirelessly if they are asso-
ciated to an 802.11 BSS or IBSS network and are otherwise restricted to observing
802.11 management frames, e.g., Beacons. The range limitation of 802.11 networks
thereby restricts the mobility of devices that wish to communicate. CA-Fi thus
strives to alleviate this distinction, enabling communication for devices that are not
associated to a network, while preserving compatibility to 802.11 and concurrent
network associations. In order to realize this, CA-Fi makes use of the inherent
broadcast character of the wireless medium, enabling devices to send and receive
802.11 frames that lack the virtual binding of network associations.
Figure 5.1 illustrates the resulting network and communication scenario as experi-
enced by a mobile, unassociated 802.11 device C1. First, C1 may communicate with
one or more devices (C2) that are currently associated to an arbitrary 802.11 net-
work (left figure). Extending this notion, communication can simultaneously occur
between C1 and one or more associated devices (C5) as well as one or more unas-
sociated devices (C4) (middle figure). Last, C1 may currently be associated to an
802.11 network and communicate with devices in this network (C6) and make use
of CA-Fi to communicate with devices that are associated to other networks (C8)
or are unassociated (C7). Especially, we envision CA-Fi to serve as a direct and
ubiquitous mechanism for spontaneous network negotiation and creation between
devices to support high-bandwidth content networking, e.g., between C1 and C6. In
the following, we detail the main components of this design.
5.4.2.2 Concurrent Association-less Wireless Networking
CA-Fi mitigates the drawbacks of 802.11 in ubiquitous networking while preserv-
ing 802.11 association-based networking and performance. To this end, we design
association-less wireless networking as broadcast-based communication instantiated
and observed spontaneously by devices in communication range, as shown in Fig-
ure 5.1.
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Sending
CA-Fi tightly integrates this mechanism into 802.11 by broadcasting customized,
reserved 802.11 frames that do not carry any network identifier, i.e., a network BSSID
or SSID. Striving for a maximum penetration and propagation, CA-Fi sends frames
at the respective 802.11 base rate of 1Mbps or 2Mbps, increasing the communication
scope in comparison to frames sent at high data rates. We refrain from reusing
defined frames, such as Beacon frames or Probe Requests, because it misuses the
original function, possibly triggers reactions at receiving device, and clutters the
wireless environment as observed by legacy devices [CPRW07]. Using standardized,
reserved 802.11 frame types instead of defining entirely custom frame structures
furthermore enables all 802.11-capable devices to recognize and receive CA-Fi frames
without firmware modifications. CA-Fi does not depend on a hierarchical protocol
structure, as in the ISO/OSI stack, that results on a stacking of the respective
protocol headers. Instead, apart from a standard 16Byte 802.11 header, CA-Fi is
able to exploit the entire Maximum Transmission Unit (MTU) of 802.11 frames for
addressing and payload. The MTU of 802.11 frames lies between 2338Bytes and
7981Bytes [80212b]. However, typical systems restrict the actual MTU to 1500Bytes
to maintain compatibility with Ethernet, i.e., 802.3 [80208], which specifies this value
for the MTU. For compatibility reasons, we adopt this configuration. We detail the
frame structure for addressing and payload in the following section.
CA-Fi implements this ubiquitous side channel concurrently to 802.11 association-
based networking to support simultaneous applications that require purpose-driven
data-intensive communication. Devices inject CA-Fi frames outside of the context
of network timings or associations, i.e., whether the device is associated or not, using
a parallel transmit queue. We make use of a separate transmit queue in the Linux
networking subsystem for this purpose. The presence of frames in this queue triggers
their transmission in-between 802.11 transmissions or on-demand if no 802.11 trans-
missions exist. While association-less frames thus merge with incumbent network
traffic, the inherent 802.11 queue management mechanisms remain untouched.
Receiving
Association-less wireless networking lacks the coordination entity of 802.11 networks,
i.e., the AP or the first device in an IBSS, that configures the relevant networking
parameters. Devices in CA-Fi thus do not filter frames that lack these parameters.
However, to receive wireless transmissions, the sending and receiving devices need to
transmit on and listen to a common radio frequency, i.e., an 802.11 channel. In fully
spontaneous, uncoordinated, and ubiquitous communication, no such channel con-
figuration and coordination between senders and potential receivers can exist. This
is because, while unassociated devices may per default listen to a specific channel,
associated devices need to be tuned to the respective channel of their network.
Hence, unassociated devices in CA-Fi listen to a pre-configured 802.11 channel and
associated devices stay tuned to the respective channel of their 802.11 association.
We then enable ubiquitous communication, even with devices associated to networks
on different channels, by exploiting wireless overhearing. In this, we observe a high
probability of overhearing wireless frame transmissions on channels adjacent to the
currently selected channel [KHKE07]. For example, the authors of [KHKE07] report
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Figure 5.2 Application-centric addressing in CA-Fi: Bloom filters (a) allow aggregation of both
address identifiers and the associated messages (chunks) (c) in 802.11 frames (b). Chunks
serve as a wrapper for application messages and parameters: ID, Time-to-live (TTL), and
number of Retransmissions (RTxs).
an 87% probability of correctly receiving beacons transmitted on channel 8 when
the device is tuned to channel 9. To receive frames in CA-Fi, devices thus listen
on their association channel or the pre-configured channel for unassociated devices.
In order to facilitate overhearing, devices then send CA-Fi frames by broadcasting
them on a non-overlapping subset of the 802.11 channels, allowing receiving devices
tuned to any 802.11 channel to receive the transmission through wireless overhearing.
We derive the set of channels from the currently selected channel of the 802.11
network, if the device is associated, to minimize the overhead of switching through
channels. For example, a device associated to a network on channel 2 would send
a frame on channels 2, 5, 8, and 11. On each channel, standard 802.11 CSMA-CA
is performed before a transmission to avoid interference with existing transmissions.
When sending CA-Fi frames, associated devices are unavailable in the network when
switching channels. Thus, devices indicate their unavailability to the network, i.e.,
the AP or the IBSS, via a switch to 802.11 Power Save Mode (PSM). Devices in the
network that queue frames addressed to this device will then buffer frames for this
device to prevent message loss.
Leveraging the resulting communication scope, CA-Fi enables i) maintenance-free
spontaneous communication that ii) devices in range opportunistically receive by
iii) exploiting the inherent locality and overhearing character of wireless broadcasts
to leverage location and device contexts. CA-Fi thereby provides a channel for low-
volume communication that meets our design goals of unrestricted wireless commu-
nication with minimal coordination overhead. We envision applications to discover
and interact within contexts via low-volume CA-Fi messages and, if necessary, use
them to negotiate high-bandwidth 802.11 networks. We address our design goals of
application-centric addressing and concurrent application support in the next sec-
tion.
5.4.2.3 Application-centric Addressing
Departing from network-based communication, layer 3 and layer 2 addressing mech-
anisms, using IP and MAC addresses, respectively, are no longer viable as no config-
uration or lookup mechanisms, e.g., Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol (DHCP),
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ARP, or DNS, are applicable. Similar, multicast approaches on layer 2 or 3 fail
without a common network association.
Because of this, CA-Fi envisions flexible application-centric addressing. Similar
to our argumentation in Chapter 4, application-centric addressing should build on
identifiers of and within applications to semantically address messages to interested
devices, instead of host identifiers that can not convey any semantics. Given the
multitude and diversity of mobile applications and their respective identifiers, we
thus propose to reuse already existing identifiers in addressing. For example, mobile
social networking applications [POL+09,TVSP13] may address messages to user or
group names while location-based communication [OHL+11] may address messages
to a combination of the target location and the identifier of the specific application.
The resulting addressing scheme then facilitates devices to
i) subscribe to and filter application messages by checking for the respective iden-
tifier,
ii) store and forward (selected) application messages, and
iii) address messages to user, group, or application identifiers to discover partici-
pants or disseminate data.
We assume that the respective application identifiers are exchanged out-of-band
or within the respective application. However, users may poll for applications and
users in the vicinity using a wildcard identifier, analogous to wildcard SSIDs in Probe
Requests (PREQs), and may announce themselves when receiving frames carrying
an application identifier of interest.
Addressing Scheme
To enable this flexibility in addressing, CA-Fi builds on Bloom filters [BMM02] as
address fields in frames. A Bloom filter is a bit array of size m used in conjunction
with a set of k independent hash functions h1, ..., hk. For arbitrary input elements,
each hash function then maps the input element to one bit position in the filter, i.e.,
between 1 and m. The filter contains an element e if the k bit positions derived from
h1(e), ..., hk(e), are set to 1. Using Bloom filters, we obtain a flexible and efficient
addressing scheme, capable of reducing the overhead by enabling aggregation.
Flexibility
Bloom filters abstract from the variety of the identifiers used as input, enabling
applications to make use of their given identifiers in addressing. In abstracting
from input identifiers, CA-Fi is able to compress and combine application-
specific identifiers in a uniform, space-efficient address field in 802.11 frames.
Furthermore, devices may pre-compute the Bloom filter elements of relevant
own or application identifiers, in order to compare them with the identifiers
in received messages. Bloom filters thus allow incorporating the diversity of
mobile applications in a uniform addressing mechanism, in contrast to single-
purpose layer 3 or layer 2 (multicast) addresses.
Efficiency
Similar to layer 3 and layer 2 addressing, Bloom filters allow the definition of
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fixed-length address fields. This allows the implementation of efficient lower-
layer filters for received frames, analogous to (additive) bit mask comparisons
of the BSSID field in 802.11 frames or efficient Berkeley packet filters when
capturing frames. The process of adding single identifiers to an existing filter
is very efficient by way of using hash functions to generate the respective
bit positions and bitwise OR operations to actually insert identifiers into the
filter. Similarly, checking whether a filter contains an identifier only requires
the comparison of the identifier and the respective bit positions in the filter.
Thus, devices can efficiently check whether they want to receive or discard
frames based on their Bloom filters.
Aggregation
We assume that mobile users take part in multiple applications simultane-
ously. In traditional ISO/OSI layer-compliant 802.11 networking, the sending
of a single application message triggers a dedicated layer 3 and layer 2 encapsu-
lation and subsequent transmission of an 802.11 frame. We strive to make our
design more efficient for four reasons. First, sending any 802.11 frame expends
device resources and induces the risk of collisions on the wireless medium. Sec-
ond, association-less transmission of CA-Fi frames harms the performance of a
potentially concurring 802.11 network association. Third, unconditionally re-
broadcasting received CA-Fi frames leads to a broadcast storm, aggravating
the risk of interference and collisions [NTCS99].
CA-Fi thus makes use of a Bloom filter-based addressing scheme by aggre-
gating multiple application messages at sending and forwarding devices. Fig-
ure 5.2 shows the layout of a CA-Fi frame as transported in an 802.11 frame.
Each frame contains a number of chunks that encapsulate application mes-
sages along with their identifiers and parameters. The frame Bloom filter then
aggregates all identifiers of the contained chunks, allowing receiving devices to
implement layer 2 identifier filters on a fixed-size address field. Aggregating
multiple chunks in a single frame then allows us to save on the number of
transmissions and thereby reduce the associated energy overhead. We detail
the dimension of appropriate Bloom filters as well as the number of hash func-
tions in the next paragraph and highlight the purpose of the shown parameters
in Section 5.4.2.4.
Mobile devices can thus subscribe to an application identifier by constructing the
respective Bloom filter and adding it to the lower-layer filter. Upon reception of an
802.11 frame, the frame Bloom filter is checked against this lower-layer filter and,
upon a match, each chunk Bloom filter is checked. If a chunk Bloom filter, i.e., the
message identifier in a chunk, matches one subscribed identifier, this chunk is passed
to the subscribing application.
Bloom filters are a probabilistic data structure and entail a probability of false
positives, i.e., a false filter match that was constructed by the sum of existing entries
in the filter. In our design, such false positives can occur in both the frame Bloom
filter and each chunk Bloom filter. In the frame Bloom filter, the combination of all
chunk Bloom filters may lead to a false positive match. Upon such a false positive,
CA-Fi would check each chunk Bloom filter, that only contains a single entry, for
the expected match. A match in a chunk Bloom filter would however require a
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combined collision of all used hash functions and is thus extremely improbable. We
parameterize the used Bloom filters in Section 5.4.3.1.
In the sending process, fairness schemes and message type priorities may be im-
plemented that define the sequence and queuing of chunks for transmission, For
example, applications may monopolize the transmit queue by overloading the pro-
cessing with excessive amounts of messages. Differentiating between the respective
application identifiers then offers a means of distributing queue space fairly. Also,
selected applications, or application types, may be able to enqueue “urgent” mes-
sages, for example in applications that strive to enable communication in emergency
or disaster scenarios. A defined portion of the transmit queue and resulting 802.11
frames may then be reserved for such urgent messages, by way of a slotting scheme.
We refer to [Zim13] for an in-depth discussion of this notion.
When devices receive a message that is addressed to them, i.e., an application identi-
fier they subscribe to, they remove the respective chunk from the frame. To forward
the remaining messages, i.e., chunks, devices re-construct the frame and the frame
Bloom filter from the remaining messages and their identifiers, respectively. To this
end, chunks carry a Bloom filter that only contains the identifier of the respective
message. By deleting the chunk and bitwise ORing the remaining Bloom filters, de-
vices are able to reconstruct the frame Bloom filter. Chunks carry the Bloom filter
instead of the original identifier for space efficiency and identifier obfuscation.
Alternatives
Multiple optimizations and specializations of the original Bloom filter design have
been proposed. For example, counting and spectral Bloom filters specifically facil-
itate insertion and deletion of items. While the latter aspect would simplify the
reconstruction of Bloom filters after removal of a message, we build on the standard
Bloom filter approach in our current design because i) they induce a minimal space
requirement with regard to the constrained space of 802.11 frames, ii) arbitrary iden-
tifiers can serve as input to the filter, in contrast to counting filters that assume data
(streams) to be the input, and iii) we envision device to perform frequent checks and
reconstructions of filters, requiring computational efficiency.
5.4.2.4 Application Support
Applications that build on the defined interfaces of a legacy ISO/OSI network stack
for communication, are unaware of the underlying design of CA-Fi, i.e., the no-
tion of chunks and their aggregation. In order to enable the integration with such
applications, CA-Fi provides an (IP, Port)based delegator interface that affords a
legacy-type integration of the communication routines of applications. In this, CA-Fi
makes the unrestricted wireless communication scope accessible to applications while
hiding the intricacies of our design.
Applications interact with the user-space delegator interface in a publish-subscribe
fashion by publishing (sending) messages to a port and subscribing (listening) to
any messages that arrive on this port. Non-permanent applications may also del-
egate message handling and storage to the delegator, e.g., to continuously sample
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location contexts that are then delivered to the actual application upon execution.
A user may thus participate in a number of concurrent applications that operate
interactively or autonomously, through multiple subscriptions.
Mobile applications furthermore emphasize different communication characteristics,
for example pure location-centric communication [OHL+11], maximum dissemina-
tion [HCY08], continuous result collection [RLLPG12], or event-driven, timely mes-
sage delivery [SLAZ12b]. As a first step to meet this heterogeneity of preferences,
CA-Fi supports message parameterization on two axes:
i) A Time-to-live (TTL) value, indicating the maximum number of forwarding
hops per message, indicates the desired spatial dissemination range.
ii) The number of retransmissions (RTx) at the original and each forwarding device
determines the temporal message validity, defined by the mobility of the user
over the period and number of RTx.
For example, store-and-forward applications [HCY08] may trigger widespread mes-
sage dissemination through high TTL and appropriate RTx values. Conversely, low
TTL and RTx values indicate immediate local communication. Applications set
these values in their messages, cf. Figure 5.2, along with a pre-defined application
ID.
The delegator then encapsulates application messages in CA-Fi chunks along with
the respective parameters and identifiers, as detailed in Figure 5.2, and passes chunks
to the CA-Fi communication component in the softmac layer. There, chunks are
aggregated into 802.11 frames. Last, the 802.11 driver periodically transmits CA-Fi
frames by iterating over a subset of channels, concurrent to a given association, as
detailed in Section 5.4.2.2. At a receiving device, this message path is reversed.
Chunks are handed to the delegator if identifiers match a predefined application
identifier. Otherwise they are stored, aggregated into 802.11 frames, and forwarded
according to the parameters. CA-Fi removes chunks if either the TTL or RTx
counter expires.
5.4.2.5 Energy Efficiency
We distinguish two modes of operation with regard to saving energy in CA-Fi. First,
when CA-Fi devices are not associated to an 802.11 network, they save the en-
ergy consumption of participating in a BSS or IBSS association, while still facili-
tating wireless communication. CA-Fi furthermore benefits from duty cycling, i.e.,
scheduling sleep and awake cycles of the device while maintaining a high probability
of successful device encounters. Because the design of a duty cycling algorithm is
out of the scope of this thesis, we acknowledge the large body of existing research,
e.g., [BTK12, LWSW11] and inherently design CA-Fi to incorporate duty cycling
schedules as coordinated by existing approaches. Namely, CA-Fi allows adjusting
the frequency of sending and listening for frames, with interspersed sleep cycles, in
accordance to the implemented schedule. CA-Fi’s independence from 802.11 net-
working overhead thereby affords truly opportunistic duty cycling.
Second, associated CA-Fi devices follow the unmodified 802.11 PSM as indicated by
the delivery traffic indication (DTIM) period set in the network, in order to not neg-
atively influence network performance through, for example, missed packets. This
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is because we place higher priority on traffic in purposefully created or incumbent
networks so as to maximize their efficiency and minimize their amortization time.
Furthermore, given typical Beacon intervals of 100ms and low DTIM periods of 1 or
2, devices may adjust the PSM schedule to the given duty cycle schedule and vice
versa. For example, a device may adjust its probe slots in restricted randomized
probing in [BTK12].
5.4.2.6 Association-based Networking from Ubiquitous Communication
CA-Fi simultaneously enables low-effort, ubiquitous communication and association-
based networking for data-intensive communication that amortizes the 802.11 over-
head. As a motivating example for the sequential usage of both modes, crowd sourc-
ing [SLAZ12b] and sensing [RLLPG12] approaches may quickly distribute small
work items and sensing tasks through association-less broadcasts and later collect
data-intensive results in purposefully created 802.11 networks. In order to support
the emergence of association-based networking from the observation or communica-
tion of a purpose to do so via association-less networking, we enable spontaneous
low-effort 802.11 network negotiation in a proof-of-concept implementation on top
of CA-Fi.
The device that requests an 802.11 network broadcasts a CA-Fi chunk carrying the
respective application type with a TTL of 1, indicating purely local communication.
In this chunk, a pre-defined value in the reserved field (“Rsv” in Figure 5.2) indicates
this network request, while the payload contains the requested network SSID to
coordinate this network parameter. The chunk may address a specific user or indicate
an application via the respective identifier. Using the public key of a user or an
application allows encrypting the message payload. A receiving device replies by
incrementing the ”Rsv” field and, if the requesting device sent its public key in the
previous chunk, encrypting a Wi-Fi Protected Access II (WPA2) network key in the
payload. Furthermore, including the client IP address in the reply chunk avoids the
overhead of DHCP following the subsequent association.
In our prototype implementation, devices on average over 30 runs negotiate and
create the requested network as well as establish an association within 3.5 s. In this,
we measure a difference of 0.5 s to an association with an existing 802.11 network .
This difference if due to the on-demand network configuration and creation as well
as WPA2 key generation.
5.4.3 Evaluation
In this section, we first evaluate the feasibility and performance of association-less
communication. Second, we analyze the energy profile of CA-Fi and the impact
of example duty cycling schedules. Last, we prototypically highlight the simplic-
ity of realizing BUBBLE Rap [HCY08], Floating Content [OHL+11], and Mobi-
Clique [POL+09] in CA-Fi and evaluate the performance gains in comparison to
802.11-based networking.
We implemented CA-Fi in Ubuntu Linux 12.10 by modifying the mac80211 softmac
layer as well as the 802.11 driver and providing the application interface. Figure 5.3
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Figure 5.3 Components and respective functionality in CA-Fi.
m (bit) k n f Average message payload (byte)
8 3 2 ≤ 0.1 741.5
24 7 2 ≤ 0.01 738.5
32 10 2 ≤ 0.001 737
48 3 10 ≤ 0.1 137.2
96 7 10 ≤ 0.01 130.6
144 10 10 ≤ 0.001 124
120 3 25 ≤ 0.1 38.32
240 7 25 ≤ 0.01 22.72
360 10 25 ≤ 0.001 7.12
Table 5.1 Bloom filter dimensions [BMM02] with regard to the false-positive-rate f and
message payload in 802.11 frames.
illustrates the message flow in CA-Fi as well as the location of components with
regard to their implementation in the operating system. In contrast to alternative
network stacks, e.g., in 802.11p, this allows simple adoption in 802.11 drivers and
current operating systems. For our evaluation, we use Lenovo Ideapad S10-3 net-
books with 1.5GHz dual-core CPUs and Atheros AR9285 802.11n wireless cards
that build on the popular ath9k Wi-Fi driver. The netbooks serve as mobile clients
that send and receive CA-Fi frames concurrent to a BSS or IBSS association.
5.4.3.1 Bloom Filter Parameterization
In our prototype implementation we require the false-positive-rate f , i.e., the prob-
ability of items in Bloom filters to be positively matched from the combination of
other items, to be less than 1% (cf. Section 5.4.2.3). In this, the parameterization
and dimension of a Bloom filter depend on
i) the desired size of the filter, i.e., the length of the bit field m,
ii) the number of applied hash functions k,
iii) the number of expected items in the filter n, and
iv) the tolerable false positive rate f .
The choice of m, k, and n correlates with f , i.e., falsely assuming a filter contains an
element because a combination of existing elements set the respective bit positions to
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Figure 5.4 Impact of concurrent association-less sending (TX) and receiving (RX) of an
increasing number of frames on TCP throughput in the respective association.
1. In the envisioned scenario, this would translate to a device receiving an application
message addressed to an identifier this device did not subscribe to, i.e., that is
unknown to them. Furthermore, as m bits are required for both the main Bloom
filter and the Bloom filter in each chunk, the choice of m determines the remaining
available space in 802.11 frames. Table 5.1 lists example dimensions for m, k, and
f with regard to the possible number and size of chunks in each frame. We assume
a payload of 1500Bytes in an 802.11 frame.
Assuming a maximal number of 10 messages per frame, a Bloom filter size of 96 bit
then presents a good trade-off between the possible number of messages and the
possible average payload of each message. Of course, message payloads need not be
of equal size.
5.4.3.2 Communication Performance
We evaluate the three distinct components of the association-less communication
channel in CA-Fi, namely i) the communication performance of CA-Fi concurrent
to an association and as a stand-alone communication mechanism, ii) the success
probability of wireless overhearing with regard to the distance and channel assign-
ment between the communicating devices, and iii) the impact of TTL and RTx
parameters on message dissemination.
Association-less Wireless Networking
We first analyze the feasibility of enabling concurrent association-less and association-
based networking in CA-Fi. To this end, we measure the impact of sending (TX)
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and receiving (RX) CA-Fi frames in parallel to an open TCP connection that sends
with the highest available bandwidth using iperf. In the sending configuration, a
netbook is associated to an 802.11n AP and sends up to 5 CA-Fi frames up to 5
times per second on a subset of 802.11 channels concurrently to maximizing TCP
throughput towards the AP. Conversely, in the receiving scenario, the netbook re-
ceives CA-Fi frames from an unassociated device while serving as the receiver of
TCP throughput from the AP. Last, to measure the impact on IBSS associations,
two netbooks establish the IBSS between them and serve as iperf client and server,
respectively. We send an increasing number of frames per second concurrent to
maximal TCP throughput to provide a worst-case performance evaluation. This is
because we assume that the device has an unlimited number of chunks to send and
simultaneously executes a data-intensive network-based application.
Figure 5.4 shows the respective throughput degradation associated with sending
up to 5 CA-Fi frames up to 5 times per second, i.e., up to 25 frames per second.
We repeat each evaluation setting 30 times and the figure shows the average and
standard deviation of the obtained results. Each frame contains a single chunk of
1500 bytes and is discarded by the receiver immediately upon reception. Due to
the overhead of switching 802.11 channels, the throughput decreases with increasing
sending frequency, regardless of the network type. In contrast, concurrently receiving
CA-Fi frames only negligibly impacts 802.11 throughput since the device remains on
the association channel. Note that, when sending 5 CA-Fi frames 5 times per second,
the 802.11 driver frequently crashes due to the missing synchronization between
the channel switching command and the handling of the TX queue. As such, we
include the results we were able to gather only to show the trend for the throughput
degradation of association-based networking.
The results clearly represent a worst case evaluation. Associated devices, that are
partaking in a data-intensive transmission within the network, may lower their
association-less sending frequency as appropriate for their association. In this, a
sending frequency of two frames per second still allows devices to preserve 50%
of throughput in the BSS association and 42% in the IBSS network, while at the
same time actively participating in ubiquitous wireless communication. Also, unas-
sociated devices may pursue association-less sending more actively than associated
devices, allowing associated devices to listen to the resulting communication and
only transmit their original messages, instead of additionally forwarding messages
of others.
Devices that do not maintain an association are able to send 20 CA-Fi frames of
1500Byte per second, a throughput of 30 kB/s. The overhead of switching 802.11
channels thereby prevents possible rates of 125 kB/s at a base rate of 1MBit/s3. To
put this into perspective with regard to instant and unrestricted communication,
Figure 5.5 shows the number of CA-Fi frames that can be sent within the time
overhead of associating to an existing 802.11 network as measured in our evaluation
setting.
From this comparison, we derive that i) CA-Fi allows substantial communication
within the time overhead of 802.11, and ii) thereby makes communication opportu-
nities accessible that are otherwise lost to 802.11 overhead. In order to quantify these
3Unassociated devices that remain on a single channel achieve a throughput of 100 kB/s, as we show
in Section 5.5.
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Figure 5.5 Number of association-less CA-Fi frames that can be sent within the time overhead
of establishing an 802.11 association.
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Figure 5.6 Wireless overhearing between mobile devices for increasing distances. Sending on
four channels (10m-4) increases the reception rate.
opportunities, we analyzed multiple mobility traces. Within a large-scale mobility
trace with one-second granularity [MGPR08] that allows to put the durations into
context, the overhead of 802.11 would prevent communication in 13% of all contacts.
In contrast, CA-Fi enables communication within all, potentially short-lived, device
contacts.
Wireless Overhearing
In order to avoid pre-defined 802.11 channel assignments and the associated coordi-
nation overhead, we propose to exploit mobile wireless overhearing. Quantified for
stationary dedicated 802.11 networks [KHKE07], we strive to enable association-less
communication between mobile devices without prior coordination between sender
and receiver. Hence, to evaluate the feasibility, we measure the Packet Delivery
Rate (PDR) between two netbook devices, with one netbook iterating through and
sending on a set of non-overlapping 802.11 channels and the other device listening to
overheard frames on all 802.11 channels sequentially. We emulate a mobile scenario
by measuring the PDR at distances of 1m, 5m, 10m, and 20m. Furthermore, to
minimize external influences, we conducted the measurements in the late evening to
ensure a minimum of ambient 802.11 traffic.
Figure 5.6 shows the resulting PDR with respect to the transmission distance when
transmitting on the non-overlapping channels 1, 6, and 11. Analyzing the relatively
weak overall PDR on channels 1 and 11, we find that APs of the university 802.11
network transmit on these channels. Still, we achieve overhearing results between
46% and 95% on neighboring channels. The low delivery rate on adjacent channels
thereby motivates our heuristic of sending on the channel of the current association
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Figure 5.7 Parameterization of the communication scope: Impact of TTL and RTx parameters
on the message dissemination in a real-life mobility trace [SKL+10].
and three additional channels (cf. Section 5.4.2.2). In Figure 5.6, “10m - 4” displays
the PDR when following this heuristic and sending on channels 2, 5, 8, and 11. We
achieve a high PDR over all measured channels in this setting, enabling ubiquitous
overhearing. From these results, we conclude the feasibility of mobile wireless over-
hearing without prior coordination, although the respective performance depends on
the local 802.11 environment.
Message Parameters
CA-Fi reflects the communication characteristics of mobile applications with regard
to the dissemination of messages, through message parameterization. In this, a TTL
parameter defines the desired maximum spatial dissemination and a RTx parameter
specifies the temporal validity of messages at each intermediate device. We use a
large-scale mobility trace to analyze the impact of configurations of these parameters.
Specifically, we simulate a contact network in a real-life mobility scenario of 789
devices recorded over the course of one day in an American high school [SKL+10]
and measure the PDR as the performance metric for dissemination. The mobility
trace lists the devices that each device observes in 20 s time intervals starting at
7am.
In our evaluation, each device injects a single original message into the network
and forwards or discards all stored messages depending on their parameters at each
timestamp. We measure the PDR relative to the total PDR, i.e., if every message
was received by every device. Because of negligible activity, i.e., number of contacts,
in the trace, we skip the first 550 timestamps of 20 s each, i.e., 11000 s or about
3 h, in Figure 5.7 and only display 120 timestamps as no further progress is made
afterwards for finite parameter values.
Figure 5.7 then shows the PDR evolution over time for representative combinations
of TTL and RTx. We compare the achieved PDR for the parameter combinations
to the upper PDR bound achieved by setting both parameters to infinity. Com-
binations of low TTL and RTx values (TTL: 5, RTx: 5) limit communication to
local scopes due to the limited number of possible forwarding hops and the re-
stricted validity time. Increasing the TTL value (TTL: 10, RTx: 5) then allows
messages to spread further, while longer temporal validity periods of retransmitting
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a message enables the occurrence of additional contact opportunities. This trade-
off becomes apparent when comparing the PDR evolution of (TTL: 10, RTx: 10)
and (TTL: 5, RTx: 25) at timestamp 80. Even when allowing higher numbers of
forwarding hops (TTL: 10), messages dissemination stagnates at this point because
messages have been forwarded to every encountered device, quickly depleting the
TTL parameter. In contrast, a longer temporal validity (RTx: 25) allows mobile de-
vices to carry messages for a longer period of mobility, enabling more “fresh” device
contacts over time. Message parameterization thus allows defining a communication
scope appropriate to the requirements of the application.
5.4.3.3 Energy Efficiency
We evaluate the energy efficiency of CA-Fi by two measures. First, we analyze
the per-device energy consumption of our prototype implementation and the impact
of duty cycling schedules. Second, based on the obtained results, we simulate a
network-wide energy profile, using a real-life mobility trace [SKL+10], in comparison
to operating the network exclusively in the AM.
Single Device Evaluation
Our measurement setup follows the setup proposed in [FN01], i.e., we measure the
current draw of the netbook device using an oscilloscope. In this setup, our evalu-
ation comprises the energy consumption of association-less communication as well
as the consumption of 802.11 networking, for comparison. Last, we measure the
concurrent operation of CA-Fi and 802.11. Because we are not able to measure the
built-in 802.11 card in isolated fashion, we measure the energy consumption of the
device as a base line. In this setting, we deactivate the 802.11 card and unload the
802.11 driver. Using this base line of 6.5W, we adjust all further energy consumption
results.
We further implement two options of duty cycling.
i) We periodically put the 802.11 card into idle mode to prevent activity, denoted
“CA-Fi duty idle”.
ii) We deactivate the wireless Network Interface Card (NIC) in software and unload
the 802.11 driver, denoted “CA-Fi duty iface”.
In the idle mode, the 802.11 driver is loaded but the 802.11 card does not send,
receive, or process any 802.11 frames. Please note the prototypical character of
these options. For a more fine-grained integration of sophisticated duty cycling
mechanisms, especially with regard to the operation and deactivation of single device
components, an investigation into the possibility of adapting the operating system
and wireless subsystem is required.
Figure 5.8 shows the average energy consumption of 802.11 device states and CA-Fi
functionality measured over 30 runs of 100 s each. 802.11 device states thereby
comprise the operation as an 802.11 AP, STA, and device in 802.11 AM mode (IBSS)
in idle as well as associated states. The results allow a comparison between the
respective settings with regard to the functionality they enable. “CA-Fi base”reduces
the energy consumption of comparable, associated 802.11 states (“AP assoc”, “BSS
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Figure 5.8 CA-Fi energy consumption compared to 802.11 in addition to base system energy
consumption (6.5W).
assoc“, “IBSS join“), i.e., that allow communication, by 44% on average. In this,
while no actual communication occurs in any state, CA-Fi enables communication
by listening for 802.11 frames, just like in the respective 802.11 states, without the
overhead of maintaining an 802.11 association. At the same time, CA-Fi expands
the possible communication range across the borders of single network associations.
In total, CA-Fi does provide a ubiquitous communication scope in associated and
unassociated states at an equivalent energy consumption as 802.11 states.
Moreover, ubiquitous communication in CA-Fi consumes significantly less energy
than the equivalent 802.11 monitor mode, i.e., unrestricted reception of 802.11
frames. This is because CA-Fi enables low-level filtering of frames by the respec-
tive identifiers contained in Bloom filters, prior to further processing in the stack.
In contrast, the 802.11 monitor modes unconditionally pass all received frames up
the network stack. Similarly, providing a ubiquitous communication channel for
discovery and network negotiation, CA-Fi consumes less energy than active 802.11
scans.
Duty cycling the device via the 802.11 idle state, denoted by “CA-Fi duty idle”,
with an awake time of 100ms and a complementary sleep time of 900ms allows a
small reduction of the energy consumption compared to ”CA-Fi base”. Disabling the
device’s 802.11 functionality (”CA-Fi duty iface”) further affords a reduction of en-
ergy consumption, while still supporting association-less communication in periodic
awake cycles, e.g., as defined by [BTK12].
CA-Fi’s energy consumption of sending 2 frames 3 times a second (“CA-Fi send.”),
equals the consumption of an associated STA sending the same amount of data,
i.e., via 6 ICMPpackets/s (“BSS ping”). This measurement includes the energy
consumption of receiving the ICMP reply packet. In real-life scenarios, devices
may dynamically configure a lower sending frequency, according to their application
requirements, resulting in lower energy consumption. Concurrent sending in 802.11
and CA-Fi (“CA-Fi send. BSS ping”) moderately exceeds sending solely in 802.11
(“BSS ping”), due to the need to iterate through multiple channels 3 times per second.
We argue that the addition of a continuous spatial and temporal communication
channel justifies this overhead.
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Figure 5.9 Energy consumption of CA-Fi (left x-axis) and composition of negotiated 802.11
networks (right x-axis) compared to 802.11 AM in real-life mobility [SKL+10].
Network-wide Evaluation
The presented results only show the energy consumption of single devices. In CA-Fi,
however, we envision populated mobile scenarios in which numerous objects and de-
vices interact with each other over the course of their respective mobility patterns.
We thus make use of the single-device results gained in the previous section to eval-
uate the gains afforded by CA-Fi in establishing spontaneous, ubiquitous communi-
cation in a comprehensive network scenario. To this end, we simulate the contact
network described in a large-scale real-life mobility trace [SKL+10], and evaluate the
network-wide energy consumption of establishing communication in CA-Fi as well
as the 802.11 ad-hoc mode (AM). Specifically, we compare CA-Fi against a pre-
defined AM network maintained by all available devices as a baseline comparison
for spontaneous networking in 802.11.
In this, we evaluate two applications of CA-Fi. First, we make use of CA-Fi as
a stand-alone ubiquitous communication mechanism, i.e., all participating devices
solely communicate in the association-less CA-Fi channel. Second, we evaluate the
gains of using CA-Fi as a means to negotiate purpose-driven 802.11 BSS networks,
as described in Section 5.4.2.6, in encounters of three or more devices. In this
case, we randomly assign one of the devices to serve as AP, to which all devices in
contact associate. The device returns to CA-Fi functionality once all devices have
disassociated. To model the energy consumption of CA-Fi as well as 802.11 BSS and
IBSS operation, we use the average results obtained in the single-device evaluation,
shown in Figure 5.8. In detail, we model a consumption of 0.48W at each timestamp
of the trace for CA-Fi, 0.85W for IBSS devices, 0.88W for BSS APs and 0.76W for
BSS stations.
Figure 5.9 shows the network-wide energy consumption of devices in CA-Fi as well
as AP and station mode. For comparison, the figure shows the fixed energy con-
sumption of operating every device in AM or solely using CA-Fi for communication.
Please note that idle devices denote devices that are currently not in range of other
devices, as given in the trace file, regardless of the employed mechanism, i.e., 802.11
AM or CA-Fi. We derive three results from this evaluation. First, solely using
CA-Fi for ubiquitous wireless networking consumes only 56.7% of the energy con-
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sumption in the 802.11 AM. Second, sensing the surroundings and negotiating an
802.11 BSS for purpose-driven networking allows saving 15% of energy in compar-
ison to a wide-spread AM network. While not providing multi-hop connectivity,
such networks may be negotiated on demand to serve a localized or context-driven
application and may be discarded subsequently. Last, the small maximum number
of 55AP devices serving up to 659 STAs highlights the feasibility of amortizing the
overhead of purpose-driven AP devices.
5.4.3.4 Application Utility
In this evaluation, we strive to demonstrate the increased application utility of CA-Fi
by way of the unrestricted communication scope and instant, association-less com-
munication channel. To this, end we first briefly outline the design of each application
and its implementation on top of CA-Fi. For a general description of DTN, OppNet,
and ubiquitous communication applications, we refer to Section 2.2.
BUBBLE Rap [HCY08]
Delay/Disruption-Tolerant Network (DTN)-based message forwarding in BUB-
BLE Rap bases on community membership of nodes that are expressed by la-
bels attached to a node. A global rank as well as a rank within local communi-
ties indicates the importance of nodes. Nodes then forward messages greedily,
i.e., over the encountered nodes of highest rank, towards a destination, with
global forwarding bridging local forwarding in communities.
Floating Content [OHL+11]
Content items at mobile devices are associated with geographic anchor zones
in which the content item is valid and meaningful. Within their anchor zone,
items are kept “floating” by the devices in the area, i.e., forwarded and repli-
cated. Devices then discover each other along with their content within device
encounters in a geographic area and exchange content items depending on node
locations and the respective anchor zones.
MobiClique [POL+09]
In MobiClique, mobile social networking occurs over opportunistic links be-
tween mobile users. Upon discovery, the respective devices exchange social
network profiles and updates as well as content based on pre-defined friend
relationships.
We implement the communication mechanisms, i.e., discovery and exchange, of the
presented applications within a two-step process in CA-Fi. In the first step, de-
vices subscribe to the respective application identifier, e.g., ”BubbleRap”, meaning
CA-Fi accepts frames carrying this identifier in the aggregate Bloom filter (cf. Sec-
tion 5.4.2.3). Upon reception of a matching frame, i.e., the discovery of a peer an-
nouncement, CA-Fi delivers the message payload to the application. The message
payload contains a peer ID that is specific to the respective application. Further-
more, devices communicate their set of labels and ranks in BUBBLE Rap, the list
of stored content locations and anchor zones in Floating Content, and a digest of
profile updates in MobiClique, respectively. Announcement frames further carry a
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Figure 5.10 Peer discovery and information payload exchange steps over the time required
in 802.11, concurrent 802.11 [CBB04,SGB+11b], and CA-Fi. Devices associate to a network
(triangle), obtain an IP address via DHCP (square), and subsequently transmit information
(diamond). The time for a prior 802.11 scan is included in the first association step.
payload flag to indicate if the content exchange requires a high-bandwidth 802.11
network.
In the second step, applications respond to discovered peers directly, by addressing
the peer ID. If the exchange requires an 802.11 network, CA-Fi starts the network
negotiation process described in Section 5.4.2.6. Otherwise, it immediately responds
with a CA-Fi frame containing, next to the peer ID, the application messages along
with their labels in BUBBLE Rap and the list of replicable content items in Floating
Content, respectively. In mobile social networking, transmitting the peer ID suffices
for the peer to check for friendship relations or requests and initiate or discard
communication.
In this, CA-Fi enables peer discovery within short-lived encounters as well as an
exchange of low-volume messages in a self-contained communication channel. In
contrast to 802.11, multiple applications can co-exist in a single CA-Fi frame, mit-
igating the overhead of establishing an 802.11 network per application as well as
sending an 802.11 frame per message.
5.4.3.5 Performance Evaluation
We measure the time overhead of exchanging a message with five peers in BUBBLE
Rap, as a representative for the aforementioned mobile applications, by comparing
two settings. i) Each peer operates a well-known 802.11 network that is dedicated
to the respective application and carries a pre-defined SSID, e.g., bubblerap, and
ii) peers communicate using the outlined CA-Fi-based implementation. In 802.11, we
model a bidirectional message exchange following a network association by sending
two ping messages.
Figure 5.10 shows the average time overhead over 30 runs for the respective peer ex-
change steps in 802.11 and CA-Fi. In 802.11 we model a best-case scenario in which
peers only need to scan once to discover all available application-specific networks;
the associated duration of roughly 1 s is included in the first 802.11 association step.
Subsequently, peers are able to iteratively associate to each network (point in time
indicated by a triangle), acquire a DHCP lease (indicated by a square), and exchange
information (indicated by a diamond). On average, each peer communication step
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requires 3 s, of which the information exchange consumes 1 s, resulting in a 16 s du-
ration for the overall process. Assuming a pedestrian mobility of 1.5m/s, a peer
thus covers 22.5m over this duration, inducing the risk of moving out of another
peer’s range, more so if all peers are mobile.
To provide a more sophisticated comparison, we evaluate the time overhead of con-
current 802.11 associations [CBB04,SGB+11b], as natively supported by the ath9k
driver. Figure 5.10 shows the time requirement of concurrently associating to the
peer networks (triangle), including the 1 s duration of a single 802.11 scan, and ex-
changing messages (diamond). We pre-set IP addresses in this evaluation, as the
AP-driven DHCP process does not agree with the time management of client-side
network switching, as detailed in [SGB+11b]. Concurrent 802.11 provides a speedup
of roughly 33% as communicating with all peers takes 10.7 s. However, concurrent
802.11 allows only partial parallelization of associations, as switching interfaces and
networks induces a time overhead and missed protocol timeouts.
Last, CA-Fi affords instant and truly simultaneous information exchange (diamond)
with all five peers within 1.7 s. In this, the main overhead is induced by the fact
that peers send unsynchronized announcements at a frequency of 1/s. The 802.11-
overhead-free, immediate exchange of information payload, combined with the low
time overhead, thereby highlights the efficiency of CA-Fi in leveraging mobile ubiq-
uitous communication contexts.
5.4.4 Summary and Future Work
CA-Fi provides a truly spontaneous and ubiquitous broadcast communication chan-
nel, enabling association-less communication concurrent to bandwidth-intensive purpose-
driven or incumbent 802.11 network associations. We realize application-centric
addressing to identify communication partners and applications in communication
outside of the context of managed and bounded networks. CA-Fi presents a tradeoff
between preserving up to 70% of 802.11 throughput and association-less data rates
of up to 30 kB/s while consuming 44% less energy than associated devices when idle
and comparable energy when sending. We furthermore present a method of originat-
ing worthwhile 802.11 networks, that satisfy higher bandwidth requirements, based
on ubiquitous, application-centric communication.
Future work targets a better realization of duty cycling mechanisms and integration
into mobile operating systems such as Android. We also aim to investigate the
applicability and benefits of our approach to Bluetooth Low Energy, as motivated
by the energy efficiency results in [HS12].
5.5 A Ubiquitous Wireless Application Overlay
In CA-Fi, we proposed a wireless communication mechanism in 802.11 that makes
the scope and diversity of objects in wireless transmission range accessible for in-
teraction. Especially, we focused on the feasibility and performance of unrestricted,
ubiquitous communication. In this section, we integrate CA-Fi, as one possible
communication mechanism, into a general application framework that extends the
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addressing scheme and application interface of CA-Fi towards a comprehensive rep-
resentation of ubiquitous object discovery and interaction possibilities within the
wireless contexts of mobile users.
Specifically, we extend unrestricted wireless communication in 802.11, as given by
CA-Fi, with an equivalent communication mechanism in 802.15.4 to especially in-
corporate communication with low-power WPAN objects. Building on the discovery
of objects in either mechanism, we propose a wireless application overlay that makes
available and visualizes the communication and interaction objects as observed lo-
cally at mobile users. Building on the work of the previous section, we thereby
propose a general application framework around ubiquitous wireless communica-
tion that abstracts from and leverages unrestricted communication in the available
wireless communication channels.
5.5.1 General Idea
Sensing the heterogeneous wireless devices as well as their applications and content
in the current local wireless context immerses mobile users in a unique and dynamic
application context. In detail, this context is given by the applications run and
content exchanged with the reachable set of wireless devices. A diverse set of novel
applications becomes possible through direct interaction between devices in this
context, e.g., mobile gaming [Nia], media sharing [MPL+11], real-time sensing and
interaction [MLF+08, MPL+11], mobile Augmented Reality (AR) [NOKa, NOKb,
HO04], and ubiquitous networking [GOOb]. Notably, the spontaneity and locality
of wireless contexts offers a rich basis for simultaneous localized applications.
In order to illustrate this notion, we present two motivating examples. First, imagine
a walkie talkie application that enables mobile users to send and receive audio broad-
casts between all peers in communication range, e.g., for informative or emergency
purposes. In principle, the wireless context of devices inherently defines the recip-
ient set of such broadcasts, as intended in the design of walkie talkies. Instead, in
network-centric mobile wireless D2D networking, participating devices are required
to be part of the same network prior to being able to communicate. The required
wireless network infrastructure then restricts the inherent locality and spontaneity
of the immediate wireless context to the subset of associated devices, in addition to
inducing the aforementioned overhead of network discovery and associations prior
to communication.
Second, currently realized on an Internet scale, Ingress [Nia] offers mobile location-
based gaming, enabling users to fight for real-world landmarks in a virtual represen-
tation of the local scenario at the user’s position. The gameplay motivates the direct
sensing of users and landmarks because the physical context of a mobile user imme-
diately provides the reachable landmarks and players that make up the gameplay. In
contrast, users in Ingress only extract their position, out of all the available wireless
context information, and communicate this to an Internet service that facilitates
gameplay interaction and scene representation.
We thus argue that this detachment of application context from the physical context
prevents sensing the locality, diversity, and ubiquity of contexts in order to leverage
them for mobile applications. Specifically, the requirement of 802.11 and 3G/4G
carrier networks for users to be part of the network prior to communication
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i) induces a hierarchy in communication in contrast to the inherently“flat”wireless
context and
ii) restricts the sensing and communication scope to the current network.
Instead, ubiquitous sensing, communication, and interaction envisions the discovery
of peers based on their locality and applications. We thus propose to make the
diversity and ubiquity of wireless contexts, as discovered within the wireless com-
munication technologies implemented in mobile devices, available to applications.
From the set of discovered devices and their applications, each mobile device then
derives a wireless application overlay over its local wireless context, providing a
communication and interaction mechanism to mobile applications.
5.5.2 Related Work
Several commercial and academic approaches address mobile wireless networking
and interaction. We thus discuss prominent approaches with regard to the vision
of ubiquitous and immediate mobile interaction, distinguishing between commercial
and academic approaches.
Commercial Approaches
Tailored to one specific application, commercial approaches typically build on
a centralized approach and backend services for simplicity, maintenance, full
control over content and traffic, and performance, e.g., in databases [GOOb,
NOKa] and delivery or gaming infrastructures [Nia]. Following their specified
use case and context, they disregard additional context information and coex-
isting applications in favor of narrow contexts and optimized communication
mediated by carrier networks and Internet infrastructures. This prohibits the
flexible interaction with devices in the surrounding, narrowing down interac-
tion to predefined application contexts. Furthermore, the reliance on Internet
services induces a dependence on uplink capacity, which proves to be a rising
bottleneck [HHK+10,LSH+11].
We complement this proven design by immediate, unrestricted communication
between devices in local communication range in a single application frame-
work. Indeed, we envision information provision and interaction to occur in a
flexible, spontaneous, and infrastructure-less manner within mobile and local
contexts. We thereby meet both the proliferation of wireless devices capable to
create and distribute media content as well as the arising ubiquitous contexts.
Closest to our goals, industry standards Wi-Fi Direct [Wi-] and Bluetooth, via
its Service Discovery Protocol (SDP) [Blua], enable D2D discovery in radio
range. Both result in hierarchical network structures being established between
devices, restricting the communication range. However, both technologies may
be integrated in our design, as we will address in Section 5.5.3.1, as additions
to 802.11 and 802.15.4, providing further pillars of direct communication.
Academic Approaches
Traditionally, mobile applications assume a pre-defined network infrastruc-
ture, spanning infrastructure-bound wireless networks [JK11] as well as mo-
bile and distributed networks [HHCW05, LKPG11]. Similar, context-driven
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Figure 5.11 High-level overview of our system design, incorporating CA-Fi as the 802.11
communication mechanism.
systems [MPL+11, MLF+08] exchange and interact with data over existing
network infrastructures, negating the immediateness of derived and deriv-
able contexts. Even direct mobile-to-mobile interaction, e.g., in mobile gam-
ing [ZCCM12,QCMM11], typically does not discuss or address a communica-
tion channel between the participating devices. Inherently, these approaches
incorporate the hierarchy of network infrastructures, in contrast to our solu-
tion, in which unrestricted communication constitutes the building block for
interaction.
Closest to our vision of ubiquitously connectable objects and interaction, het-
erogeneous networking [AH10] fuses the hierarchy of cellular communication
with local, mobile 802.11 networks such as Mobile Ad-Hoc Networks (MANETs).
Immediate application of this design then enables, among others, cooperative
video streaming [KLC+12], in which local networks compensate cellular con-
nections with local merges of partial video downloads. Still, local communi-
cation is restricted to the scope and maintenance of each 802.11 network and
suffers from the associated overhead of 802.11 as well as establishing rout-
ing, layer 2 and layer 3 addressing, and service discovery. In contrast, we
envision unrestricted ubiquitous communication to include all devices that are
discoverable within the physical vicinity. Nonetheless, as we demonstrated in
CA-Fi, we strive to complement and extend the merits of 802.11 and cellular
communication.
In the following, we present our design of a generic application framework for ubiq-
uitous wireless interaction and communication.
5.5.3 A Wireless Application Overlay
In this section, we present our design of a wireless application overlay over the lo-
cality of wireless contexts and the available communication and interaction objects.
Figure 5.11 provides an overview of our design. First, we introduce a layer to abstract
from, unify, and enable unrestricted, i.e., network-less, and direct communication in
both 802.11 and 802.15.4 (Section 5.5.3.1). In the resulting communication scope,
we enable discovery and filtering of applications offered at devices via information-
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and interest-based addressing (Section 5.5.3.2). Applications then utilize the result-
ing mechanism in a publish/subscribe fashion as provided in an application layer
(Section 5.5.3.3).
5.5.3.1 Communication Abstraction Layer
Our design introduces an abstraction layer for two functionalities. First, we strive
for ubiquitous interaction that is uniformly represented towards the user, i.e., in-
dependent from the actual communication technology. To this end, we incorporate
the respective technologies in a uniform sensing mechanism that abstracts from the
respective specifics. Second, we strive for co-existence of 802.11 and 802.15.4, repre-
senting personal wireless devices as well as dedicated objects. The abstraction layer
thus adapts messages from higher layers to the respective underlying technology,
e.g., with regard to differing frame sizes. It furthermore encapsulates and abstracts
from communication with the respective driver and operating subsystem of each
technology. Our prototype currently incorporates 802.11 and 802.15.4 but may in-
clude additional technologies, e.g., Bluetooth low energy (802.15.1), in the future by
adding the respective abstraction.
Sending and Receiving
We adopt sending and receiving in 802.11 from our previous work in CA-Fi, as
described in Section 5.4. In 802.11, devices thus broadcast reserved 802.11 frames
addressed to the layer 2 broadcast address at the 802.11 base rate of 1Mbit/s.
The resulting maximum payload size is 1500 byte per frame and frames are neither
acknowledged nor retransmitted. TTL and RTx parameters for messages indicate
spatial and temporal dissemination ranges, respectively.
We add an equivalent communication mechanism in 802.15.4 to our design. 802.15.4,
in principle, supports association-less networking “within” a broadcast PAN, using
the identifier 0xffff that all devices can choose to receive. Within this “network”,
devices address frames to the broadcast address and send frames with a preset max-
imum data rate of 250 kBit/s and a maximum payload of 100 byte per frame. We do
not change any medium access functionality in either technology to allow compatible
contention-based access to the whole wireless medium.
Both 802.11 and 802.15.4 operate in the industrial, scientific and medical (ISM)
2.4GHz frequency band4, leading to destructive cross-interference between simulta-
neous radio transmissions [PTH+08,ZS11]. Because we refrain from assigning fixed,
separated channels to send on within each technology, our design introduces such
interference already at the sending device. We hence implement a temporal slotted
sending scheme that separates 802.11 and 802.15.4 transmissions.
In our design, the abstraction layer enqueues messages uniformly, regardless of the
target interface, and sequentially delivers them to and from the respective TX and
RX queues. Please note that the execution speed of message slotting does not
introduce any limitations on the effective sending rate of either interface.
4We are aware that 802.15.4 channels 25 and 26 do not overlap with certain 802.11 channel assign-
ments in North America. In our prototype implementation, we do not address this singular, situational
exception.
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Addressing on the Communication Layer
As argued in Section 5.4.2.3, addressing in direct, i.e., network-less and fully sponta-
neous, communication necessarily departs from ISO/OSI-compliant addressing. In
CA-Fi, we hence proposed application-centric addressing to immediately address
wireless frames to semantic identifiers of or within applications, e.g., social network-
ing names, application identifiers, or public keys of users. We followed the basic
assumption that identifiers are exchanged offline and can thus be recognized, or fil-
tered for, at the receiving device without any intermediate discovery scheme. In
this section, we strive to extend our design to make it more applicable, following
the notion that ubiquitous communication emphasizes the discovery of previously
unknown objects and applications, e.g., when a mobile user enters a location for the
first time.
To this end, we propose semantic, two-tiered addressing in direct communication to
allow i) indication of interests directly in wireless frames, and ii) filtering of received
frames immediately based on the respective interests. In this, we introduce two
distinct tiers to enable intuitive discovery of objects by their general and specific
semantics, respectively. The first tier identifier carries the category of the appli-
cation or interaction scheme provided at this object, indicating the nature of the
information frames from this object convey. Examples for category identifiers are
“IoT building automation”, “mobile social networking”, “mobile gaming”, or “tourist
info”. The notion behind using broad categories is the fact that a small, manageable
set of categories can be defined, that do not depend on the specific object. Further-
more, discovery of applications or interaction by specific names can be cumbersome
and misleading, as it heavily depends on sensible naming. Most important to our
cause, however, is the fact that categorical identifiers allow filtering of frames by the
categories a mobile user configures as interesting.
First-tier identifiers then form the input to Bloom filter address field in 802.11 frames
and thereby allow positive filtering of frames by categories at the driver level. Anal-
ogously, we implement a hash-based identifier field in 802.15.4 frames. However, we
account for both the dedicated, single-purpose deployment of 802.15.4 devices as well
as the limited frame payload size by refraining from aggregation of identifiers, as in
CA-Fi. Instead, we choose a lookup3 Jenkins hash function with a limited-length
output of 4 byte.
Consequently, we enable mobile users to discover the specific objects and applica-
tions within a category. In this, categorical identifiers are too coarse, requiring an
additional identifier (tier). We detail the use of second-tier identifiers for semantic,
network-free service addressing in the next section.
5.5.3.2 Service Addressing Layer
Mobile users may participate in multiple applications and interaction schemes con-
currently, for example in mobile gaming, ubiquitous networking, and mobile social
networking. In order to represent this concurrency, we treat each application as
a service in handling and addressing, especially for discovery and announcement.
Internally, a service represents interaction with any device or object as discovered,
registered, and exposed to applications. The service and filtering layer provides the
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Figure 5.12 Service discovery and announcement frame structure. Service specific fields, i.e.,
latitude, longitude, and service ID are optional in discovery. The type field indicates a discovery
of announcement frame.
necessary handling methods and filters specific services of interest after discovery
using the broad categorical filtering on the abstraction layer.
To this end, each service, as offered at a device or object, knows its functionality
semantics, e.g., “elevator”, within their broad category, e.g., “IoT building automa-
tion”, and uses the hashed value of this functionality as the second-tier identifier,
the describing ID of a service (“Desc ID” in Figure 5.12). Within each category, the
relatively small set of meaningful functionalities, i.e., second-tier identifiers, allows
users to perform intuitive discoveries and queries. Services furthermore may listen to
multiple (linguistic) representations of a functionality, e.g., “elevator”, “elevator con-
trol”, “lift”, “ascensor”, allowing users to enter human-readable identifiers in discover
as well as match observed identifiers.
We use our two-tiered identifier structure to discover services and to allow services to
announce themselves. The abstraction layer always prepends the category identifier
and appends a discovery/announcement frame – as depicted in Figure 5.12 – that
carries the second-tier identifier of services along with service specifies, such as the
location. We thus allow intuitive discovery of services within categories based on
their semantics.
In discovery, missing describing IDs are treated as a wildcard identifier for services
within the category. Services that match the category identifier and, if set, the
describing ID reply to observed discovery frames with an announcement frame that
carries their describing ID, Global Positioning System (GPS) coordinate if available,
and an ID that specifically identifies the service, such as “elevator second floor left
wing”. Services may furthermore decide whether they want to announce themselves
pro-actively. To this end, announcement frames serve as the equivalent to discovery
frames and follow the same frame structure but differ in their Type field and include
the service specifics, e.g., location and service ID.
Devices and objects may thereby toggle their announcement behavior based on their
context, global contexts, current load, etc. For example, the elevator control service
may announce itself periodically during working hours and otherwise only respond
to discovery frames. Similarly, mobile location-based applications, such as gam-
ing [Nia], may activate announcements only in case a GPS signal is available, i.e.,
outdoors, in order to reliably determine the location.
After a mobile device discovers a service, i.e., receives an announcement frame, com-
munication occurs directly between the participating devices using the service ID
as addressing identifier. Hashing the service ID allows using the resulting value as
a semantic address in frames on the abstraction layer to positively filter all subse-
quent data frames. Figure 5.13 shows the structure of payload frames requesting
and responding to interaction. Request and Response IDs thereby identify a com-
munication “stream”, while sequence numbers and a Stacked bit allow ordering and
fragmentation of payload over multiple frames.
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(a) Request frame.
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(b) Response frame.
Figure 5.13 Service request and response frames.
After discovery of a service, subsequent communication may require a high-bandwidth
communication channel. By design, CA-Fi supports such a channel in concurrent
association-based 802.11 networking (cf. Section 5.4) through spontaneous network
negotiation and establishment triggered by ubiquitous application sensing. Interac-
tion may then simultaneously leverage ubiquitous sensing and the performance and
coordination of purpose-driven networks.
In direct interaction, applications can register to describing IDs and service IDs. In
the next section, we briefly describe the application layer that provides an interface
to direct communication for (legacy) applications.
5.5.3.3 Application Layer
Direct, ubiquitous communication trades network structures for unrestricted ac-
cess to the wireless medium and thus departs from the traditional IP-based way
of interconnecting devices and, in effect, applications. Therefore, we introduce an
application layer that serves as an interface, abstracting from network-less, direct
communication and addressing to enable adoption by higher-layer (legacy) applica-
tions. In its functionality, it is thus equivalent to the application layer in CA-Fi and
replaces this layer when CA-Fi is incorporated into the wireless application overlay.
To this end, the application layer enables the management of services using an
IP/port-based socket interface that applications may address locally. Simple prim-
itives then enable registration of a service, defining announcement behavior, re-
questing discovery of services, and subsequent interaction. The publish/subscribe
interface provided by the application layer furthermore reflects the spontaneity and
asynchrony of ubiquitous wireless communication, delivering messages to and from
applications based solely on the availability and discovery of communication part-
ners. Services, as exposed by the service layer, thereby become traditionally address-
able data sources and recipients, allowing easy adaptation of existing interaction
primitives.
5.5.4 Technical Evaluation
In our wireless application overlay design, we embrace a tradeoff between losing coor-
dination functionalities of traditional 802.11 or 802.15.4 networking, e.g., as provided
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Figure 5.14 Walkie Talkie app (cf. Section 5.5.5.2) on prototype with external 802.11 and
802.15.4 radios.
by an 802.11 AP, and the scope and spontaneity of unrestricted wireless communi-
cation. In this section, we evaluate the real-world communication performance of
our proposed design to highlight its feasibility.
First, we measure the possible communication range with regard to throughput and
packet loss to assess the context scope around a device (Section 5.5.4.1). We then
evaluate the impact of multiple competing senders on this performance, simulating
an uncoordinated communication scenario (Section 5.5.4.2). Conversely, we quantify
the benefit of relaying messages for devices outside of the direct communication range
(Section 5.5.4.3). Last, we measure whether our design induces interference in the
co-existence of 802.11 and 802.15.4 transmissions at the sender (Section 5.5.4.4).
We implemented the overlay in both Linux netbooks and Android smartphones,
where netbooks serve debugging and performance analysis purposes and smart-
phones are our target device category with regard to feasibility studies and ap-
plication development. Specifically, the netbooks are Lenovo S10-3 IdeaPads and a
Dell Inspiron 1090 Duo that run Ubuntu 12.10 on top of a 1.5GHz dual-core CPU
and an Atheros AR9285 802.11n wireless card that uses the ath9k 802.11 driver.
Smartphone devices are Samsung Galaxy Nexus phones running Android 4.2.2 on
top of a 1.2GHz dual-core CPU and a Broadcom BCM4330 802.11n wireless card.
Because we cannot modify the closed-source MAC functionality of the Broadcom
card, we use an external TP-Link TL-WN822N 802.11n module for wireless mea-
surements that operates an Atheros chip running the carl1970 802.11 driver, as
shown in Figure 5.14. Since this driver builds on the same code base as the ath9k
driver, we are able to execute CA-Fi functionality on a smartphone via small adjust-
ments to the Android system and the driver. Note that we deactivate the internal
wireless card and thus only operate a single 802.11 interface.
We integrate 802.15.4 support by attaching Digi XBee Series 1 radios [Digb] to
the both the netbooks and the smartphone setup via a serial-to-USB interface. As
Figure 5.14 shows, adding a second USB module required an external USB hub and
prevents a meaningful energy evaluation. This cumbersome design serves only for
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(a) 802.11 indoor.
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(b) 802.11 outdoor.
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(c) 802.15.4 indoor.
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(d) 802.15.4 outdoor.
Figure 5.15 Box plot of device-to-device throughput and packet delivery rate (PDR)
over distance in association-less 802.11 as well as 802.15.4 communication in indoor and
outdoor environments.
feasibility evaluation and will be made obsolete in future smartphones that support
802.15.4 as well as make use of open-source 802.11 drivers5.
We conduct communication performance evaluations using the netbook devices be-
cause of usability and an insufficient number of smartphones. However, identical
hardware in the smartphone setting suggests equivalent results.
5.5.4.1 Directed Communication Performance
We substantiate our design by quantifying the performance and robustness of 802.11
and 802.15.4 transmissions in association-less communication. Especially, we differ
from the equivalent evaluation in CA-Fi in focusing on association-less networking,
instead of concurrent association-less and association-based networking (cf. Sec-
tion 5.4.3.2). We vary the distance between the communicating devices and measure
both the achieved throughput as well as the PDR. In this, we strive to answer two
questions, namely i) what real-world dimensions of physical contexts are possible
while maintaining viable communication performance within the respective commu-
nication technology, and, ii) given the performance results, which usage scenarios
for 802.11 and 802.15.4 are appropriate?
Figure 5.15 illustrates the results of our measurement over increasing distance in a
box plot of throughput and also shows the PDR. We conducted 30 runs of transmit-
ting 1000 packets with 1500 byte payload in 802.11 and 1000 packets with 100 byte
payload in 802.15.4 in an indoor office setting as well as outdoors. In association-less
802.11 communication, throughput rates of 100 kB/s are possible indoors as well as
5A recent announcement of a smartphone building on open-source Atheros drivers is listed here:
http://oneplus.net/one.
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outdoors over a range of up to 70m, providing a viable basis for a diverse set of
mobile applications. Notably, 802.11 outdoor transmissions over small distances,
e.g., 5m, show both the least robustness at a PDR of 0.85 and the lowest through-
put within the measured distances. We explain this by the fact that we placed the
sending device close to our office building in which a high amount of ambient 802.11
traffic occurs, resulting in strong interference around sender and receiver for small
distances. In contrast, we observe a higher PDR and throughput for transmissions
over longer distances.
In indoor scenarios, 802.15.4 transmissions achieve a constant throughput of 8 kB/s.
Conversely outdoor communication in 802.15.4 suffers from the increased exposure
to interference and loss of additive multi-path propagation effects. We observe an
exponential decrease of the achieved throughput over increasing distances. Espe-
cially, measurements over 25m did not yield usable results at all, Figure 5.15(d)
thus does not include these measurements.
From these results, we derive a clear separation of the functional applicability of
802.11 and 802.15.4. Namely, the measurements motivate the usage of 802.15.4
devices in dedicated installations that make singular, low-volume interactions ac-
cessible to mobile users. 802.11, conversely, offers a versatile basis for personal
communication over larger distances, i.e., physical context scopes. With regard
to our design, the observed discrepancy between indoor and outdoor performance
in 802.15.4 suggests an additional separation. Namely, 802.15.4 appears especially
suited to expose short-range indoor interaction with smart objects, e.g., interaction
with elevators, doors, signs, and localization mechanisms. In contrast, 802.11 proves
capable of discovering and facilitating heterogeneous mobile applications within sub-
stantial ranges, creating a rich set of mobile contexts.
5.5.4.2 Uncoordinated Communication Performance
In the previous evaluation, we measure the communication performance of directed,
i.e., largely undisturbed, communication. However, in real-life scenarios, we envision
uncoordinated, concurrent communication to occur between multiple senders in the
same physical space, resulting in interference and potentially degraded communi-
cation performance as observed at the receiver. In this section, we thus quantify
the impact of uncoordinated competing transmissions on the communication perfor-
mance in 802.11 and 802.15.4. We thereby assess the feasibility and performance of
ubiquitous communication in populated areas where multiple, heterogeneous mobile
applications coexist, e.g., in urban or campus areas.
Figure 5.16 thus shows the average PDR and standard deviation over 30 runs at
a receiver that observes concurrent, uncoordinated transmissions. All senders were
placed equidistantly at 5m from the receiver in both the 802.11 and 802.15.4 mea-
surements. In both 802.11 and 802.15.4, senders strive to achieve the maximum
throughput, i.e., we use the same configuration as in Section 5.5.4.1. Please note
that this scenario represents the worst case scenario. This is because, by sending
at their maximum data rates, multiple transmissions compete for high-bandwidth
access to the wireless medium.
As expected and illustrated in Figure 5.16(a), the PDR in 802.11 decreases with an
increasing number of simultaneous senders, due to increased contention for medium
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Figure 5.16 Packet delivery rate (PDR) of competing transmissions as measured at the
receiver.
access at the 802.11 base rate of 1MBit/s. However, the PDRs do not decrease
linearly with the number of senders, indicating a good performance of the under-
lying CSMA-CA mechanism as well as robust modulation in DSSS when using the
802.11 base rates. Although both CA-Fi and the equivalent 802.15.4 mechanism do
not offer transmission control mechanisms, devices can re-request frames that are
missing from opportunistic reception via the sequence numbers and stacked bits in
frames. In addition, while we do not explicitly state retransmission mechanisms,
per-application strategies can be specified in modular fashion in the service layer
and can be subscribed to by applications.
On a side note, we find that, although the participating devices contain equivalent
computing resources and wireless cards, the performance strongly depends on the
actual device specifics, such as the 802.11 chipset and antenna placement. This is
hinted at in the results for four 802.11 senders, in which the Dell netbook dominates
the other senders.
In contrast, PDRs suffer significantly in 802.15.4, as illustrated in Figure 5.16(b),
when observing multiple transmissions. Since we observe an identical evaluation
scenario as for 802.11, we explain this difference in performance with a lower perfor-
mance in carrier sensing, although the 802.15.4 device specifications indicate the use
of a comparable MAC protocol [Diga]. We thus propose an announcement-driven
communication setup in 802.15.4 in which devices do not pro-actively broadcast their
information payload but only announce the general services. Instead, devices only
respond to observed requests to save channel quality for actual data transmissions
that arise from such requests. In this configuration, senders transmit announce-
ment messages periodically once per second and only start transmitting payload
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Figure 5.17 Benefit of relaying transmissions in 802.11 on the PDR and the completion
time of transmissions as observed at the receiver over the number of relay devices.
data upon request. Our additional evaluation result, shown in Figure 5.16(b) “4a”,
highlights the feasibility and benefit of this configuration. Approximately, senders
in this case achieve a PDR as in the single-sender case. Application of 802.15.4
devices for short-range, dedicated single-purpose application entities, e.g., exposing
building functionality, fits this communication scenarios in which requests by mobile
users, e.g., searching for an elevator control, trigger transmissions, in contrast to
continuous sending.
5.5.4.3 Relaying
In the previous section, we evaluated the negative impact of competing transmissions
in densely populated scenarios. Conversely, mobile devices within such scenarios may
serve as cooperative relays of received transmissions, forwarding them for devices
that might be out of range6. Devices that are out of range may then move towards the
GPS coordinates indicated in announcements of interest to increase their reception
probabilities.
We thus strive to quantify the benefit of relaying in terms of increasing the trans-
mission performance at devices that are out of range. Additionally, we analyze the
potential negative impact of replicating received transmissions and inducing inter-
6Relaying transmissions over n hops can be triggered with appropriate settings of the TTL field in
CA-Fi frames.
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ference. To this end, we establish a link with poor quality, as indicated in Fig-
ure 5.17(a), between two devices by placing them at the edge of their transmission
range. Between the devices, we then place up to two relay devices and measure
both the impact on the PDR, as observed as the destination device and the com-
pletion time of a given transmission. In this evaluation, we do not include 802.15.4
because of the drastic decrease of communication under competing transmissions,
as evaluated in Section 5.16.
Figure 5.17 shows the results for both metrics over 30 runs of sending 1000 packets
of 1500 byte in 802.11. With both a single and two relays, we observe an increase of
the PDR at the receiving device, although the higher variation when using two relays
hints at a slight increase in collisions and layer 2 retransmissions. Similarly, both
setups speed up the delivery progress measured over time, with one relay performing
moderately better than two relays.
We derive two results from this measurements. First, relaying provides a viable
method of extending the range of 802.11 services, which might prove especially use-
ful for announcement messages that indicate a geographic location, enabling devices
to move in range of the announced service. Relaying transmissions may also be
aggregated in the respective transmission queues in CA-Fi, following an aggrega-
tion strategy based on size, a hierarchical sorting, or application preferences, as
already indicated in Section 5.4.2.3. Second, multiple relays introduce an overhead
of redundant transmissions. We thus propose to separate relaying devices spatially,
with devices that overhear relayed transmissions, by way of the TTL field in CA-Fi
frames, ceasing to operating as a relay. Devices that do not observe another relay
then may start serving as a relay for designated transmissions.
5.5.4.4 Co-existence of Communication Technologies at the Sender
In our design, we simultaneously use an 802.11 and 802.15.4 radio to discover and
interact with the diversity of services using the respective wireless technologies. How-
ever, both 802.11 and 802.15.4 operate in the 2.4GHz ISM band, resulting in in-
terference between simultaneous transmissions. Following the results of interference
measurements between separated devices [PTH+08], we thus strive to quantify the
efficiency of our slotted sending scheme with regard to minimizing the reciprocal
impact of concurrent 802.11 and 802.15.4 transmissions. We therefore place one
netbook within 5m of one 802.11 and one 802.15.4 receiver and transmit 1000 pack-
ets of 1500 byte over 802.11 and 1000 packets of 100 byte over 802.15.4. Note that,
in contrast to approaches that strive to improve the coexistence of 802.15.4 and
802.11 [ZS11], we do not, at this time, employ any coordination mechanisms inte-
grated into the respective mechanisms, e.g., at the MAC layer.
As illustrated in Figure 5.18, temporally slotting the respective transmissions co-
existing transmissions avoids destructive interference. In contrast, without any
slotting mechanism as afford by our abstraction layer, results in [PTH+08] show
a negative impact of simultaneous transmissions, motivating cross-technology coor-
dination mechanisms as for example in [ZS11]. Conversely, we assess the feasibility
of a sender-side multi-radio design that adheres to a shared spectrum by temporally
separating competing transmissions.
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Figure 5.18 PDR of simultaneous, sender-side 802.15.4 and 802.11 transmissions as observed
by separate receivers.
5.5.5 Application Evaluation
We envision ubiquitous direct wireless interaction, surpassing the restrictions and
limitations of single network infrastructures, to enable a wide scope of applications.
In this section, we illustrate the resulting application design space along example
use case implementations that directly build on and benefit from the unrestricted
communication scope. Please note that all applications are developed for the Galaxy
Nexus phone as smartphones constitute our target device category. Screenshots thus
exclusively show the respective Android applications.
5.5.5.1 Visualization and Interaction Platform
Discovering applications and devices unrestrictedly in 802.11 and 802.15.4 results
in an unbounded number of concurrent interaction opportunities within diverse ap-
plications. Filtering and visualizing these opportunities, according to the interests
and applications of the user, then makes applications and devices accessible in mo-
bile contexts. We thus show our prototypical overlay visualization, serving as a
launching point for applications that specifically subscribe to the discovered infor-
mation. Furthermore, we present examples for such specific applications that allow
an alternative to network driven and Internet-based implementations.
Localized Overlay
Visualizing the discovered applications and objects in the vicinity should reflect their
location relative to the user, i.e., projected onto the local surroundings. We realize
this notion intuitively in a radar-like visualization approach, shown in Figure 5.19(a).
In this, we make use of the abstraction layer providing all discovered information
regardless of the used wireless technology, and equally place 802.11 and 802.15.4
sources around the user. Please note that, in this example, visualized devices are
filtered by their category, namely “building automation”, and their specific service
type, namely “elevator services”, as shown in the upper right of the figure.
In Section 5.5.3.2, we introduced our design of devices indicating their GPS posi-
tion in their announcement frames. We leverage this information to enable static
localization of objects and applications in the overlay representation. Using the
GPS position of the mobile device then allows visualizing the distance to objects,
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(a) Visualizing locally discovered ob-
jects and applications in an intuitive
radar-like representation.
(b) Generic visualization serves as a
launching point for applications han-
dling the specific interaction.
Figure 5.19 Object and application visualization and interaction in the wireless applica-
tion overlay.
while deriving the orientation using the smartphone magnetometer represents the
real-world positions. Newly discovered objects can thus be made accessible from
observing announcement frames, without additional service discovery or 802.11 and
802.15.4 networking overhead. GPS positioning is only feasible in outdoor scenarios.
For indoor positioning, we envision the distribution of building maps that associate
the IDs of objects with specific locations in the building, enabling an application
to localize a user on this map based on the overheard service IDs in announcement
frames.
Visualization then should serve as the launching point for applications that enable
interaction with the respective discovered objects and applications. In this, we
strive to keep the design and functionality of the overlay and visualization mech-
anisms generic while applications realize their specific functionality autonomously.
With regard to the example displayed in Figure 5.19(a), discovery of the elevator
in our office building (E3) triggers a handover to an application that exposes task-
specific functionality. Applications may thereby register for specific interaction by
way of intent filters7 in Android, translating the category and identifier structure
into hierarchical schemes or MIME types.
In contrast to hierarchical network-centric approaches, applications thereby have
permanent access to the full observable mobile context. Furthermore, multiple ap-
plications can access or interact with discovered objects simultaneously, since the
7http://developer.android.com/guide/topics/manifest/intent-filter-element.html
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(a) Friendly interaction between players comprises trade and
communicate actions.
(b) Enemy interaction does not afford trading but comprises
fight actions.
Figure 5.20 Mobile gaming between objects in the immediate wireless vicinity arising from
the discovery of specific interaction opportunities in the respective application.
abstraction and service layer process, represent, and multiplex the respective infor-
mation uniformly.
Mobile Gaming
Ingress [Nia] rebuilds real-world landmarks in a fully virtual, Internet-based game
scenario. Once players are in the vicinity of landmarks in the real world, they
can fight for this landmark in the virtual world. As such, it provides a striking
example for detachment of discovery and interaction from the given scenario in the
physical world and physical interaction over wireless communication. Mitigating the
requirement for an Internet communication, mobile gaming within direct interaction
then facilitates the gameplay in the physical vicinity of players and landmarks and
builds on immediate interaction.
To show a prototypical example for the visualization of such a gaming approach,
we fashioned an outdoor-oriented Android game after Ingress, separating players in
two factions, as illustrated in Figure 5.20. We make use of the osmdroid framework
to map gameplay to real-world locations and to correctly place landmarks. Local
interaction between players, then translates into combat, communication, or trade
actions within the game. Please note that we focus on the communication and
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(a) Elevator interaction. (b) Temperature monitor.
Figure 5.21 Use cases in building automation.
visualization aspects and leave the implementation of the necessary gameplay for
future work.
To enable a local Ingress-style gameplay, landmarks would need to be equipped with
an 802.11-capable device and partake directly in the game, in contrast to Ingress.
Given the proliferation of 802.11 devices and the low communication requirements of
the game, we regard this assumption as feasible. We disregard 802.15.4 here because
of its low range. Enabling immediate interaction between players then enables new
avenues of mobile gaming, for example collaborative or educative gaming in locations
of interest.
Building Information
Building automation approaches, e.g., to monitor temperature or energy expendi-
ture, have been proposed, among others, as a main usage scenario for the IoT. De-
ployed smart objects thereby connect building appliances to monitoring and control
applications that run on smartphones or tablets. Communication between smart ob-
jects then occurs over low-power 802.15.4 links towards a dedicated 802.11 or wired
gateway device that exports data and functionality towards mobile users, introduc-
ing a vertical communication step.
Building on the direct discovery of smart objects over 802.15.4, our design enables
users to immediately interact with IoT appliances. Within the indoor usage scenario,
for example, building managers can provide a simple map to visiting users, e.g., by
way of a download pointed to by a QR code at the entrance. This map then contains
the location and ID of smart objects in the building and allows user to discover
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objects that announce their ID, category, and type. By placing objects on the map
and in visualization, we remove the need for other indoor localization approaches,
e.g., using Wi-Fi fingerprinting. When in range, users can then directly interact
with objects.
As example applications, we implemented an elevator control in which users can
call an elevator via the attached smart object, and a temperature monitor app,
visualizing the temperature in our offices. Figure 5.21 shows both applications,
calling the elevator to the current level and visualizing the temperature on our
floor in a heat map, based on the single temperature values in offices. We placed
one temperature sensor, within a TelosB sensor node [PSC05], in direct sunlight to
establish an offset to neighboring offices. Similar, we activated the air conditioning
in the large room at the end of the floor to achieve a contrast with offices that are
not air conditioned. Please note that we could not obtain write access to the elevator
control, we thus represent the system by a stand-alone sensor node placed at the
elevator. Further straightforward appliances that benefit from local discovery are,
e.g., automatic door openers and lighting control systems.
5.5.5.2 Audio Media: Speech
An intuitive mobile application that benefits from local communication and im-
mediate interaction within the increased scope in the overlay is audio transmis-
sions, specifically transmitting human speech. Revisiting our example from Sec-
tion 5.5.1, we hence implement a walkie talkie application that allows push-to-talk
audio broadcasts to nearby devices. In traditional realizations, audio would be
recorded, transcoded, and sent, continuously or discretely, through a central Internet
service that manages device locations and availability. One-to-one communication
between subscribed users in a coordinated service benefits from such central man-
agement. In contract, use cases such as emergency transmissions, location-based
audio sharing [MPL+11], and wireless advertisements benefit from spontaneous au-
dio transmissions between unknown participants.
Figure 5.14 shows a screenshot of the application running on a smartphone. In
detail, the application records spoken audio via the microphone of the smartphone
and transcodes it using the Speex codec [xip]. Transcoded speech is then broadcast
in 20ms blocks via 802.11 or 802.15.4, as indicated by the application. Within
the same mechanism, the application may also send recordings, supporting close-
range streaming of wireless advertisements or object information, e.g., in museums
or meeting rooms.
Without a managed communication infrastructure and retransmission mechanisms,
e.g., in TCP communication in an 802.11 network, we question the robustness of
uncoordinated transmissions. Specific to the walkie talkie application, we need to
evaluate whether our design supports a viable Quality of Service (QoS) in audio
transmissions, i.e., continuous speech without intolerable gaps in the transmission.
Hence, we analyze the maximum occurring gaps (in ms) caused by lost 20ms speech
fragments in frames. We repeat each transmission of a 10 s speech block 30 times
over 802.15.4 in both an unobstructed indoor scenario and an obstructed one, i.e.,
through a wall between two offices. For a longer range evaluation, we perform the
same measurement over a distance of 50m using 802.11, i.e., CA-Fi.
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Figure 5.22 CDF of maximum observed audio gaps in Walkie Talkie speech transmissions
over 802.15.4 in an indoor line-of-sight and an obstructed office scenario as well as over 802.11
(CA-Fi). CDF functions show the 95th percentile.
In order to put the observed gaps in perspective, i.e., assess whether they impair the
audio QoS, we follow the International Telecommunication Union (ITU) recommen-
dation [ITU] for one-way audio transmissions. We thus assume a minimal value of
150ms for observable disruptions and regard disruptions up to 400ms as observable
but acceptable, while larger disruptions render the service unusable. As Figure 5.22
shows, transmissions over 802.15.4 are highly robust and, in the majority, do not
introduce gaps larger than 100ms in obstructed and unobstructed scenarios. CA-Fi
transmissions are more affected by range as well as interference but still provide
viable quality of service. Namely, 70% of all gaps induce a disruption below 150ms
and 95% below 400ms.
We provide a worst case evaluation in regarding the maximum observable gap. For
comparison, the average gap was 29ms in unobstructed 802.15.4 transmissions, 30ms
in obstructed 802.15.4, and 38ms in 802.11, highlighting robustness of typical trans-
missions.
Audio transmissions are a fitting example for a concurrent mobile approach that ben-
efits from and build on different types of media. For example, an audio stream may
augment mobile gaming or add to recognition approaches, e.g., mobile Computer
Vision (CV) as shown in the next section.
5.5.5.3 Visual Media: Augmented Reality & Computer Vision
Mobile AR [NOKa, HO04, YLD12] strives to seamlessly integrate computer-aided
information and interaction with real-world observable contexts. In this the smart-
phone recognizes objects in the camera view in order to augment them with in-
formation or interaction points. The biggest challenge of making AR ubiquitous
is the dependence on databases that already hold images of the respective objects
to facilitate comparison [AS11] as well as the requirement of Internet connectivity
to communicate with those databases. The actual availability of such databases
thereby restricts AR approaches to few selected, managed scenarios.
We thus propose direct and immediate realization of AR approaches through object
recognition within our design. Building on discovery and communication in the
wireless application overlay, objects themselves directly provide
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(a) Object recognition and annotation with location informa-
tion.
(b) Person recognition and annotation with social networking
information.
Figure 5.23 Example use cases for mobile AR and CV enabled through direct provision of
ORB [RRKB11] descriptors from objects to mobile devices in the wireless application overlay.
i) Oriented FAST and Rotated BRIEF (ORB) [RRKB11] key point descriptors
that facilitate the recognition of the providing object within the smartphone
camera view, and
ii) information for augmentation and annotation as well as pointers to further
information sources, e.g., an Internet URL.
Generally speaking, we enable discoverable and augmentable objects to provide the
necessary AR and CV information that traditionally is provided by dedicated In-
ternet services. After reception of the ORB descriptors, mobile devices then are
able to recognize the described object in the camera picture and augment it with
the provided information. Directly providing the CV information then mitigates
the need for vast image databases and powerful processing infrastructures as well
as avoids the delay introduced by the associated communication steps. A diverse
set of mobile and spontaneous AR applications becomes possible using our tech-
nique, e.g., annotating buildings with descriptive information for localization and
navigation, as shown in Figure 5.23(a), or augmenting persons with their associated
social networking information, illustrated in Figure 5.23(b). Within the expected
fabric of communicating objects, users may thus be alerted of discovered objects and
can use their smartphones to both find the object as well as display the annotating
information.
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Figure 5.24 True positive and negative rate in image recognition over number of transmitted
descriptors.
Exchanging the processing power and central collection of large-scale image databases
induces a number of challenges. First, transmitting descriptors directly between
802.11 devices8 introduces a limit on the number of descriptors an object can pro-
vide. This stands in contrast to the, in principle, unbounded number of descriptors
that can be provided for recognition by the database over a carrier or infrastructure-
bound 802.11 network. Second, performing CV recognition on mobile devices re-
quires approaches with appropriate processing power demands.
We hence prefer ORB descriptors over, for example, Scale-invariant Feature Trans-
form (SIFT) [Low99] descriptors for their comparably small size of 32 byte per de-
scriptor compared to 512 byte per descriptor in SIFT. Additionally, ORB is designed
for fast computation on mobile devices, inducing relatively low processing demands9.
Given a maximum payload of 1500 byte per 802.11 frame, we may transmit up to
45 32 byte descriptors in a single frame, minus associated annotation data as well
as frame headers. Consequently, we need to derive the number of descriptors, i.e.,
the number of 802.11 frames, required for a sufficient recognition rate of everyday
objects. To this end, we take a representative picture of both our office building,
shown in Figure 5.23(a), and one of our colleagues, shown in Figure 5.23(b) and
evaluate the recognition success and error rate over the number of available and
8We disregard 802.15.4 here because the low range requires the respective mobile user to stand
before the object in the first place.
9Wang et al. [WBCN13] propose visual fingerprints that build on spatiograms and wavelets. In
contrast to our work, they do not address actual communication between devices and do not achieve a
real-time recognition system.
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compared descriptors. Specifically, we evaluate the true positive rate, i.e., the suc-
cessful detection within a picture that contains the image, and true negative rate, ie
the correct non-detection within a picture that does not contain the image over the
number of descriptors. To this end, we strive to detect the source picture in promi-
nent data sets that contain building images [Comb] and human face images [Opea],
respectively.
Figures 5.24(a) and 5.24(b) illustrate our results. An increasing number of descrip-
tors increases the true positive rate in both building and face recognition10. In this,
comparisons using only 80 and 83 descriptors, respectively, already allow true pos-
itive rates of 77% for building images and 83% for face images. Additionally, the
true negative rate amounts to 99% and 98% providing robustness against false de-
tections. As such, the results support our approach of transmitting only a limited
number of the most expressive descriptors, as given by the extraction mechanism.
We hence deduce the feasibility of facilitating CV within direct transmission of only
two 802.11 frames, providing a building block for mobile AR. Extracting descriptors
was instant and may be performed iteratively over a number of pictures to determine
the largest set of stable, i.e., reoccurring, and expressive descriptors for an object.
Given a reasonably low sending frequency, e.g., 2 /s compared to typical Beacon
frequencies of 10 /s, we argue that the requirement of receiving two 802.11 frames
is negligible given the range of 802.11 transmissions. Within the expected fabric
of communicating objects, users may thus be alerted of discovered objects and can
use their smartphones to both find the object as well as display the annotating
information.
With regard to the practical applicability of recognizing an object in the camera
view, detecting a specified object continuously, i.e., in each of the typically 30 cap-
tured camera frames per second, proved infeasible due to the repeated processing
overhead. However, such recognition rates do not offer additional benefits over, for
example, frequencies of 2 /s due to the relatively slow speed of manual smartphones
movements. We thus reduced the frequency of processed frames to every 5th frame,
resulting in 6 detection steps per second. However, these results can further be op-
timized as well as tailored and adapted to the specifics of the Galaxy Nexus we used
as an experimentation device.
5.5.6 Summary and Future Work
We presented a design for ubiquitous mobile sensing within the wireless contexts
of devices and broad diversity of interaction opportunities. We build a local wire-
less application overlay from association-less 802.11 and 802.15.4 networking as well
as interest- and application-based addressing. All discoverable services thus be-
come accessible for mobile applications and interaction, complementing network-
and Internet-based communication approaches.
Our evaluation supports the feasibility of our design and suggests 802.11 for hetero-
geneous applications in indoor and outdoor scenarios, while 802.15.4 appears suited
for dedicated short-range interaction, e.g., in IoT deployments. We demonstrate
10ORB only extracted 83 descriptors from the face picture.
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multiple approaches that become possible in our design, e.g., mobile gaming, ubiq-
uitous networking, speech transmission and mobile computer vision for augmented
reality.
In future work, sensing and interaction within the confined range of wireless trans-
missions may have the potential to realize humanly graspable privacy-aware interac-
tion defined by proximity and locality [Lan01]. Similar, locality-based key establish-
ment [ADD+13] could locally secure communication within the wireless interaction
range of nodes. While not the focus and scope of this paper, we feel that the growing
awareness of privacy concerns and need for solutions motivates further work in this
direction.
5.5.6.1 Limitations
Central coordination of mobile applications, such as in [Nia,MPL+11], allow a consis-
tent management of the application contexts of participants, e.g., to ensure fairness
in mobile gaming. Spontaneous and ubiquitous interaction without central entities
does not feature such coordination as no entity holds the full set of application
states. Consistency must therefore be established via distributed mechanisms, such
as Lamport timestamps that enable event ordering, and integrity checks that prevent
tampering with or forging of states. We are hence interested applying mechanisms
from distributed systems research, e.g., P2P and micro payment systems, into our
design.
5.6 Conclusion
Our work in this chapter addresses the observation that 802.11 and Internet-based
communication and interaction approaches restrict and impede the spontaneity and
ubiquity given, in principle, by the wireless medium. We hence propose CA-Fi,
wireless communication without both the restrictions and overhead of 802.11 net-
working. Leveraging the resulting communication scope and extending it by an
equivalent mechanism for 802.15.4, we then propose a comprehensive and extensible
application framework that exposes ubiquitous wireless communication to mobile
applications.
In both approaches, we propose to base communication on application- and interest-
centric addressing, departing from traditional layer 2 and layer 3 addressing mech-
anisms in the absence of network infrastructures. In this, we revisit our motivation
from the previous chapter and our proposed solutions in Interest-based Cloud-facili-
tated Opportunistic Networking (ICON) and Secure On-demand Wi-Fi (SO-Fi) and
incorporate it into a generic wireless communication mechanisms and application
framework. We thereby extend the one-to-one communication design in SO-Fi and
the one-to-many design in ICON by a design that allows instant and comprehensive
many-to-many communication in 802.11 through CA-Fi as well as in 802.15.4.
In this chapter we thus addressed the question of with whom wireless communica-
tion in possible and proposed mechanisms for ubiquitous communication, i.e., with
everyone, everywhere, and at all times. To this end, our proposed mechanisms are
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independent from network infrastructures as well as pre-coordinated communication
parameters. In this, the proposed mechanisms define the communication, interac-
tion, and application scope of mobile users solely from the set of devices that in
are in wireless communication range and establish communication between devices
exclusively from shared application or content interests.
6
Conclusion and Discussion
Mobile wireless device-to-device (D2D) networking offers infrastructure-less, spon-
taneous general-purpose networking, message passing, content exchange, and inter-
action that is solely defined by the mobility and locality of users. Applications and
communication mechanisms that build on mobile wireless D2D networking are the
focus of numerous research directions, such as DTN, OppNet, and ubiquitous com-
puting. In the proliferation of mobile wireless devices, such as smartphones, tablets,
and laptops, a substantial mass of potential target devices for approaches in these
research directions exist.
However, the vast majority of proposed approaches does not manifest itself in real-
life implementations and applications; their realization and envisioned benefits thus
remains confined to prototypical academic settings. In this thesis, we argue that
this missing transition is due to two reasons. First, mobile wireless devices are in-
creasingly tailored to their prevalent usage scenario of device-to-infrastructure (D2I)
within Access Point (AP)-based single-hop networks and do not support the mecha-
nisms necessary for infrastructure-less D2D networking, as for example defined in the
802.11 ad-hoc mode (AM). Second, the network-centric design of the 802.11 commu-
nication standard lacks support for the main characteristic of mobile wireless D2D
networking, namely purposeful and spontaneous communication with all devices in
communication range. Specifically, 802.11 networking requires the association to a
network prior to communication between devices but offers no means of indicating
the semantics, i.e., the executed application or available content, of this network,
preventing purposeful and thus efficient networking in mobile scenarios. Subsequent
to this association, 802.11 restricts the communication scope to the set of currently
associated devices, significantly limiting the number of devices that are available
to D2D approaches. These observations make up the problem space addressed in
this thesis, namely i) the basic feasibility of D2D networking on commodity mobile
devices, ii) the semantics, iii) and the general scope of wireless D2D networking in
mobile scenarios.
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6.1 Contributions
This thesis makes three distinct contributions towards the aforementioned aspects.
In the following, we briefly summarize the design of the respective approaches as
well as their key evaluation results.
6.1.1 Multi-hop Mobile Wireless D2D Networking in 802.11
Infrastructure Mode
We address the feasibility of D2D networking, as observed due to a lack of sup-
port for the 802.11 AM, by introducing Mobile Ad-Hoc Wi-Fi (MA-Fi), multi-hop
wireless D2D networking that exclusively uses the 802.11 infrastructure mode (IM).
Instead of the 802.11 ad-hoc mode (AM), the IM is ubiquitously supported in mobile
devices to facilitate D2I networking. We leverage this support as well as wireless net-
work virtualization to provide an interconnected, multi-hop network topology that
offers the flexibility and mobility support of the 802.11 AM in combination with
the performance characteristics of the 802.11 IM. Specifically, MA-Fi offers 802.11n
throughput, Wi-Fi Protected Access II (WPA2) network security, and 802.11 Power
Save Mode (PSM) support, thereby providing a mobile D2D network infrastructure
that meets the characteristics that applications and users are accustomed to in D2I
networking.
We implemented MA-Fi in commodity mobile devices and compare our design with
regard to network performance, energy efficiency, and the efficiency and controlla-
bility of our topology design with the 802.11 AM. In our evaluation, MA-Fi affords
an increase of network throughput of up to 340% while incurring a negligible time
overhead in multi-hop route management that is due to the overhead of virtualized
wireless network interfaces. We furthermore observe a reduction of the overall en-
ergy consumption in the network by up to 62%, enabled by the support for energy
saving mechanisms such as the 802.11 PSM and duty cycling of intermediate rout-
ing devices. Last, our design allows the control of the network topology through
the purposeful instantiation and removal of 802.11 IM networks as well as directed
links between them. MA-Fi uses this control to create a sparse overall topology that
affords connectivity equivalent to AM networks with as little as 25% of the required
forwarding devices.
In MA-Fi, we thus contribute a design for energy-efficient, high-performance multi-
hop D2D networking that is compatible to all 802.11 devices. We thereby provide
a real-life mechanism that improves the feasibility of D2D networking and helps
the realization of mobile D2D approaches, such as in Delay/Disruption-Tolerant
Networking (DTN) and Opportunistic Networking (OppNet).
6.1.2 Content- and Interest-centric Wireless D2D Networking
802.11 networking lacks the ability to express the application semantics of networks
as required for a purposeful discovery of application peers by mobile devices in D2D
networking. We hence propose two orthogonal designs of incorporating applica-
tion semantics in mobile 802.11 network discovery and instantiation. In our first,
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infrastructure-assisted design, Interest-based Cloud-facilitated Opportunistic Net-
working (ICON) manages and matches the application semantics of mobile devices
in a cloud service. Upon matching application semantics between devices in 802.11
communication range, the service triggers a purposeful network instantiation that
is dedicated to the execution of the specific application between the participating
devices.
Complementing ICON, we propose Secure On-demand Wi-Fi (SO-Fi), an infrastruc-
ture-less design that incorporates application semantics into the network discovery
and association process of 802.11. Requesting devices encode their application se-
mantics in the Service Set Identifier (SSID) field of 802.11 Probe Request (PREQ)
frames and devices with matching semantics, that overhear such a request, instanti-
ate an 802.11 network dedicated to this request. In a single step, matching devices
thereby discover peers as well as a shared, on-demand network. SO-Fi further-
more incorporates security credentials to provide confidentiality and encryption of
exchanged requests and payload as well as Denial-of-Service (DoS) protection of
devices from replay attacks based on overheard requests and networks.
We implemented ICON for current Android smartphones and SO-Fi for Android
smartphones and Linux netbooks. Our evaluation of both approaches underlines
the feasibility of instantiating mobile D2D networking exclusively based on matching
application semantics. In this, our designs also meet the time constraints of mobile
device encounters as well as the diverse security requirements of applications and
users.
In ICON and SO-Fi, we contribute two designs of incorporating application seman-
tics into mobile wireless D2D networking that differ in their dependence on exist-
ing infrastructures as well as in the associated security and privacy tradeoffs. The
integration of our designs into prevalent 802.11 structures and mobile Operating
Systems (OSs) affords immediate real-life feasibility.
6.1.3 Association- and Overhead-less Mobile Wireless
Networking
The communication scope of 802.11 networks is limited to the set of devices that
are currently associated to the network. In mobile wireless D2D networking this
characteristic prevents wireless communication and interaction that is solely de-
fined by the locality and communication range of devices. Especially, Opportunis-
tic Network (OppNet), Delay/Disruption-Tolerant Network (DTN), and ubiquitous
computing approaches assume such unrestricted communication in order to compre-
hensively leverage the location, application, and mobility context of the respective
devices. We hence propose Concurrent Association-less Wi-Fi (CA-Fi), unrestricted
broadcast-based wireless communication that removes the notion and virtual bind-
ing of 802.11 networks. In our design, devices broadcast network-less 802.11 frames
to transport payload, indicate application semantics, and, if appropriate, instantiate
high-bandwidth 802.11 networks to facilitate mobile applications that induce high
data transfers. CA-Fi thereby supports concurrent association-less and association-
based communication, i.e., broadcast-based ubiquitous communication in parallel to
directed communication in 802.11 networks.
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We implemented CA-Fi for Linux mobile devices and Android smartphones and
evaluate the feasibility, network performance, energy efficiency, and application sup-
port of our design. CA-Fi preserves up to 70% of concurrent 802.11 throughput and
affords a stand-alone, ubiquitous communication channel of 30 kB/s. Association-
less and concurrent communication in CA-Fi consumes comparably much energy
as 802.11 networking while providing a substantially larger and more spontaneous
communication scope.
Building on this communication scope and extending it to 802.15.4, we furthermore
propose a wireless application overlay that makes the ubiquity, spontaneity, and
mobility of wireless devices accessible to applications. In this overlay, we build a
hierarchical addressing structure on application semantics to enable discovery of
applications and peers and present a number of novel applications that make use of
immediate D2D communication in the overlay.
6.2 Future Work
Building on our contributions, multiple areas of research, implementation, and ap-
plications remain open. In the following, we briefly illustrate these areas.
6.2.1 Security and Privacy
Given the seamless integration of mobile wireless devices into the every day life
of mobile users, the secure handling and transmission of payload as well as ensur-
ing the privacy of said data and user information constitutes a main priority. We
addressed this priority in ICON and SO-Fi through encryption of application se-
mantics and payload. Still, the requirement to communicate the user location to the
cloud service in ICON can allow location tracking and profiling of users. As such,
further improvements to our design target the inclusion of location hiding mecha-
nisms as well as a feasibility study of our location-based network approach under
location privacy. In SO-Fi, securing content and applications using attribute-based
encryption [BSW07] promises fine-tuned security mechanisms for the differentiated
discovery and disclosure of application semantics.
Similar, our design of association-less wireless networking currently relies on the ob-
fuscation of application semantics through the use of hash functions for encoding.
Given the fully localized communication scope in our design, we envision the inclu-
sion of locally generated keys, as recently proposed in [SFAD12,ADD+13], to secure
subsequent communication.
6.2.2 Emerging Network Scenarios
Motivated by the vision of MANET, DTN, and OppNet approaches, our designs
mainly address communication between mobile personal wireless devices. Increas-
ingly, this device scope is expanded by smart objects within the context of the
Internet of Things (IoT) and Cyber Physical Systems (CPSs). Already addressed to
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a certain extent in our wireless application overlay design, this different device type
motivates and requires novel communication and interaction techniques. Especially,
while MANET, DTN, and OppNet approaches focus on the exchange of messages
or application payload, smart objects expose their inherent mechanical or digital
functionality to the digital world and, in extension, the mobile user. While tradi-
tional IoT designs build on the notion of a fully Internet-connected device ecosys-
tem, lessons from DTN and OppNet research as well as current overload situations
in cellular carrier networks hint at the existence of disconnected objects and users.
Discovering object functionality in an efficient and autonomous manner as well as
subsequently representing and representing it to the mobile user establishes a novel
area of research in D2D communication as well as application area of our mecha-
nisms. In recent efforts, we begin to address this scenario [WRS+14] but still require
in-depth analysis and design of suitable interaction mechanisms as well as represen-
tative user studies that regard the acceptance of localized, autonomous interaction.
6.2.3 Alternative Communication Channels
In our focus on real-life communication devices, the approaches in this thesis mainly
address radio wave communication, as for example implemented in 802.11 or 802.15.4.
In the emergence of the aforementioned smart object scenario, different communi-
cation channels for wireless D2D networking may prove desirable, depending on the
envisioned use case. Specifically, visible light communication, as facilitated by tog-
gling the light-emitting diode (LED) of smartphones as well as low-cost light depen-
dent resistors (LDRs), would offer a communication channel for short range, directed
transmissions that is secured against overhearing. In contrast, high-frequency sound
communication that leverages the microphone and speakers of smartphones, offers
an unobtrusive, ubiquitous channel for energy-efficient, low-bandwidth transmissions
in the background.
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Glossary
CA-Fi Concurrent Association-less
Wi-Fi
Wi-Fi Wi-Fi
ICON Interest-based
Cloud-facilitated
Opportunistic Networking
MA-Fi Mobile Ad-Hoc Wi-Fi
MANET Mobile Ad-Hoc Network
DTN Delay/Disruption-Tolerant
Network
DTN Delay/Disruption-Tolerant
Networking
OppNet Opportunistic Network
OppNet Opportunistic Networking
SO-Fi Secure On-demand Wi-Fi
D2D device-to-device
WPAN Wireless Personal Area
Network
PAN Personal Area Network
WLAN Wireless Local Area
Network
WSN Wireless Sensor Network
IoT Internet of Things
AODV Ad-hoc On-demand Vector
Routing
FFD Full Function Device
RFD Reduced Function Device
P2P peer-to-peer
CSMA-CA Carrier Sense Multiple
Access with Collision
Avoidance
GTS guaranteed time slots
PDR Packet Delivery Rate
LAN Local Area Network
ISM industrial, scientific and
medical
BSS Basic Service Set
IBSS Independent Basic Service
Set
AM ad-hoc mode
IM infrastructure mode
STA Station
AP Access Point
ESS Extended Service Set
SSID Service Set Identifier
BSSID Basic Service Set Identifier
PRES Probe Response
PREQ Probe Request
DHCP Dynamic Host
Configuration Protocol
WPA Wi-Fi Protected Access
WPA2 Wi-Fi Protected Access II
PBKDF2 Password-Based Key
Derivation Function 2
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MIMO multiple-input and
multiple-output
BT LE Bluetooth Low Energy
WMN Wireless Mesh Network
IP Internet Protocol
TCP Transmission Control
Protocol
URI Uniform Resource Identifier
SDP Service Discovery Protocol
D2I device-to-infrastructure
CPS Cyber Physical System
OS Operating System
RON Routing Node
STAN Station Node
NIC Network Interface Card
PSM Power Save Mode
DNS Domain Name System
ARP Address Resolution
Protocol
DYMO Dynamic MANET
On-demand Routing
PSK Pre-shared Key
WEP Wired Equivalent Privacy
RTT Round Trip Time
RREC Route Recovery
RREQ Route Request
SI Switching Interval
IE Information Element
DoS Denial-of-Service
SLP Service Location Protocol
DNS Domain Name System
ARP Address Resolution
Protocol
MTU Maximum Transmission
Unit
TTL Time-to-live
RTx Retransmission
CDF Cumulative Distribution
Function
GPS Global Positioning System
ITU International
Telecommunication Union
QoS Quality of Service
ORB Oriented FAST and
Rotated BRIEF
CV Computer Vision
AR Augmented Reality
SIFT Scale-invariant Feature
Transform
LED light-emitting diode
LDR light dependent resistor
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